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ABSTRACT 

This research investigates the different ways of using daylight in schools in the warm

dry climate of Iran for natural illumination while avoiding overheating and glare. It 

also reviews different approaches to day lighting design and recommends an 

integrative approach which takes the typological approach as a basis for designers and 

the phenomenological approach as an evaluative method to assess and promote the 

experiential aspects of daylighting. 

This research identifies two main ways by which daylight is admitted in warm-dry 

climates. The first approach, diffusion, is basically admitting the harsh sunlight by 

filtering it through to the interior. There is either an exterior element such as foliage 

which acts as a filter for harsh sun rays or the specific design of the building envelope 

and window screens perform a similar function and filter the light. The second 

approach, reflection or using indirect daylight, is an appropriate day lighting strategy 

in this climate. The experimental and observational studies in this research address 

two issues. The first part is concerned with different general and specific factors 

influencing reflected lighting in schools. The second part addresses how this research 

can inform architects to design better daylit schools in such a climate. 

Building orientation and configuration in the larger scale, as well as specific factors 

such as shading devices, daylighting systems, surface features, etc. can considerably 

affect reflected daylighting. This research suggests that room shape and its 

geometrical features, especially its height, has a significant effect on the reflected 

day lighting of a room. On the basis of findings from various case studies, it also 

recommends the use of lightshelves, clerestories, porticoes and courtyard 

configuration in order to improve the reflected daylighting performance in school 

design. Finally, a set of guidelines for daylighting design in schools in the warm-dry 

climate of Iran is proposed as the outcome of the research. 
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Chapter I Introduction and the research outline 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND THE RESEARCH OUTLINE 

1.1. Warm-dry climate daylighting issues and the Research question 

Extreme climates have often presented a challenge to architects when building a 

shelter adaptable to the environment. Direct sunlight is the main cause of daytime 

overheating and can result in visual and thermal discomfort. It can also be observed in 

the traditional architecture of the warm/hot dry climate that keeping the direct sunlight 

off the windows and cooling the spaces are important in dealing with the problems of 

overheating. However, sunlight is clearly a great source of illumination and it is not 

sensible to block it out because of overheating issues. Therefore, the main research 

question arose as to how to use natural illumination effectively in the warm-dry 

climate of Iran and yet avoid overheating problems. This research investigates the 

different ways to use sunlight sensibly in such a climate in order to design high 

performance schools. 

The varied climate of Iran, and more specifically daylighting features of the warm-dry 

climate of Iran, will be discussed in Chapter 2 with a reference to the vernacular 

architecture of the region. The lack of knowledge and awareness of effective ways of 

using sunlight within buildings in this climate of Iran has contributed extensively to 

high electricity bills, which are mainly due to using electric lights for illumination 

even while the sun is shining outside. Apart from economic reasons for using sunlight, 

there are other crucial reasons why classrooms and schools are better off naturally 

illuminated. Students' well being and their academic performance and other 

psychological factors are among other reasons to use natural sunlight; this will be 

addressed in detail in Chapter 3. The extensive literature in this field of study 

elucidates the importance of using natural illumination in classrooms and yet in most 

contemporary Iranian schools this matter is underestimated despite the abundance of 

sunlight. 

Having chosen daylighting as the theme of research brought about the question as to 

which approach should be taken in day lighting design of schools, and more generally 

in other buildings. There is extensive research on different approaches to daylighting 

which will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. Different approaches such as 
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quantitative vs. qualitative and typological vs. phenomenological will be evaluated. It 

will be argued each of these approaches is not sufficient on their own to provide a 

model for a well naturally lit and inspiring space, and that a combination of the 

approaches could bridge the gaps found in the individual ones. The conclusion of 

Chapter 4 will be attempted to be applied in Chapter 6 and 7 where case studies of 

traditional and contemporary exemplary schools will be investigated. Finally, on the 

basis of the empirical evidence and the findings of the previous chapters, Chapter 8 

will suggest a set of design guidelines for daylighting design of schools in the warm

dry climate of Iran. 

Having overviewed briefly the chapters of this thesis, it is important to address the 

difference between daylighting and sunlighting to clarify the terms and their 

implication. Daylight is the diffused, indirect or reflected light in the atmosphere, 

usually under overcast sky, whereas sunlight is direct sun rays emitted from the sun 

under clear or partially overcast skies. Sunlight is also considered as the direct 

component of daylight, the latter of which also includes diffused and reflected light. 

These terms might sometimes be used interchangeably, but in the warm-dry climate of 

Iran sunlight is the main available source of illumination. It is also important to 

mention that most of the literature review which will be discussed in chapter 3 and 4 

address daylighting as they have been dealt with in the UK and European climate. 

Therefore, there is a gap in the literature on sunlighting which this research attempt to 

address. 

This brings us back to the challenging research issue of using sunlight effectively in 

the warm-dry climate of Iran; keeping direct sunlight off the windows to avoid 

overheating and yet using it indirectly for illumination. More specifically the issue is 

how to use sunlight effectively in primary schools in warm-dry climate of Iran to 

illuminate the classrooms naturally and yet avoid overheating. This will lead to the 

idea of reflected lighting, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, the research 

issue can be divided into two main parts. The first part of research question is 

concerned with different exterior and interior factors influencing reflected lighting in 

classrooms. The second part of research question addresses how this research can 

inform architects and designers to design better schools in such a climate, in order to 

address the above issues. 

2 
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1.2. Practical Solutions and a hypothesis 

There are two mam ways by which sunlight is admitted in warm-dry climates: 

Diffusion and Reflection. The first approach, diffusion, is basically admitting the harsh 

sunlight by filtering it through to the interior rooms. Firstly, by looking at the 

vernacular architecture of such climate in Iran, it can be seen that the foliage plays an 

important role in filtering the harsh sunlight. Weather conditions and cloudy skies can 

also playa significant role in diffusing sunlight, but as such weather conditions are 

unlikely to occur through most of year, the diffusing cloud element will not be taken 

into consideration. 

Secondly, on the basis of vernacular observation, geometric screens (blinds) which are 

usually made of complex latticed screens (wooden or ceramic) are seen as another 

way to infiltrate harsh sunlight into the rooms and make it less glaring. They will be 

further discussed in the case studies in Chapter 6. This method is also used 

innovatively in some modern buildings of such climates. Thirdly, with the advances in 

glass technology in modern building examples, optical division screens are also 

alternatives to diffuse harsh sunlight in such climates which will be dealt with in 

Chapter 5. In summary, in the first diffusion approach there is either an exterior 

element acting as a filter for harsh sun rays or the building envelope and windows 

perform a similar function and filter the light through into the room. 

The second approach, reflection or using indirect sunlight, seems to have been a 

suitable day lighting strategy in this climate in the past. This approach has been 

developed in the vernacular architecture of this climate as the result of experience and 

good sense of local architects in the handling of practical problems (Rudofsky 1964). 

The first rule of thumb of the reflection approach is to keep bright reflecting surfaces 

awayfrom the indoor viewers, because seeing a bight surface from the window causes 

glare and visual discomfort. Secondly, courtyards are good examples of this approach 

by which harsh sunlight is reflected off the courtyard floor into the rooms surrounding 

it, and hence reflects off the ceiling down to the spaces in the room. The material, 

colour and texture of courtyard flooring have a considerable effect on the efficiency of 

this method. Courtyards are widespread in the vernacular architecture of such climate, 

while they have only occasionally been used in modem examples. 

3 
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It is suggested that an appropriate solution for the challenging research question is 

reflected lighting, which in return is influenced by a number of factors. There are 

general exterior physical factors such as building orientation and configuration in the 

larger scale, as well as specific interior physical factors which affect reflected lighting 

considerably. This research suggests that room shape and its geometrical features 

especially its height, has a significant effect on the reflected daylighting in the room. 

This can well be seen in traditional buildings and the vernacular, while it is not taken 

sufficiently into account in modem buildings, due partly to higher construction costs 

as well as the lack of awareness on the designers' part. It is a hypothesis of the 

research that these general and specific factors have significant influence on reflected 

lighting as a suitable solution for warm-dry climate daylighting. This hypothesis will 

be tested through experiments and simulations in chapter 5 and 6. 

The findings and results of the experiments in chapter 5 & 6 address the first part of 

research question. Studies into daylighting approaches in chapter 4 as well as 

exemplary schools studies in chapter 7 address the second part of research question. 

The findings of the main body of the research in chapter 5,6 & 7 will contribute to the 

guidelines for daylighting design in schools in chapter 8. 

1.3. Research Methodology 

This research involves two main approaches for its methodology: theoretical and 

experimental. The theoretical approach is summarized in the typological vs. 

phenomenological argument which will be thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4. In 

addition, an observational and yet analytical study will be carried out in Chapter 7 on 

a number of exemplary schools which will contribute to the final design guidelines. 

However, the main body of the research is to address the reflected daylighting issue in 

the warm-dry climate of Iran. This will be investigated through physical model 

experiments as well as computer simulations. The collaborative for high performance 

schools (CHPS 2006, p.205) suggests there are three general categories of tools and 

methods for evaluating daylighting and fenestration: physical models, lighting 

computer simulation programmes, and whole-building energy simulations 

programmes. This research has only employed the first two of these available tools 
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for its methodology, because the third one considers all aspects of the fenestration's 

impact on building energy use, which is beyond this research scope. 

1.3.1. Physical model experimentation 

"A plan proceeds from within to without. A building is like a soap bubble. This 

bubble is perfect and harmonious if the breath has been evenly distributed and 

regulated from the inside. The exterior is the result of the inferior." (LeCorbusier 

/921. /989p. /8J) 

Interior space is the focus of daylighting analysis since light as architectural form is 

mainly concerned with space within or "space that can be lived in a dynamic way" 

(Zevi 1991). Interior space allows architects to control the effects of light since the 

source is manipulated by apertures, where each aperture can be considered as a 

lighting source (Lam 1986). Physical scale models are a sensible method of 

understanding and manipulating lighting patterns in an interior space. 

Physical scale models have considerable resemblance to real buildings in terms of 

daylighting studies. The physical properties of light are such that daylight penetrates 

and reflects within a scale model almost identically to how it would in a real size 

building (Robbins and Dwyer 1981, p.221). They are also an easy and intuitive way 

to understand day lighting design options, especially in the early stages of design. 

They can be used for qualitative as well as quantitative aspects of daylighting. 

One of the advantages of physical models is to provide information about glare, 

contrast and the lighting pattern provided in a space through various apertures. 

Physical models can provide photographic records of the light quality and lighting 

pattern inside a room in order to study the spatial effect of light and shades. They are 

specifically a useful method in the early stages of design, in order to give architects or 

designers a general idea or impression of day lighting ambience in an interior space. 

This type of daylighting study of interior space by a physical model is employed in a 

pilot study in chapter 4 (section 4.5.2) in which a typology of daylighting components 

is investigated. 
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Physical models can also be used for quantitative aspects of daylighting. Daylighting 

models can be used for numerical analysis and to record light levels within a model. 

The models can be tested either under real sky conditions or in an artificially 

constructed sky. The sunlighting analysis under clear sky can be tested under a sun 

simulator or heliodon. They can be set to represent the correct sun angle for the site 

latitude and hour of the day and are used to visualize the movement ofthe light during 

a typical day (CHPS 2006, p.205). Small light measuring devices (photocells) can be 

used to record light levels within the model. This method has been used in chapter 5 

where the various exterior factors influencing the reflected lighting through a window 

will be investigated. 

1.3.2. Computer simulations and ECOTECT 

Computer simulations give information about the distribution of electric or 

daylighting across a room. They can calculate light level values and gradients for 

daylighting studies. Some of these tools such as Radiance can produce realistic 

renderings of light and space, but they require more modelling time and detail which 

might not appropriate to use at the early stages of design. On the other hand, there are 

other simulation programmes such as ECOTECT, which are easier to use by designers 

and designed to work with minimum modelling requirements. 

Among different conceptual building design programmes ECOTECT has been chosen 

as a simulation tool in this research. ECOTECT is a software package developed by 

the SQUARE ONE research centre at the Welsh School of Architecture in Cardiff. It 

has a unique approach to conceptual building design which couples an intuitive 3D 

design interface with a comprehensive set of performance analysis functions and 

interactive information displays (Marsh 2003). ECOTECT is driven by the concept 

that environmental design principles are most effectively addressed during the 

conceptual stages of design. Therefore, it is a suitable tool to investigate influencing 

factors of reflected daylighting in classrooms. 

Chapter 6 will apply ECOTECT simulation to two different types of case studies: 

historic and typical modem classrooms in Iran. In The first stage, a typical single 

study (Hojra) in Iranian historic schools is simulated with ECOTECT and the effects 
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of clerestory and room height on reflected daylighting are studied. In the second 

stage, a typical Iranian contemporary classroom is simulated and the effects of room 

height, shape and apertures on the amount of reflected daylight will be measured. The 

results will highlight some of the factors influencing reflected daylighting in 

classrooms. 

1.3.3. Observational studies 

While the experimental methodology (physical models and computer simulations) 

addresses reflected daylighting and the influencing factors, observational studies will 

address the second part of research question, which deals with how to inform 

architects and designers to make high performance daylit schools in a specific climate. 

Therefore, a number of exemplary contemporary schools have been chosen to identify 

their successful design solutions in terms of daylighting and other interrelated factors. 

The observation and analysis will cover examples from warm-dry climate zones in the 

US and other parts of the world, as well as other climate zones such as the UK for a 

comparative study. Despite the climatic difference, there are still lessons to be learnt 

in terms of daylighting in classrooms in all exemplary schools. One reason is the 

functional requirement of daylighting in classrooms which avoids direct sunlight on 

the students' working areas to prevent glare and visual discomfort. 

1.4. Research outcome and daylighting design guidelines 

The results from the physical experiment and computer simulations will elucidate the 

influencing factors in reflected daylighting in classrooms in warm-dry climate of Iran. 

However, this research is also concerned with the usefulness of these findings for 

architects and designers in designing well daylit and sustainable schools for the future. 

Therefore, a set of guidelines for daylighting design in schools in Iran is intended to 

be produced as the outcome of the research which will incorporate the above findings. 

It is intended to address the warm-dry climate of Iran in specific and also other 

climatic zones of Iran in general. 
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CHAPTER2: DAYLIGIITING AND CLIMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1. Climatic classification of Iran 

As mentioned earlier, it is important to address the climate as it has a significant effect 

on daylighting design. In overcast climates, because of the lack of sunlight building 

designers make the most of available daylight and, therefore, use large glazing to 

capture as much daylight as possible. On the other hand, in sunny climates there is a 

challenge of controlling harsh sunlight in buildings and at the same time using natural 

light to illuminate interior spaces. Therefore, the type of climate has a significant 

impact on daylighting design strategies. 

This chapter, firstly, reviews climatic classification of Iran and her varied climate. It, 

then, explains why the warm-dry climate of Iran is chosen as the focus of this 

research. Moreover, it addresses the climatic design and sustainable architecture as 

they are current significant issues relating to climate and daylighting design. 

Daylighting design is one of the main components of sustainable architecture and 

passive solar design. As this research is focused on the warm-dry climate of Iran, 

daylighting features of warm-dry climates are, then, explored through the vernacular 

architecture as well as passive solar design features. This will identify basic 

requirements of daylighting design in such climates. Finally, based on the vernacular 

architecture of the region, this chapter suggests a holistic approach towards 

daylighting design which also takes into account other environmental issues such as 

heating, cooling and natural ventilation. 

2.1.1. Geography ofIran and the varied climate 

Iran, previously known as Persia until 1935, is the 10th largest country in the world 

and consists of mountainous rims surrounding the country from the West and North. 

The main chain is called Zagros Mountains which runs along northwest to southeast 

of the country. Many peaks of Zagros exceed 3,000 meters above sea level 

(Microsoft-Encarta 2003). The northern chain of mountains is called Alborz and it is 

narrow but high mountains covering the south of the Caspian Sea. Volcanic Mount 
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Damavand (5 ,671 meters) is in the centre of Alborz and is the highest peak in the 

country (Fig.2.1). 

Fig 2.1. Topography of Iran, (Wikimedia-Commons 2007) 

The central part of the country consists of flat areas enclosed by mountainous zones 

called the Central Plateau which are about 900 meters above the sea level. There are 

two great deserts in Iran which are located at the Central and Eastern part of the 

country: Dasht-e Kavir and Dasht-e Lute. There are also two expanses of lowland in 

Iran: the Khuzestan plain in the southwest by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman 

as well as the Caspian Sea plain in the North which are both illustrated in Fig 2.1 In 

green colour. 

Due to the variety of land in Iran, such as mountains, deserts and the sea as well as 

pressure systems affecting the region Iran has a very varied climate across the 

country. The lowlands by the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman are extremely hot 

and humid, especially in summer; the arid Central Plateau has cold winters and 

scorching summers; the Alborz and Zagros mountain chains have cold winters, mild 

summers and high precipitation; and finally the narrow Caspian plain is a fertile, 

semitropical area with a mild and pleasant climate. 
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The climatic conditions of Iran shows a di stinct seasonal pattern which is partly 

because of the variety of the land and partly the weather and pressure systems in the 

area. Weather systems are especially significant factors in climatic conditions in Iran 

(Ganji 1968; Gorji-Mahlabani 2002). The following section will explore different 

categories of Iranian climate. 

2.1.2. Main categories of Iranian climate 

There are a few methods used for classifying Iranian climate. W. Koppen 's method is 

based on the botanical and plant environmental conditions, while the Olgay methods 

are based on the bio-c1imatic chart (Kasmaei 1993). One of the common climatic 

classifications (Frye 1975) identifies five main areas based on the temperature zones 

of Iran as follows: 

I. Mild & Humid region 

II. Very cold region due to high altitude 

III. Mild & Dry 

IV. Warm & Dry 

V. Warm & Semi-humid 

Fig 2.2. Iran climatic classification (source: The Cambridge History of Iran) 
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The mild and humid area lies to the south and east coast of the Caspian Sea. The 

average annual temperature is 14.5 'c to 18'C and the average humidity is relatively 

high, 62.5 to 90 percent. The mountainous area has a very cold winter and moderate 

to cool summer. The average annual temperature in this area is 11 'c to 14 'c and the 

average humidity is 45 to 62.5 percent. The third zone, mild and dry, is an area of 

lower altitude. Winter is relatively cold and summer is warm and dry in this area. 

The annual average temperature is 13 'c to I TC The humidity is relatively low and 

there is plenty of sunshine during all seasons (Gorji-Mahlabani 2002). 

The warm and dry area is located in the central, often deserts parts of the country. 

The average temperature is about 16 'c to 19'C and humidity is relatively low. 

Daytime temperature in summer can go up to 35'C to 39'C while it falls to 12 'c to 

23'C at night time. In winter, the temperature goes up to 16'C and falls to _3°C 

during the night. The last climate zone, warm and semi-humid, is located in the south 

along the northern part of the Persian Gulf. The weather in winter is moderate, while 

it gets hot and semi-humid in summer. The annual average temperature is about 23'C 

to 2TC with high rates of humidity (ibid, p.22). 

The Ministry of Housing and Urban Development (1993) in Iran has developed a 

more detailed classification of Iranian climate based on Givoni's approach (l998) in 

which there are 8 main weather categories with 36 sub-categories. Table 4.1 illustrates 

these 8 main groups and 36 sub-groups as well as some of their climatic design 

considerations. It also summarises some climatic considerations for designing 

buildings in such climates. The main 8 climatic group locations are briefly described 

as follows: 

The first group is located in the high altitude regions of the Northwest, which are over 

2000m above the sea level. The second group is the largest climatic region and has 

the greatest number of sub-groups. It is located in the North, Northeast and Northwest 

of Iran. There are large variations in latitude and altitude of the different areas in this 

region. The third group lies mainly across the Southern coasts of the Caspian Sea as 

well as a narrow region around Urmia Lake. The main reasons for its specific climatic 

conditions are its high latitude, low altitude and the vicinity to water (Gorji-Mahlabani 
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2002). The fourth group is smaller than the third group and is located along group 3 

in two separated regions with higher altitude and a long distance to the Caspian Sea. 

The fifth group is located in the central part of Iran. The variation of altitude and 

latitude is considerably higher in this group and there is plenty of sunshine during all 

seasons. The sixth group consists of low altitude regions and the deserts in the central 

and Southeast of Iran. The seventh group consists of low latitude areas extended as a 

narrow band from West to South and Southeast. Low latitude and low altitude are the 

main causes of high temperature in this area (MHUD 1993). Finally, the eighth group 

is located in the North coasts of the Persian Gulf and Oman Sea. This group is 

considered as the ' worst' climatic group due to its very low altitude, low latitude and 

the location by the sea (ibid). It is very hot and humid in summer and temperate and 

humid in winter. 

Fig 2.3. Iran Climatic Classification (Source: The Ministry of Housing and Urban Development,lran) 
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Climatic conditions in two critical seasons in Iran 

Climatic Group Climatic Winter Summer condition Climatk design 

sub-group condition considerations 

Group I No cool ing system required 

Prevent ing heat loss 

Group 2 • Reduction of heat loss 

Reduction of wind efTect on 

23 Very cold Semi hot the heat loss 

2.4 Very cold Semi hot and arid • Solar energy as heating 

2.5 Cold Temperate system 

2.6 Cold Semi hot • Protection of buildings 
2.7 Cold Semi hot and arid aginst solar radiation 

2.8 Relatively cold Temperate 

Group 3 3.1 Very cold Humid • Wind Ilow ci rculation & 

3.2 Relatively cold Humid open plan for COIll fort reasons 

3.3 Cold Humid • Low U value of external walls 

Group 4 , .. I~, .. ,: . 4.1 '. " 
Very cold Hot and hum id • Natural ventilation for 

";". ' . :', ' 
4.2 Cold Hot and humid cooling 

4.3 Relatively cold Hot and humid • Low U value of external walls 

Group 5 5.1 Relatively cold Semi hot • Using solar energy 

5.2 Relatively cold Sem i hot and arid • Reduction of heat loss of 

5.3 Relatively cold Hot buildings 

5.4 Relatively cold Hot and arid • Preventing the effects of high 

5.5 Relati vely cold Very hot temperature on buildings 

5.6 Relatively cold Very hot and hum id • Natural ventilation 
5.7 Cold Very hot 

Group 6 Using solar radiation 

cspeciall y in winter 

63 Semi cold Very hot • Using shading devices 

6.4 Semi cold Hot and arid • Natural ventilation like wind 
6.5 Semi cold Very hot and arid towers (Badgir) 
6.6 Cold Hot and arid 

Group 7 Cold Very Cooling devices necessary 

Cold Strongly hot and arid No heating device required 

Cold Strong. hot/semi-humid • Protection of bui ldings 
Tcmperate Strongly hot and arid against hot temperature and 

Temperate Strong. hot/semi-humid strong solar radiation 

Group 8 Cold Very hot and humid • Cooling devices necessary 

Temperate Very hot and humid • No heating device required 

8.3 Suitable Very hot and humid • Using shading devices 

• Protection of buildings 

aga inst hot temperature and 

strong solar radiation 

• Air circulation & open plan 

Table 2.1. Iran climatic classification and weather conditions in two critical seasons 

Table designed by F. Ai after Gorji (2002) 
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2.1.3. Warm-dry climate as the focus of research 

We can see therefore that Iran has a variable climate and as a result of the necessity of 

the research to narrow down its domain, one of the main climate zones was selected, 

based on two main reasons. In Fig. 2.2, zone IV or warm-dry is the largest zone and it 

also includes large cities such as Esfahan, Kerman, etc. Zone Y, which is also 

relatively large, has a warm and semi-humid climate. Using the five climate zone 

classification, the majority of the population of Iran lies in the warm-dry climate 

group, mainly in the central part of the country, which accommodates a number of 

populated cities and towns. 

Fig 2.3 & Table 2.1 show that group 2 which is relatively cold in winter due to its 

high altitude and moderate, arid and hot during summer is geographically the largest 

climatic zone according to the eight climate zone category (MHUD 1993). However, 

because of its geographical condition and mountainous areas it does not include large 

and populated cities. As can be seen in Fig 2.3, the warm-dry climate region in 

general includes more populated urban areas and is a significant climatic zone to 

focus this research on. Groups 5, 6 and 7 can be considered in the family of warm-dry 

climate for research purposes. Group 5, central Iran, has a variable altitude and has 

plenty of sunshine. Group 6, central and Southeast, has low altitude and also includes 

the deserts. Group 7 has low altitude and low latitude and that is the main reason of 

its extremely high temperature. 

Secondly, apart from the geographic facts that warm-dry climate is the climate for the 

populated parts of Iran, especially in spring and summer, there is also another 

significant reason as to why this type of climate has been chosen for this research. 

This part of the country has plenty of sunshine and whilst it can be a great source of 

energy and natural lighting in buildings, has unfortunately caused overheating and 

discomfort, particularly in contemporary buildings. It is mainly because of poor 

design and technical implementation. This problem is exacerbated with the 

implementation of European mild climate design solutions, particularly largely glazed 

buildings, into the warm-dry climate of Iran. 
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Solar radiation is a great source of energy and with a good understanding of how to 

use such a valuable resource effectively; buildings can be more energy efficient, use 

daylight more productively and also be better for the well-being of the occupants. 

Therefore, based on the above two main reasons, the warm-dry climate zone of Iran is 

selected to make a more precise research. Having focused on a specific climate zone, 

it is important to address the climate change and sustainable architecture as they 

support daylighting from a climatic and environmental point of view. 

2.2. Climate change and Sustainable architecture 

An understanding of the climate change and its dreadful consequences is essential for 

architects to take sustainable architecture in general, and daylighting design in 

specific, into account as they reduce the risks of buildings to the environment and the 

climate. Climate change is a contemporary concern and refers to variations in global 

and local climate over time. These changes can be caused by internal processes of the 

earth such as volcanic emissions, external forces such as variations in sunlight 

intensity or, currently of main concern, human activities such as the production of 

excessive greenhouse gases. UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change) uses the term 'climate change' with the presumption of human 

causation, while the term 'climate variability' is used for non-human caused 

variations (Baede 2001). In recent usage, climate change often refers to changes in 

the contemporary climate particularly the rise of the average temperature of the 

earth's surface, known as global warming. 

Global warming is the observed increase in the average temperature of the Earth's 

waters and the air near its surface in recent years and its projected continuation. 

Global temperatures are likely to increase by 1.1 to 6.4 °C (2.0 to 11.5 OF) between 

1990 and 2100 according to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007). 

The following chart illustrates the record of global average temperatures compiled by 

Climate Research Unit (CRU 2007) and the Hadley Centre (2007). 
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Fig 2.4. Global average temperatures (Source : Hadley Centre, CRU) 

An increase in global temperatures can cause other changes such as Arctic ice 

melting, rise of sea levels and changes in the amount of precipitation, which can in 

tum cause natural disasters such as floods , droughts, hurricanes, tornadoes, etc. This is 

increasingly a matter of global concern, with some countries taking a lead and putting 

it high on their political agenda. The government of the United Kingdom is a leading 

example and has proposed a climate change draft bill to set legally binding carbon 

reduction targets (BBC 2007). This plan has a particular emphasis on the use of solar 

power and renewable energy instead of fossil fuel to reduce carbon dioxide (C02) 

emissions as well as utilizing more reliable and sustainable resources for energy. 

Reduction of greenhouse gases including carbon dioxide is one of the crucial 

solutions to save the climate change and global warming. This crucial call leads us to 

renewable energy or so called 'green' resources which are more sustainable. The 

following section clarifies what sustainability and sustainable architecture mean as 

they are fundamental keys to help remedy global warming and climate change 

situation. 

Sustainability and sustainable architecture 

Sustainability is a state of organization, at any particular level, that ensures, 
without discontinuity, an opportunity for evolution, not just now, but well into 
the future (Varadaan 2006). 
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According to the New Oxford Dictionary (Oxford 2001, p.1870) sustainability 

originates from Latin suslinere which is rooted from sus- (under) and tenere (hold) 

and it basically means to keep in existence, maintain or prolong. As a definition 

"sustainability is satisfying basic human needs; privileging quality of life over 

material standards of living; minimizing resource use, waste, and pollution; taking a 

lifecyc\e approach; and it is finally acting with concern for future generations" (Oslo

Symposium 1994). Sustainability is an attempt to provide the best outcomes for the 

human and natural environments both now and also into the indefinite future. It 

affects every level of organization, from the local neighbourhood to the entire planet. 

Sustainability is a broad concept and has different aspects such as social, economic, 

environmental, ecological and should be considered throughout the building process 

(OlliS 2002, p.57). 

Sustainable architecture attempts to reduce the collective environmental impacts 

during three main stages of buildings: first the production of building components, 

second during the construction process and third during the lifecycle of the building 

which includes its heating, cooling, lighting, cleaning, etc (DillS 2002). In other 

words, it is aimed to minimize the environmental impacts of buildings by enhancing 

efficiency and moderation in the use of materials and energy. This design practice 

emphasizes efficiency of heating and cooling systems, alternative energy sources such 

as passive solar energy, appropriate building siting, reused or recycled building 

materials, on-site power generation (solar technology, photovoltaic cells, ground 

source heat pumps, wind power), rainwater harvesting for gardening and washing, and 

on-site waste management such as green roofs that collect, filter and control rainwater 

(OlliS 2002, pp. 57-60). 

Nair and Fielding (2005, p.83) argue sustainable architecture is one of the key aspects 

of high performance schools in four main ways: firstly, it involves a sensible approach 

which attempts to minimize the disruption of a site's natural features; secondly, it tries 

to use natural energy resources from the earth, wind and sun to minimize the 

consumption of fossil duels; thirdly, it tends to utilize indigenous materials with high 

recyclable content which do not cause health problems; and finally it tries to minimize 

the consumption of water within the building by collecting rain water managing 
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recycled water in the site. It is important to mention that dayJighting plays a 

significant element in an attempt to achieve a successful sustainable architecture. 

This research is focused on the solar energy, specifically passive solar, as a significant 

factor in sustainable architecture for two main reasons. Firstly, around 60 percent of 

energy use in our buildings is taken up by electricity, and as one of the climate change 

solutions, it is most reasonable to reduce electricity in our buildings and use, instead, 

the solar energy and, of course, renewable energy (ibid). This lowers our dependence 

on fossil fuels and, hence, reduces greenhouse gases which are the main causes of 

global warming. Besides, the reason passive solar is selected for this research, 

comparing to active solar and photovoltaic cells, is active solar is an expensive 

technology to use widely in Iran. Secondly, the choice of warm-dry climate of Iran as 

the focus of research offers a good opportunity to utilize sunlight indirectly and 

efficiently in buildings. 

However, it is important to highlight the difference between passive solar approaches 

in the UK climate and the warm-dry climate of Iran in terms of natural illumination. 

In the former climate context, the passive solar approach is to use the sunlight to heat 

and supplement illumination of interiors, while in the latter climate direct sunlight is 

not usually welcomed due to overheating problems and the approach is to obstruct the 

harsh sunlight and at the same time use it indirectly for natural illumination. 

Finally, as this research intends to contribute to the knowledge of school buildings 

and educational spaces, it is important to mention in a school setting sustainable 

design can become an excellent teaching tool. It can become a dynamic model to 

teach architecture, engineering, construction and environmental science in harmony 

with nature (Nair and Fielding 2005, p.83). The value of sustainable architecture as a 

teaching tool should not be underestimated as the exposition of architectural structure 

in educational spaces can engage students' imagination and encourage learning about 

buildings as 3 dimensional textbooks (ibid, p.84). Therefore, the next section will 

elaborate on passive solar schools and their characteristics. 
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2.3. Passive solar schools 

As already discussed, sustainable and passive design buildings is one of the key fields 

of interest and research in architecture. A passive solar school is a design which uses 

natural resources and saves energy and also creates pleasant environmental conditions 

for children. It is difficult to achieve a successful passive solar school design as it 

needs to consider a number of factors such as building orientation to make the most of 

sunlight, building material, window design, shading, heating, lighting and ventilation. 

A passive solar school absorbs and distributes solar energy by means of the form and 

the fabric of the building. It is worth mentioning that although the idea of using solar 

energy effectively is not new and can be traced back in vernacular architecture; the 

application of passive solar concepts to schools is relatively new (DFE 1994, p.6). 

There are basic principles in passive solar building design (daylighting, shading, 

Thermal mass, natural ventilation, etc.) which if applied successfully in a design; the 

result should be a well daylit building with an energy consumption lower than a 

conventional design (ibid, p.9). Solar energy usage in buildings can be improved by 

incorporating passive solar features such as atria and conservatories, etc. The 

following table (Tab 2.2) illustrates briefly passive solar features and components 

which could be used to enhance the energy performance of the building. It is 

important to mention that these features (especially the first two) should ideally be 

integrated in the design process, particularly in the early stages of design, to produce a 

successful design solution sensitive to the climate of the region. 
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Feature/ Component Description Illustration 

A sun space to provide ' '\ 

ri-~C p~ ATRIA daylight & fresh air to - -

adjacent places. Two ' I 

types: courtyard & II I II 
---j ----- - - _J 

linear centra l atrium. ---- ----

An enc losed glazed ~ 

~ r CONSERVA TORIES roof space . Three types: - ~ I 
/ ~ 

Integral direct, integral I ~ 

""'" j 
indirect & attached ~ . . - --

isolated. 

A glazed cavity wall to 

(Zjl=:~= ~ 11 TROMBE-MICHEL increase the wall's 

thermal mass & time 
WALLS ~_-.l l 

delay. - , - - -- - r-

A sunlight collector , -- r- -
THERMO- with rear panel absorber ~ <:Jif cA 

SYPHONING 
to let air pass between ,g 

glazing & the absorber. ~<>c 
AIR PANELS --{.~ 

A pitched roof to 
.~ 

i ~ , 

ROOF-SPACE collect solar energy and 

PHY COLLECTORS 
provide warm air. 

Different variations are I 
---, 1 __ - =-~~ 

available. 

Tab 2.2. Features and components of passive solar bUlldmgs (Based on DFE 1994, P.2 -1 32) 

Among different factors of passive solar design, daylighting is of significant 

importance. Daylighting has been considered a crucial factor in designing schools 

that, perhaps, in the design of any other building types (Manning 1967). The provision 

of daylight and air in schools has become a driving force in the evolution of school 

design right up to the present day (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993, p.l.8). Phillips (2004, 

p.65) also argues that it is in the field of educational buildings that some of the most 

innovative daylight solutions have been developed which wi ll be discussed in chapter 

7. He suggests one of the reasons, perhaps, is the education authorities are insistent 

that in any new buildings for schools the question of energy savings is fully 

investigated and solutions adopted . Having reviewed passive solar schools briefly, the 

next section will look into the specific passive solar features of warm-dry climates. 
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2.4. Warm-dry climate and passive solar design features 

The main characteristic of warm-dry regions is a combination of low humidity and 

high summer daytime temperature which affects human comfort as well as building 

and urban design (Givoni 1998). Therefore, mitigating the harshness of sunlight 

especially in slimmer time is one the main objectives of passive design strategies. 

This strategy, of course, applies to both the interior as well as the exterior of 

buildings. 

The building envelope and building materials are significant factors in providing the 

above objective. A more compact building shape and configuration has a low ratio of 

building envelope to its volume, which in effect reduces the radiation on the envelope 

and therefore reduces overheating. On the other hand, more spread-out or open shapes 

and configuration allow better natural ventilation of the building which in turn 

reduces the indoors temperature (Kasmaei 1993). Moreover, if the air, which is 

usually dry in the climate zone under consideration, is moistened by passing over 

ponds or fountains outside or inside the building, it would lower the temperature and 

makes the ventilation more pleasant for human comfort. Although, it might appear 

contradictory to employ the above two building envelope types in one building, it is 

possible to have the benefit of both arrangements in one building during the summer 

day time by indented porches (Givoni 1998, p.341). Fig 2.5 illustrates this solution. 

Fig 2.S. An example of a compact and yet open configuration with intended porches closable by 

insulated shutters (After Givoni, 1998: 341) 
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Another important factor in tackling problems of comfort design in a wann-dry 

climate is the microclimate around the building. Foliage and vegetation can have a 

significant effect on the shading and cooling the temperature around the building 

which in tum provide more pleasant environment for the building occupants (Kasmaei 

1993; Givoni 1998). Ponds and fountains , as mentioned earlier, could also alleviate 

the excessive heat at the hot times of the day and also moisten the air and make the 

natural ventilation of the building more pleasant. These factors can help create a 

mediated environment around the building, and defeat the evident problems of such a 

climate. This mediated environment can be incorporated within the building through 

the incorporation of the traditional courtyard or patio configuration in warm or hot

dry climates. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 (photos F. Ai) illustrate typical examples of 

courtyards in traditional Iranian schools which are equipped with ponds and large 

areas of greenery. Courtyard configuration fOnTIS an important part of vernacular 

architecture solutions in such climate and will be explored more in detail in the next 

section. 

Fig 2.6. Microclimate in Khan School, Shiraz Fig 2.7. Microclimate in Chaharbagh School , Esfahan 

Before moving on to daylighting features of this climate, a more specific aspect of 

warm-dry climates which is the main concern of this research, the above section is 

summarized as follows. The main issues of warm-dry climate in tenns of its thennal 

performance are: 
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• Reduction and slow rate of heating during summer daytime; 

• Fast rate of indoor cooling in summer evenings 

Therefore, as exemplified some potential solutions to the above issues are: 

• Good natural ventilation in summer evening; 

• Foliage, vegetation and ponds to provide shade and amelioration of the 

microclimate around the building 

2.5. Daylighting issues of warm-dry climates 

The above section addressed briefly the thermal performance issues and some 

potential solutions in warm-dry climates. Daylighting and sun lighting strategies, as 

the focus of this research, are strongly affected by the thermal performance of the 

building in this climate. It is, however, worthwhile to address the difference between 

sunlight and daylight as they will be frequently used in the research. Sunlight is direct 

sun rays emitted from the sun and scattered through the atmosphere where it could be 

reflected, absorbed or passed through the receiving objects. On the other hand, 

daylight is the diffused light or the indirect and reflected light in the atmosphere. 

The sky is clear throughout most of the year which increases solar heating during 

daytime through direct as well as indirect solar gain. Direct sunlight is harsh in this 

climate particularly in summer time and causes overhearing issues. The bright sky is 

also a source for discomfort glare. Besides, sunlight reflection off the ground together 

with the reflection from building'S walls may produce intense glare and consequently 

visual discomfort and significant radiant heat load for windows and walls (Givoni 

1998, p.334). Therefore, the main strategy of daylighting in such climates is to 

prevent glare and visual discomfort which, in the first instance, means keeping the 

harsh sunlight off the windows. However, not only the first radiation of sunlight 

should be avoided in terms of the direct lighting of a room, but also the second source 

of radiation, namely the reflecting surfaces, should be controlled as they can also 

cause glare to the occupants in a room (Givoni 1998). Therefore, reflected sunlight 

seems to be a good solution for daylighting in such climate (Givoni 1998; Gorji

Mahlabani 2002) whether it is controlled first-source reflecting surfaces or second

source reflecting surfaces. Sunlight and daylight also depends on the sky types. 
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2.6. Standard Skies and DayJighting 

Daylight availability is usually measured under CIE overcast sky which is the current 

model and is based on restricted conditions and locations (Kittler, Hayman et al. 1992, 

p. 173). There are very limited data on clear and diffuse sky conditions. Therefore, 

the Commision Internationale d 'Eclairage (CIE) 111 cooperation with other 

organizations such as WMO and IDMY have initiated a program which intends to 

gather data for other sky conditions (ibid, p. 173). Kittler, Perez and Darula (1997) 

have analysed and compared sky luminance distributions sets in more than hundred 

selected cases in different climates and have proposed a new range of standard skies. 

It is a set of mathematical equations describing 15 standard skies which is set to 

determine sky luminance distributions characteristic of intermediate skies between the 

two already standardized clear and overcast sky distributions (ibid, p. 370). The 

following table summarises 15 standard skies changing from overcast to clear skies. 

Sky Type Short Description 

I Overcast, steep gradation, azimuthally uniform Including CIE overcast sky 

2 Overcast, steep gradation, sl ight brightening toward sun No direct sunlight, sometimes darker or brighter 

skies 

3 Overcast. moderate gradation, azimuthally uniform No di rect sunlight, sometimes darker or brighter 

skies 

4 Overcast, moderate gradation, sli ght brtghtening toward sun No direct sunlight. exceptionall y darker skIes 

5 Overcast overall , unitorm sky No direct sunlight 

6 Partly cloudy. moderately graded. sli ght brightening toward sun No direct sunlight, exceptionally darker skies 

7 Partly cloudy, moderately graded. brighter circum solar cffect Filtered direct sunlight. exceptionall y darker skies 

8 Partly cloudy, rather uniform, clear solar corona Fil tered or no direct sun light 

9 Partly cloudy, shaded sun position Fil tered or no direct sunlight 

10 Partly cloudy, brighter circumsolar effect Fi ltered direct sunlight 

II White-blue sky, clear solar corona Direct sunlight 

12 Clear sky with low turbidity Corresponding to current CIE clear sky standard 

13 Clear sky with higher turbid ity Corresponding to current CIE polluted sky standard 

14 Cloudless turbid , broader solar corona Direct sunlight 

15 White-blue turbid sky, wide solar corona Direct sunlight 

Tab 2.3. A set of 15 baSIC sky types representll1g Sky Luminance Distributions 
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2.7. The vernacular and the strategies of day lighting in warm-dry climates 

Having addressed briefly daylighting issues of warm-dry climates, it is important to 

find out how the vernacular architecture of the region has dealt with this issue. 

Vernacular architecture is an appropriate basis on which one can explore a variety of 

design issues as it has developed over centuries adapting to people 's needs and 

available material (Givoni 1998). It holds lessons of sustainable design because of the 

way that it has evolved specifically in relation to the place and climate. A 

configuration which has a special role in the warm-dry climate is the internal 

courtyard or patio . Although, there is a common notion that this type of configuration 

maintains a cooler indoor temperature, it should be recognized that courtyard houses 

were built in response to different needs and limitations, and climate was only one of 

these factors (Givoni 1998). Other factors influencing its development are cultural 

and social, in particular the need to provide a high degree of privacy, particularly for 

women. However, the focus of this section is the benefits of using sunlight 

appropriately within such configurations. This is to see what lessons may be translated 

to the subject of the thesis, i.e. the design of schools. 

Fig 2.8. Nimavard Religious School, Esfahan Fig 2.9. Darolfonon School, Tehran (photos © F. Ai) 

As discussed in the previous section, reflected lighting is a suitable way of daylighting 

in this climate. The internal courtyard is a configuration which blocks or limits direct 

sunlight from the windows, depending on its proportions, and allows reflected and 

filtered light to illuminate the rooms naturally. As the ratio of the height of the 

building surrounding the courtyards to its width at the roof's level increases, less sun 

can penetrate into the ground level of the courtyard (ibid, p.344). This increases the 
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shaded area of the patio and reduces the radiant temperature. Apart from the shading 

of the building, trees and plants can have a significant effect in shading the intemal 

courtyard and further reducing the temperature. The foliage of trees also filters the 

harsh sunlight and makes it less glaring inside the rooms surrounding the courtyard 

(Fig 2.8 & 2.9). Another feature of the vemacular architecture of the region to control 

harsh sunlight in such a climate is latticed screens which usually have geometric 

patterns. Wherever the use of reflected light is not poss ible, these screens reduce the 

glare significantly and make it possible to look at the clear bright sky from within the 

room. 

Fig 2.10. Examples of geometric latticed screens as filt ering solutions of harsh sunlight. Khan School, 
Shiraz, Iran, (Photos F. Ai) 

There are other elements such as porticoes, clerestories, building material and colour, 

etc. which have been used sensibly in the vernacular to make the building more 

environmentally friendly and self-sufficient, these will be discussed more extensively 

in chapter 6. Nevertheless, one of the interesting findings of the vemacular 

architecture observational study is that daylighting is only one element in 

understanding how buildings have evolved to relate to their climatic context. Other 

factors such as the cooling or heat loss in the cold season, as well as natural 

ventilation and air circulation in the hot season, are not of less importance in the 

configuration of buildings. Therefore, a holistic approach can be drawn from the 

vernacular as a valuable lesson for climatic design . 
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2.8. The Holistic approach 

A holistic approach is characterized by understanding the parts of something to be 

intimately interconnected and explicable only by reference to the whole (Pearsall 

2001, p. 874). It is based on the principle of 'Holism' which was concisely 

summarized by Aristotle in Metaphysics: "The whole is more than the sum of its 

parts." Holism is defined in the New Oxford Dictionary (ibid: 874) as follows: 

The theory that parts of a whole are in intimate interconnection, such that they 

cannot exist independently of the whole, or cannot be understood without 

reference to the whole, which is thus regarded as greater than the sum of its 

parts. 

In this context, daylight is, therefore, treated as a part of a whole, which is 

architecture, and cannot be fully assessed and understood without its relations to other 

architectural elements such as heating or ventilation, materials and configuration, and 

so on. This is a lesson to be learnt from vernacular architecture and will be discussed 

in more detail in chapter 6. The following sections will briefly discuss the natural 

lighting, heating/cooling and ventilation of the vernacular architecture of the region to 

understand the interrelationship. 

2.S.1. Daylighting 

Having studied 15 exemplary historic schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran 

(Appendix A), it appears daylighting conditions are not appropriate for a learning 

environment in the most of the Hojras (study rooms around the courtyard). Levels of 

illuminance and its uniformity could have been more satisfactory had the design been 

different. The reason is that other comfort factors, such as the reduction of room 

temperature and air circulation, had prevailed over the consideration of day lighting. 

This explains the limited and restricted apertures of the rooms especially those facing 

the south or west (see Appendix A). 
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2.8.2. Heating! Cooling 

Cooling strategies during the hot summer time, as well as the reduction of heat loss 

during the cold season nights, are important factors in climatic design in warm-dry 

climates. This issue has been resolved quite sensibly in the vernacular architecture. 

Thick masonry walls delay the absorption of daytime heat during summer and also 

delay the loss of the interior heat during cold nights (Givoni 1998). Ponds in the 

courtyard have a positive effect in reducing the air temperature which, in tum, will 

flow in the surrounding rooms. Cooling is more of a concern in such a climate. 

Cooling is also related to natural lighting as uncontrolled sunlight causes overheating. 

2.8.3. Ventilation 

Natural ventilation is particularly of significance during hot days or nights. The flow 

of air reduces the room temperature and brings about a pleasant sensation as it dries 

out the perspiration caused by the hot weather on the skin. An open plan 

configuration, where the building is spread out and narrow rather than compact with 

deep plan, allows air to circulate more efficiently, while such an open plan might not 

be appropriate for avoiding heat gain during day time (Givoni 1998, p.341). Although 

it might sound contradictory, there are some design solutions which allow both 

ventilation and low heat gain rate possible such as the example in Fig 2.5. 

Finally, it is important to understand the above separate elements of climatic design 

should be studied and analyzed while taking the effect of the others into account. This 

research suggests a holistic approach by which neither of the above elements is totally 

independent of one another, but is seen as interconnected in a successful building 

design. Although, they can be studied individually, as this research intends to study 

the daylighting issue, the influence on other elements should be taken into account as 

they all together, and not separately, create a sustainable architecture. 
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2.9. Summary and Conclusion 

This chapter started with a general description of the geography of Iran. The Main 

categories of Iranian climate were identified and discussed. A comprehensive 

classification divides the climate into 8 main groups and subsequently 36 subgroups. 

It shows Iran has a very varied climate extending from hot dry to cold wet climatic 

zones which is due to the mountains, the seas and deserts, as well as varied weather 

systems. This means there may be different design solutions for energy efficiency and 

sustainability depending on the locality within the country. However, due to the vast 

area of warm-dry climate and its coverage of the main populated cities, this climate is 

chosen as the focus of the thesis. 

Concepts such as climate change and sustainable architecture were then introduced 

briefly and passive solar design features of warm-dry climates are examined. Passive 

solar schools and their features and components were, then, briefly introduced. From 

the various elements of passive solar design element, daylighting is chosen for further 

research as it is a significant factor, particularly in this climate, and its various issues 

were introduced in relation to the warm-dry climate. Other climatic elements such as 

heating/cooling and natural ventilation were also briefly explored in the context of 

such climate and it is established that they are basically interconnected. This research 

suggests a holistic approach whereby the effect of other elements should be taken into 

account during an individual study of a climatic element. 

It can be concluded that Iran has a varied climate of which the warm-dry zone covers 

some of the most populated cities. The bright sunshine in such a climate is usually 

filtered or blocked to avoid discomfort glare as well as overheating issues particularly 

in hot seasons. It has been used appropriately in the vernacular architecture of the 

region, although much of the weight has been given to the thermal performance rather 

than natural illumination of the historic schools. There are lessons which can be 

drawn from it for designing new buildings. An important lesson is the holistic 

approach which does not separate different elements of climatic design but studies 

their interconnected effects. 
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CHAPTER 3: DAYLIGHTING AND SCHOOL DESIGN 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter is about the importance of daylighting design on the overall quality of 

the school and educational environments. First of all, it introduces the school 

curriculum in Iran briefly. Then it discusses the idea of paradigm change in 

educational systems and its effects on the curriculum. The history and development 

of daylighting in schools and the change of lighting standards will be an introductory 

section to the rest of this chapter about the issue of daylighting in schools. 

The chapter will then argue, based on a number of research findings, that natural light 

has beneficial effects on the learning environment and student performance. It also 

deals with other implications of daylighting in schools such as energy performance 

etc. Finally, it will conclude with the specificity of daylighting design in schools and 

special features of daylighting in educational buildings which designers should be 

aware of. 

It is important to mention that in this chapter climate is not considered a significant 

factor as it simply explores the effects of natural light on the learning environment in 

general and identifies particular parameters of lighting and daylighting in schools. 

The fact that natural light is beneficial to students and their performance in schools 

seems to be a universal notion and is valid in different climates. This chapter brings 

together research from different parts of the world to support the argument. However, 

in further stages of the research (chapter 5 & 6) will particularly focus on the design 

challenges in a warm-dry climate and will investigate the relevant solutions. 

3.2. School Curriculum in Iran 

School curriculum in Iran is based on a class group organisation which is divided by 

student's age group. There are usually between 30-40 students in each classroom. 

Traditional Western methods of education have been adapted to the Iranian 

curriculum; this influence started in a high school called "Darolfonon" in Tehran in 

1851 (Mozaffar 1997, p.202). 
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Although 'there have been some changes in the educational system since the adoption 

of the Western model, the method of education is still based on the concept of a 

traditional approach which assumes children are inactive and submissive toward 

education. This traditional method can be regarded as teacher-centred and the 

emphasis is usually on 'what is to be learned'. Moore (1974) elucidates the idea of 

traditional method of education as follows: 

"Education is thus represented as a sort of translation between a full and an 

empty vessel. The teacher is a full man, a repository of socially important 

knowledge and skills and attitudes whereas the pupil is empty and needs to be 

filled up". (Moore 1974, p.20) 

However, the educational approach in Iran is trying to accommodate a change toward 

this attitude and incorporate more a 'student-centred' approach, based on Western 

examples. 

3.3. Paradigm shift in school design 

Paradigm is a useful concept to capture the state of educational change over the last 

century and today. The paradigm is an accepted model or pattern and the term is used 

metaphorically from its original technical way defined by Thomas Kuhn, who 

revolved the philosophy of science with his notion of paradigm shift in 1962 (Kuhn 

1970, p.24). Education and its exemplification in buildings and environments has 

always been concerned with radical ideas set in new settings and the need to 

encompass ever-changing educational theories and paradigms (Dudek 2000, p.xiii). 

The traditional paradigm in education can be called the industrial model of education 

or the factory model. The "Factory model" grew out of the industrial societies of the 

late 19th and the earlier decades of the 20th century. This is characterised as a school 

reflecting the mass production methods of the industrial time which was supposed to 

provide a future workforce with basic skills and submissive attitude (OEeD 2001, 

p.64). However, after the waning of the industrial time a change was needed in 

educational systems and paradigms. 
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The knowledge-based paradigm did not start with the advent of computers and the fall 

of factories in the West; it began over a century ago in the US with John Dewey's 

notion of out-of the-Box 'thinking (Lackney 2001). Dewey (1859-1952) understood 

the problems with a crowded curriculum, the passive student as container, and the 

limitations of the building in facilitating learning. In response, he invented the idea of 

a laboratory school which was a small cooperative society where children learned to 

solve problems themselves (ibid, p.4). He recognized the importance of stimulating 

children's senses as a part of the educative process as he stated' ... the boy flying a kite 

has to keep his eye on the kite, and thus to note the various pressures of the string on 

his hand. His senses are avenues of knowledge not because external facts are 

'conveyed' to the brain, but because they are used in doing something with a 

purpose.' (Dewey 1916 reprinted 1967, p.142) 

This is when the concept of a new knowledge-based paradigm was conceived, and a 

change began to emerge from teacher-centred to learner-centred attitude in 

educational systems. Lackney (2001) argues that the factory model is still the 

dominant school design paradigm, and that is unfortunate. Standardisation of the 

curriculum, large group instruction, and teacher-centred classes with the table at the 

front of the room are the typical results of the traditional system and remain famil iar 

to most children in school today. There is, instead, more room for small group project

based learning and cooperative learning in the new system (ibid, p.5). This change in 

learning methodology should in return influence the design of schools. 

Based on changes to teaching methods, there seems to be a new paradigm emerging 

for school design. The result of this new paradigm is called self-directed learning 

environments where students direct their own learning, and teachers are there to 

facilitate it. The new paradigm is no longer about delivering information as in the 

factory model schools, but it is about nurturing a broad array of learning styles and 

experiences (Nair and Fielding 2005, p.78). This new model challenges spatial 

standards and guidelines in schools. A comprehensive set of area guidelines and 

standards have been established and published in the UK (DfEE 1996) according to 

Education Regulations 1996, but they do not particularly address the new knowledge

based learning environment. However, the recent Building Bulletin 95 "Schools for 

the Future: Designs for Learning Communities" (DfES 2002) addresses the new 
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educational paradigm and the new spatial requirements for schools. It is a relatively 

young subject area, with designers across the world only beginning to conduct design 

experiments about the idea of schools for the future and their physical features 

(Lackney 2001; DfES 2002; DfES 2002; CABEIRIBA 2004; Nair and Fielding 2005; 

DfES 2006; DfES 2006). 

Nair and Fielding, however, have developed a system of 18 modalities of learning 

such as independent study, peer tutoring, team collaborative work, project-based 

learning, etc. which challenges the traditional spatial standards (Nair and Fielding 

2005, p.20). This approach challenges the schools' terminology and addresses 

classrooms as learning studios, corridors as learning streets and schools as community 

learning centres (CLC) (ibid). The 18 modalities approach is focused on the activities 

which could happen in a school and is influenced by Multiple Intelligence theory by 

Howard Gardner. Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligences (MI) theory suggests that 

all human beings possess eight intelligences such as linguistic, logical/mathematical, 

musical, bodily Ikinaesthetic, spatial, naturalist, interpersonal and intrapersonal smart 

(Hoerr 2000). Even though Gardner developed MI as a theory of the mind, it has 

naturally influenced the realm of education and the classroom design (Nair and 

Fielding 2005, p.70). It is suggested that it is more likely to create interesting and 

exciting learning environments if as many of the above intelligences as possible are 

accommodated (ibid, p. 71). 

One of the successful examples of the new paradigm schools is the project 

'Qassrooms of the Future' run by the Department of Education and Skills in the UK 

(DtES 2002). This project aimed to challenge current thinking on school design and 

12 pilot projects were developed by local education authorities across the UK to test 

new ideas with innovative design of classrooms in schools for the future. The result is 

imaginative designs which aim to stimulate and inspire children; they will be 

discussed extensively in the exemplary schools in chapter 7. Another approach is 'The 

language of space in school design' (Nair and Fielding 2005) in which 25 design 

patterns for 21 st century schools are explored based on the concept of Alexander's 'A 

Pattern Language' (1977). The above successful examples will be analysed in chapter 

7. Having discussed factors that influence school design, it is time to address 

daylighting as an important factor in school design. 
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3.4. The history and development of daylighting in \Vestern schools 

It is well known that the rays of the sun have a beneficial influence on the air 

in the room, tending to promote ventilation, and are to a young child very 

much what they are to a flower. Acting on this known fact the builders of 

some schools have sought to secure as much sun as possible and produced 

results of light and glare painful in hot summer weather, either to teachers or 

pupils or both. (Robson 1874) 

Daylighting in schools has been a subject of interest ever since school design became 

a specialist area of architecture. In the eighteenth century, the single room building 

was perhaps the typical school classroom in Western societies, and it had to include 

the instruction of the whole school simultaneously (Seaborne 1971, p.8). But this 

style of school building came to an end with the increase in the UK school population 

and separate classrooms for children of different age began to appear. Robson (1874) 

was one of the first to make suggestions about the layouts of school and the interior 

environment. He suggested the best source of light for classrooms is the steady light 

of the north. He even advised designers as a rule of thumb 'A classroom is only well 

lit when it has .10 square inches of glass to every square foot of floor space' which is 

about 20% glass to floor area which is related to current standards (DES 1997). 

During the 19th century schools were predominantly designed to take advantage of 

north light and therefore the problem of glare from south or west facing windows 

were avoided (DFE 1994, p.7). 

From 1900 up to 1930s, there was an increase in awareness of the importance of fresh 

air and sunlight to health in education which resulted in the open-air school movement 

(Dudek 2000). It started as an improvement to the stuffy, and often gloomy, typical 

classrooms of the late nineteenth century. The new plan was essentially a row of 

classrooms connected to a hall by open corridors and verandas, showing a new 

obsession with light and air. In spite of their large area of glazing, these schools did 

not suffer excessively from overheating since the fabric was massive and the generous 

room height permitted useful stratification and ventilation (Baker, Steemers et at. 

1993, p.l.1 0). 
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Fig 3.1. A 19305 open-air school (DFE 1994, p.7) 

Open-air schools were usually oriented towards the south, and by using sliding or 

folding windows exposed teaching areas to fresh air and direct sunlight. Waldram 

(1914) also placed an emphasis on the effects of the open-air movement in his review 

of the history of daylighting in schools since 1866. Due to the importance of 

facilitating sunlight penetration into classrooms in the 1940s, the bilateral daylit 

classrooms became a standard form to maximise daylight (DFE 1994, p.8). Bilateral 

daylit classrooms received daylight from two opposite sides, usually the south and the 

north. Figure 3.2 illustrates a typical 1940s classroom which receives maximum 

daylight from south-facing glazing as well as the north light via the clerestory over the 

corridor. This example was a good solution to overcome the dark end of classrooms. 

Fig 3.2. A typical 19405 classroom to maximise daylight (ibid. p.8) 

Daylight was regarded as the principal source of illumination in the regulations for 

school design. A minimum 2% ' sky factor' , and where possible 5%, was 

recommended for classrooms (British-Standards-Institution 1945). Sky factor refers 

to uniform sky luminance distribution and is a more demanding factor than currently 

known daylight factor as it only takes daylight directly from visible sky into account 
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whereas with daylight factor, reflected exterior and interior daylight are also included, 

as defined in chapter 4. Therefore, many schools constructed in 1950s and 1960s had 

large windows and unfortunately, due to the lightweight building structures which 

where thermally inefficient, they suffered overheating in summer and heat loss in 

winter as well as glare discomfort. Largely as a result of the large glazing area, the 

thermal environment presented major problems, high room air temperatures in 

summer being aggravated by direct sunlight falling on the occupants sitting close to a 

window (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993, p.I.IO). These problems caused by highly 

glazed facades, led to the start of the design of energy efficient schools which were 

built with compact plans and reduced size of windows. Most schools of 1960s 

reduced their window size due to summer overheat and winter heat loss and also the 

reduction of excessive glare. 

The reduction of window size in school buildings sometimes went too far, especially 

in the USA where fluorescent lighting became normal in classrooms (Wu and Ng 

2003). Natural ventilation was replaced by air-conditioning and engineers suggested 

that smaller windows could improve energy efficiency (Kay 1963; Brown and Hult 

1967). Consequently, many classrooms had small windows and little daylight. The 

window size reduction went even further with the oil crisis. 

The oil crisis occurred in 1970s and due to concerns over energy shortages, schools 

had to reduce their energy consumption. There were two main approaches taken 

toward energy efficient schools: the exclusive and selective model (Wu and Ng 2003). 

The exclusive approach restricted the window size even further or totally excluded 

windows from school buildings. In the UK, some local education authorities were no 

longer commissioning the previous type of design with large glazing areas and were 

beginning to adopt heavyweight systems with small windows and a deep plan, 

necessitating artificial lighting and mechanical ventilation (Baker, Steemers et al. 

1993, p.I.II). The majority of schools especially in the US were built with minimum 

glazing or without any windows (McDonald 1961; Lynes 1968). In the US, Florida, 

there was even a legislation passed which required all schools to be air-conditioned 

and windowless (ibid). 
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There is a considerable amount of research evidence inquiring the existence of 

windowless classrooms and its effects on students. Graves and Pearson (1993) studied 

an example of the interior of such windowless classrooms in the US in 1960s. Karmel 

(1965) studied the psychological effects of windowless classrooms by asking more 

than 1000 secondary students aged 14-15 to draw a picture of their school. The 

results revealed that students in the windowless schools drew windows significantly 

more frequently than those in windowed schools. Subsequently, Tikkanen (1970) 

investigated the reactions of over 3000 students in eight schools (windowed & 

windowless) in California to see whether they preferred classrooms with or without 

windows. The results showed 94% of students in windowed schools preferred 

classrooms with windows while only 4% preferred windowless classrooms. In another 

research project conducted a few years earlier, Tognoli (1973) found students chose 

the presence of a window more pleasant than its absence. Larson (1975) also found 

the increase of absenteeism in windowless classrooms and established students desire 

for windows in their classrooms. 

The second approach to energy efficiency is known as selective, by which sunlight is 

selectively admitted into the school but with careful control of its admission. Based on 

passive solar design principles, this permitted direct sunlight penetration into 

classrooms, and yet avoided heat loss as well as using solar energy as a heating 

source. Contrary to the 'exclusive' school model which resulted in windowless 

schools in 1970s, a 'selective' model would make more effective use of ambient 

daylight (Crisp, Littlefair et at. 1988). 

The first energy efficient sustained attempt to design a school based on passive solar 

design principles in the UK is St Mary's in Wallasey (Fig 3.3) which was built in 

1961 (DFE 1994, p.8). It is a good example of experimental attempts to provide a 

thermally comfortable classroom by means of solar gain, occupancy gain and interior 

artificial lighting. It is important to mention here that the main research consideration 

in St. Mary's school was thermal performance, and daylighting was not taken into 

account substantially (Davies and Davies 1971; Davies 1979). These studies suggest 

that designers of passive solar buildings should be at least as concerned with the 

interior visual effects of glazing as with the interior thermal effects (ibid). Since 

1980s a number of schools with passive solar features have been built in Europe and 
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the US to make the most of natural resources. Large windows were used again to 

maximize daylighting as well as solar gain for heating. 

Fig 3.3. St Mary's in Wallasey, UK first passive solar school (DFE 1994, p.8) 

During 1970s 1990s, fluorescent lighting has been improved in terms of energy 

efficiency and having wider lighting spectra and therefore has been universally 

adopted in schools (DFE 1994, p.8). This has resulted again in neglecting daylighting 

planning of schools and as a consequence, electric lighting demands formed a 

significant portion of the total energy consumption (ibid). In contrast, a good passive 

solar design involves the optimum balance of daylight whilst avoiding overheating 

and glare. Table 3.1 summarises the above section. 

~ School Model & Daylight Goals Issues & Problems 

lS"' Century Single-room house inclusiveness Deep plan & Stuffiness 

19" Century North facing classrooms Even daylight to avoid Heating/ no solar energy 

glare & overheating usage . 
1900-19305 Open-air School Movement Increase light Glare/thermal inefficient 

South oriented c1assooms & fresh air 

19405 Bilateral lit classrooms Maximise daylight Glare/thermal ineftlcient 

1950s-1960s Large glazed classrooms Maximise daylight Thermally inefficient 

Lightweight structure heat loss/glare 

1970s Exclusive vs. Selective Window size reduction Oil crisis 

Compact schools Energy Consumption Limited/non-daylit school 

reduction 

19S0s Compact design Reliance on fluorescent . 
Or Passive solar schools A voiding heat loss light & unawareness of 

daylight planning 

1990s onwards Passive solar schools Optimum Daylighting Incorrect usage & 

& sustainability overheating 

Tab 3.1. A summary of the history of daylight III schools III the UK & Western societies 
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3.5. The history of dayJighting standards in Western schools 

Daylighting standards in schools have considerably changed over the last century in 

the UK. The first change of standards in the literature dates back to late 19th century 

when minimumexternal openings were defined in the London Building Acts /6'94: 

'Every habitable room shall have one or more windows opening directly into the external air, 

or into a conservatOly ... equal to at least one-tenth of the floor area of the room ... but a room 

having no external wall, or a room constructed wholly or partially in the roof, may be lighted 

through the roof by a dormer window ... equal to at least one-twelfth of the floor area of the 

room ... ' (Dicksee 1900. p./ I.l) 

However, Waldram (1914) declared that the minimum requirements of the London 

Building Act 1894 are frequently adopted as maxima and should be discarded for 

schools in favour of a glass area of one-fifth the floor space for vertical lights. 

Although Robson (1874) acknowledged the beneficial influence of sun rays in 

schools, he criticized schools which pursued as much sun and daylight as possible 

because of the risk of glare and overheating in summer. In 1945, the British Standards 

Code of Practice recommended a minimum of 2% 'sky factor' in classrooms. 

As mentioned earlier, sky factor is a more demanding factor comparing to daylight 

factor as the latter is an accumulation of the former as well as internally and externally 

reflected daylight. The above terms, daylight factor and sky factor, and their 

difference with lux and other units of lighting were explained in the previous chapter. 

In 1954, the legal requirements for schools specified that in all teaching 

accommodation the daylight factor on the working plane should not be less than 2 per 

cent, and where possible 5 per cent, and also the minimum illumination levels should 

be at least 100 lux (DES 1954). 

The values of illuminance quoted in this section in terms of lux address the lighting 

level of working areas in classrooms in general and electric lighting levels in specific. 

Therefore, lux value mainly refers to electric lighting while daylight factor represents 

daylight. As daylight levels can not be guaranteed to maintain consistently due to 

weather changes during school hours, electric lighting should be supplemented and, 
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therefore, the history of day lighting standards are interrelated with electric lighting 

standards. 

In 1977, the CIBS Lighting Code recommended a minimum illumination on the 

working plane of at least 300 lux (CIBSE 1977). Daylight levels discussed in this 

section are recommendations for classrooms, as there is less daylight requirements in 

non-task based areas of a school. In 1981, the School Premises Regulations 

announced a minimum fluorescent illumination of 300 lux on horizontal surfaces. It 

was suggested schools should be day lit where possible and the minimum light level 

should be 350 lux if artificial and daylight are combined (Education-Regulations 

1981). These illumination levels were not changed in the Code for Environmental 

Design and Fuel Conservation in Educational Buildings (DES 1981) nor in the CIBSE 

code for Interior Lighting (CIBSE 1984). The CIBSE code for Interior Lighting in 

1994 again did not make any changes to the minimum illumination requirements but 

declared that they are under review (CIBSE 1994, p.77-78). 

In 1997, the Constructional Standards of Building Bulletin issued by the UK 

Department of Education made recommendations based on average daylight factor of 

4-5% (DES 1997). A minimum glazed area of 20% of the internal elevation of the 

exterior wall was also suggested to provide adequate views. Finally, in 1999, 

Building Bulletin 90 clarifies that interiors with an Average Daylight Factor of 5% or 

more are considered well daylit and normally do not need electric lighting. Interiors 

with an Average Daylight Factor between 2% and 5% will need some electric lighting 

and interiors with less that 2% ADF will require frequent use of electric lighting 

(DfEE 1999, p.15). In terms of electric lighting standards, Building Bulletin 90 

recommends a minimum of 300 lux illuminance for general teaching spaces Table 3.2 

summarises the above changes in lighting levels standards in the UK, showing the 

increasing lighting levels over the last century. 

In comparison with the lighting regulations in the UK, regulations in the USA require 

higher levels of illumination in schools (Kaufman 1984; Kaufman 1987). During 

1980s, the Illumination Engineering Society of North America (lESNA) 

recommended 50 footcandles (equal to 538 lux) for working areas in classrooms and 

twice as much for the chalkboard illumination (ibid). 
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,---- Code Recommended Daylight in classrooms DF% Lux 

1894 The London 1/5' of th e floor space for vertical li ghts in classrooms - 91 
Building Acts 9 footcandles 

1945 British Standa rd s A minimum 2% daylight 'sky factor ' in c lassrooms >2-5< -
codes of Practice 5% sky factor where possible 

1955 IES Lighting code Illuminance levels in classroom not less than 10 >2 100 
footcandles ( I OO lu x), dayli ght factor not less than 2% 

1977 e m s Lighting Minimum illuminance on working plane not less than - 300 
code 300 lux 

1981 The Educati on Minimum task illuminance not less than 300 lux - 300-350 
Regu la ti ons If combined with a rt ifi cia l li ght not less than 350 lux 

1984 e m SE code ' for Minimum task illuminance not less than 300 lux - > 300 
interior lighting' 

1994 e mSE code ' for Minimum task illuminance not less than 300 lux - >300 
interior li ghting' 

Guidelines for Minimum task illuminance not less than 300 lux >2-4< 

1997 environmental Average daylight fac tor between 4·5 % >300 
design in school 

1999 Building Bulletin Minimum task illuminance not less than 300 lux >2-5< > 300 
90 Average daylight factor between 2·5 % 

Tab 3.2. A summary of the history of daylIght regulatIOns & standards m Brltam .(after Wue 2003) 

3.6. Aspects of lighting design and schools 

There are a range of different and possibly conflicting requirements when lighting 

design is considered in relation to classroom design (OfEE 1999). Fig 3.3 illustrates 

briefly these different aspects. 

I j ' It, '~RC: ,t. 11_ ~ I 
O.~ SHEFFJEI 

Fig 3.4. A framework for a aspects of lighting design (DIEE 1999) 

First of all is the functional aspect of lighting or task lighting which allows occupants 

to carry out their tasks and activities without any visual discomfort. It mainly requires 
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minimum levels of illuminance and a relatively high level of illuminance uniformity 

over the task area, while avoiding discomfort glare (ibid, p.3). There are actually two 

types of glare concerning day lighting: disability and discomfort glare. 

Glare is usually caused when the balance of luminance distribution in an interior 

environment is disturbed by excessive contrast. Disability glare can be caused when 

the luminance of the sky seen through a window is very high and it is visible from a 

work place of much lower luminance (OtEE 1999, p.19). For instance, a window on 

the chalkboard wall should be avoided because of the likelihood of disability glare. 

On the other hand, discomfort glare can be experienced when some parts of an interior 

have a much higher luminance levels than the general surroundings (ibid, p.20). 

Discomfort glare from daylight is a more common problem than disability glare. 

There are different ways to reduce discomfort glare in a room and specifically in a 

classroom. One way is to reduce the contrast between the window and its 

surroundings by using splayed light-coloured window reveals or by increasing the 

brightness of the window wall by increasing its reflectance or lighting it from a 

window in an adjacent wall (ibid, p.20). However, the reduction of sky luminance by 

horizontal or vertical shading devices is the major consideration especially in bright 

sky climates. Discomfort glare can also be caused by electric lighting. It is controlled 

by the luminance and the size of the glare sources, its position in the field of view and 

the visual adaptation given by background luminance (ibid, p.24). These factors 

should be below the Limiting Glare Index in table 3.3 according to CIBSE Technical 

Memorandum No 10. However, it should be noted that CIBSE TM 10 Limiting Glare 

Index is now superseded by European Legislation and a Unified Glare Rating (UGR) 

system is used instead. 

UGR method serves as a practical discomfort glare evaluation system for use in 

interior lighting conditions (Sendrup 200 I). UGR values are on a scale from 10 to 30, 

where low values indicate no glare and high values indicate intolerable glare. The 

visual field in the UGR method is divided into fields of 'glare sources' and 

'background' (ibid, p. 243). Maximum allowed UGR in offices and working areas is 

19. As can be seen in table 3.3, there is another important factor in daylighting in 

schools which needs addressing: uniformity ratio. 
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The distribution of light in a space has a considerable impact on the appearance of the 

room. It is believed that a uniform distribution of light is favorable in teaching spaces 

as it enhances concentration on the task (Heschong-Mahone-Group 2003). However, 

some directional light can give character and interest to non-task based parts of a 

classroom as it provides variety and visual contrast (DlliE 1999, p.26). The following 

table illustrates task lighting consideration levels in different areas of a school. 

~ 
Standard Uniformity Ratio Glare Index 

Spaces iIIuminance/ lux 

General Teaching Spaces 300 0.8 19 

Teaching spaces with 

detailed work e.g. crafts 500 0.8 19 
rooms 

Circulation spRces: 

corridors, stairs, lobby ... 80-120 - 19 

Waiting areas 175-250 - 19 

Reception area 250-350 - 19 

Atria 400 - 19 

Tab 3.3. lIIummance, UniformIty ratIon and glare mdex levels for schools (OtEE 1999, p.23) 

Lighting for visual amenity is as important as task lighting and it enhances the 

appearance of the space. Although uniform light is recommended by task lighting, a 

degree of non-uniform lighting pattern is desirable by visual amenity lighting. 

Fielding (2005, p.77) even claims that uniform illumination levels in the classroom 

was sensible for students in the factory model schools. Fielding (2000) argues that 

uniform light can be monotonous. It seems acceptable that with the flexibility in 

student arrangement in new classrooms a variety of lighting will be required and 

accent lighting can accompany uniform lighting to enrich the quality of illuminated 

space. Spaces with some areas of light and shade are generally liked by students, but 

the variation in brightness should not disturb the visibility in working areas as it 

would cause visual discomfort (DlliE 1999, p.5). Whilst direct sunlight is generally 

avoided in the task based lighting, it could be used in the non-task based areas of the 

school such as circulation spaces etc. to enhance the visual amenity of the educational 

environment by the appearance of sunlit areas and the changing shading patterns it 

provides. This aspect of daylight will be explored more in detail in section 3.7. 
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Architectural integration of natural and electric lighting is also an important issue to 

take into account especially in the early stages of design. The pattern of light can 

enhance the building form and space. The new British Library in London is a good 

example of the designer's attempt to create a symphony of daylight and electric light 

in harmony with the interior space and building fonns. Appendix C explores the 

integration of daylight and artificial light and their harmony with architectural form 

and space in the library. There are, of course, a number of examples where 

daylighting and its patterns have enhanced the appearance and aesthetics of the space. 

Appendix B also represents a few examples of Modem architecture which are known 

by their daylighting novelty. 

Fig 3.5. Interior space of the New British Library (Photos © F. Ai) 

Lighting and energy efficiency is also another important aspect of lighting design in 

schools as an efficient use of energy reduces primary energy consumption and hence 

lower carbon dioxide emissions. And finally, lighting maintenance should be 

considered in lighting design as well. Poor maintenance reduces the illumination 

levels of the luminaires and also causes energy waste. 

3.7. Aspects of daylight and schools 

There is a significant amount of research on the impact of learning environment and 

more specifically the impact of daylight on student performance. This section reviews 

the literature on these issues and then reviews other aspects of daylight and schools 

such as the energy performance of daylit schools. 
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3.7.1. Learning environment and student performance 

Good design is not just about the aesthetic improvement of our environment, it 

is as much about improved quality of life, equality of opportunity and 

economic growth ... Good design does not cost more when measured across 

the lifetime of the building or place ... (CABE 2002) 

Feilden (2004) advocates the need for evidence to demonstrate that 'well designed' 

new educational buildings provide better academic results than 'poorly designed' ones 

to ensure that new schools offer genuine value for money through improved 

functionality, performance of pupils, and recruitment and retention of staff. This 

section attempts to bring together the evidence from research findings in support of 

the correlation between school buildings and student performance particularly in 

respect of daylighting. Jago & Tanner (1999) argue that the visual environment 

affects a learner's ability to perceive visual stimuli and this, in turn, affects hislher 

mental attitude which consequently should affect their performance. Daylighting is 

clearly an important factor in the visual environment. 

It is important to mention that typical school buildings and classroom layouts vary 

between countries as they respond to local understanding and philosophies of 

education and material resources (Alexander 2000). In a study of 30 primary schools 

in five countries, Alexander finds some interesting and consistent differences among 

schools. For instance, he identifies the contrast of 'a great deal of light' in all the 

Russian classrooms comparing with some British and American classrooms 'so 

inadequately fenestrated that they require artificial light throughout the day' (ibid, 

p.185). 

However, most of the published research concerned with the effect of the learning 

environment on students has tended to be carried out in the Western Europe and, 

particularly, in the USA (Higgins, Hall et al. 2005, p.IO). Clark (2002, p.8) 

acknowledges that there is as yet no equivalent body of research in this field in the 

UK as that in the US. There is not enough evidence in the UK of the way in which 

design or architectural ideas directly affect school performance except a few 

generalized projects (CABE 2002; CABE/RIBA 2004). 
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Although recent building bulletins produced by OfES promote more imaginative 

school buildings, it seems many of the new buildings are planned along conventional 

lines. Jamieson et al (2000) argue that this conservatism is due to the lack of 

participation of users in the design of educational facilities. Therefore, in response, a 

number of instruments and tool kits have been devised to encourage students' and 

staffs participation in the design process (Seymour, Cottam et a!. 2001). Although 

the participation of students and staff in the school design process is an important 

issue to address, this research is more concerned with physical factors of learning 

environment, and thus discuss primarily on US research. 

The fundamental aspects of physical environment such as heating, acoustics and 

lighting have been mostly researched in isolation. Many reviews of the effect of the 

physical school environment on learning such as Weinstein (1979), Gump (1987), 

Fisher( 2001), Clark (2002), Schneider (2002) and Earthman (2004) have researched a 

specific factor of the physical environment in schools and have drawn conclusions 

about the effects of the particular physical characteristic on the learning environment. 

However, it is important to consider the possible interactions of different factors as 

they all contribute to the whole learning environment (Hygge and Knez 200 I). In 

addition, it is also important to be aware of some conflicting recommendations which 

could arise from individual research on physical environment factors. 

3.7.1.1. Temperature and air quality 

Temperature and the air quality are related to daylighting as they are all related to 

windows in general. They are important factors affecting students' comfort and their 

performance. Earthman (2004) considers temperature, heating and air quality as the 

most important individual elements for student achievement. There are a number of 

research findings highlighting the importance of temperature and air quality and its 

likely effect on student performance (Fisher 200 I; Schneider 2002; Young, Green et 

al. 2003; Buckley, Schneider et al. 2004). Most of these studies have been conducted 

in the USA and considering the given climates (which are generally hotter than 

Europe in the summer) an increased use of air conditioning has been recommended. 

However, it is important to remember that air-conditioning, ventilation and heating 

systems could contribute to the levels of noise in classrooms which is not desired 
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(Schield and Dockrell 2004). This is an example of conflicting recommendations from 

individual studies on physical elements. 

The inadequacy of air quality in classrooms has been an issue which is addressed in a 

number of surveys and reports (Khattar, Shirey et a!. 2000; Kimmel, Dartsch et al. 

2000; Lee and Chang 2000). The effects of such inadequacy have been also correlated 

to ill-health of students (Ahman, Lundin et a!. 2000). Air-related health problems is 

investigated more thoroughly and in a study by Rosen and Richardson (1999) poor air 

quality has been correlated with absenteeism. They found out that improving the air 

quality in a nursery school by clearing the air and reducing its particles resulted in a 

reduced child absence. However, the demand of fresh air into classrooms can conflict 

again with the outside noise which should be taken into account. 

3.7.1.2. Noise and Acoustics 

Noise is also related to daylighting as it is also a factor associated with windows and 

openings. There is considerable literature regarding the effect of noise on human 

functioning, with some related to children in noisy learning environments. Such 

research addresses noise annoyance, distraction and direct masking of cognitive 

process (Poulton 1978; Salame and Wittersheim 1978). Stansfeld and Matheson 

(2003) discuss the possibility of noise-related psychological and health problems and 

conclude that' the evidence for effects of environmental noise on health is strongest 

for annoyance, sleep and cognitive performance in adults and children' (p.253). 

There is supporting research which addresses the link between noise and its effect on 

children in learning environments. Hygge (2003) reports that various noises such as 

recordings of road traffic, trains or aeroplanes appear to interfere with the encoding 

stage of memory. In a study on children exposed to aircraft noise in a learning 

environment, some evidence of raised blood pressure and signs of learning distraction 

was found (Cohen, Evans et al. 1980). As a result of these studies as well, as other 

supporting research sllch as Evans & Maxwell (1997), Haines et al. (200 I), and 

Lercher et al. (2003), it can be concluded that noise and acoustics are important 

factors in a school environment. Schneider argues that in general the research is 
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consistent and convincing and summarizes that good acoustics are fundamental to 

good academic performance (2002, p.6). 

Good acoustics, of course, calls for design solutions to absorb and dampen the noise. 

Examples are increased carpeting, sound amplification systems and ceiling hangings 

to dampen reverberation (Maxwell and Evans 2000). It is interesting to mention that 

ceiling hangings have been used as early as 1831 in the UK (Seaborne 1971). 

However, in 21 sl century there are a number of ways of dampening the sounds in a 

classroom such as perforated profile metal absorbers, acoustic fibreboard panels, 

suspended baffle noise absorbers, acoustic strand board and general acoustic absorbers 

(DfES 2006, P.40). 

3.7.1.3. Colour 

Colour is also a significant factor of the physical environment which affects students 

in different ways. It is also related with daylighting as means of perceiving and 

accentuating colour. Different colours are considered stimulating depending on the 

age of children. Engelbrecht (2003) argues that younger children prefer bright colours 

while adolescents prefer more subdued colours. On the other hand, Pile (1997) warns 

against using intense primary colours for young children while he suggests using 

strong warm colours instead. 

Research findings in the literature indicate a positive correlation between colour in 

classrooms and students' behaviour and performance (Bross and Jackson 1981). The 

colour of surroundings has a distinct impact on children's mood and behaviour 

through changing perceptions to room size and temperature (Sundstorm 1987). It is 

also asserted that colour and ceiling height affect children's cooperative behaviour 

(Read. Sugawara et al. 1999). Engelbrecht (2003) argues that the colour of walls in a 

classroom can affect productivity and accuracy and, more specifically, Brubaker 

(1998) maintains that cool colours help concentration of students. Other research 

carried out by Hamid & Newton (1989) suggest children demonstrate more physical 

strength and positive mood in a pink coloured room rather than cool colours such as 

blue. On the other hand, Schauss (1985) argues pink has tranquilising effect on adults 

and it can be used to prevent aggression in individuals. 
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Although there might be some conflicting findings on the effect of colour and 

children's mood in the research, there is no doubt it is an important factor in a 

classroom's physical environment. In a study, Burke and Grosvenor (2003) emphasise 

the importance of colour and children's preference for colours in their classrooms. 

One of the common problems reported in the classrooms is eye fatigue which could 

be relieved with a better understanding of colour in schools. Engelbrecht (2003) 

suggests that the end wall of the classroom behind the teacher should be a different 

colour from the other walls. Pile (1997) also supports the idea and suggest the other 

walls could be neutral colours. It is also suggested that the use of yellow, beige or 

off-white surface colours can stimulate learning while light blue, green and lavender 

can be calming, but some vibrant colours can over-excite and have a negative effect 

on learning (DtES 2002, p.36) 

On the other hand, Nair and Fielding (2005, pp.77-82) challenge some general notions 

about the use of colour in schools. They believe children are wonderfully sensitive 

and responsive to nuances in colour and lighting and they are particularly attuned to 

the colours of nature and human skin tones (ibid, p.80). Therefore, they argue the use 

of primary colours in schools is harsh and should be used with caution. They also 

debunk the notion of using neutral colours in learning environments and argue it has 

resulted in a period of architectural history often considered as soulless (ibid, p.81). 

Nair and Fielding (2005) innovative approach toward the use of colollr in learning 

environments is mainly based on their design experience at FNI (Fielding Nair 

International, one of the leading change agents in school design) and are not 

substantiated through research evidence. Therefore, there is a need for more research 

in colour aspect of schools to make the most of its effects on 'student's mood and 

performance. 

3.7.1.4. Lighting 

One of the most critical characteristics of the physical environment of classrooms is 

lighting. Dunn (1985) insisted that the lightning of a school should be considered an 

active element of the total educational environment. The research in lighting area 

relates to two different kinds of lighting; daylight and artificial. There is extensive 

research on daylight and its effect on student performance which will follow in the 
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next section. However having daylight solely in a classroom is not practical due to 

weather changes and early morning and dusk-time classes. 

8enya (200 I, p.1) suggests that for 'lighting to be effective, daylight should be 

supplemented by an automatically controlled electric lighting that dims in response to 

daylight levels '. In addition to the type of light source, there is also the way light is 

admitted, either directly or indirectly which were defined in previous chapter. 8arnitt 

(2003) suggests that good lighting can only be achieved by a combination of direct 

and indirect lighting. Such combination creates variety and interest which should be 

aimed rather than an even flat light (DfES 2002, p.37). In terms of artificial light, full 

spectrum lighting is preferable as it has higher Colour Rendition Index (CRI) 

comparing to fluorescent lamps. However, polarized lenses are designed to filter 

fluorescent lamp and improve its quality. Fluorescent lamps can now even be 

provided with a high-frequency solid-state ballast which completely removes the 

flicker problem (Stone 1992, p.59). 

Karpen (1991) supports the combination of full-spectrum lamps with polarized lenses 

as the result resembles daylight in terms of spectral energy distribution and light 

polarization characteristics. "The lighting has been found to match natural daylight so 

closely that one cannot tell the difference between the artificial illumination and any 

light entering the windows. There is none of the eyestrain and fatigue typical of 

conventional cool-white illumination, which dives fluorescent lamps with core coil 

ballasts in un publicized fixtures. " (ibid, p.36) The main problem, though, is they are 

quite costly and have not been widely accepted commercially. 

Nonetheless, research in schools favours daylight over artificial lighting as its light 

quality is more appropriate for human visual tasks (Hcschong-Mahone-Group 2003). 

Light quality is a holistic term and includes a number of attributes of the lit 

environment that are generally considered to be favourable. For example, daylight has 

better distribution of light, better colour rendition, and there is no flicker comparing to 

electric light (ibid, p.26). These factors highlight the importance of using daylight in 

classrooms. 
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Lighting is also related to occupants' health issues in the research review. The most 

common complains of children in classrooms such as headaches, eyestrain and fatigue 

are related to inappropriate lighting conditions (Higgins, Hall et al. 2005, p.20). In 

terms of electric lighting, Karpen (1993) suggests the use of full spectrum polarised 

lighting which is free from glare and flicker to overcome above symptoms. The idea 

of glare free electric lighting is important due to increased use of leT in schools 

(Barnitt 2003). In terms of daylight, glare issue and ways of overcoming it are not a 

new concern and has been addressed frequently over the last century. Donovan 

(1921) gave suggestions of desks alignments and use of blinds to overcome glare 

issue. There is more evidence on the impact of daylight on students' health and 

performance which will be discussed in the next section. 

3.7.2. Daylight and student health and performance 

Daylight has long been associated with health and well being in general. 

Inappropriate lighting quality could cause health problems. The phenomenon of Sick 

Building Syndrome (SBS) is particularly associated with deep plan air-conditioned 

buildings, and lighting quality, particularly spectral composition, flicker and glare, is 

thought to be one of the combination of contributory factors (Baker, Steemers et al. 

1993). However, the lack of quantity of light also could cause serious health concerns. 

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is directly related to light deprivation. Daylit 

buildings, due to the non-uniformity of illuminance in both time and space, usually 

provide sufficient illuminance to trigger the physiological processes necessary to 

avoid the syndrome (ibid, p.18). 

There is extensive research on the impact of daylight on student performance. This 

supports the idea that natural daylighting provides a learning environment in which 

students are more productive academically and even stay healthier. Perhaps the largest 

study in this area of knowledge has been conducted by Heschong Mahone Group 

(1999) in which a positive correlation has been established between daylight and 

students' performance. 

This study focused on skylights, as a way to isolate daylight as an illumination source 

from other qualities such as view that are associated with side windows. The test score 
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results for over 21000 elementary students from three districts in the USA were 

analysed and it was found that students with the most day lighting in their classrooms 

progressed 20% faster on math tests and 26% on reading tests in one year compared to 

those with the least daylight. Students in classrooms that had a well designed skylight 

which diffused the daylight across the room and in which the amount of light was 

controllable improved 19-20% faster than those students without a skylight (ibid, p.2). 

These results support the proposition that there is a valid and predictable effect of 

daylighting on student performance (ibid, p.3). 

One specific finding of the above research is its focus on the day lighting aspect alone. 

It attempts to exclude other attributes of windows such as view, communication, 

ventilation, etc. The findings of the research (Heschong-Mahone-Group 2003) 

strongly suggest that there is a specific effect attributable to daylight as opposed to a 

window effect in general, and that the amount of daylight provided in classrooms is 

important. 

In addition, there are some rigorous studies carried out in Europe which investigate 

the impact of daylight on the behaviour and health of primary school children. In 

Sweden, Kuller and Lindsten (1992) investigated the health, behaviour and hormone 

levels of 88 primary school students in four classrooms over the course of a year. The 

classrooms had different daylight and electric light conditions. They found significant 

correlation between daylight levels, hormone levels, and student behaviour and 

concluded that windowless classrooms should be avoided. They concluded 'work in 

classrooms without daylight may upset the basic hormone pattern. and this in turn 

may influence the children 's ability to concentrate or co-operate. and also eventually 

have an impact on annual body growth and sick leave' (ibid). Hathaway et al (1992) 

goes further on the aspect of lighting and found a correlation between lighting and 

incidences of dental cavity and gains in height and weight. They have also linked 

lighting to absenteeism (although Heschong Mahone Group (2003) does not support 

the link between lighting and student attendance). 

In an earlier study, Tikkanen (1970) examined 400 students averaging 16 years old in 

five Swedish schools. He found that in the northern classroom environment of mixed 

daylight and electric light, the reported incidence of eye fatigue was significantly 
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higher than in a classroom with only skylight compared to a classroom with regular 

side-window at eye level sitting position. This study highlights the importance of 

other attributes of daylight such as the view from windows, in terms of student 

performance. 

The view element of the window and its content also has an impact on student 

performance. In a study on the behaviour and attitude of the school students towards 

daylight and fenestration in 350 primary schools in the UK, Stewart (1981) found that 

a significant proportion of the students chose to sit or work near windows, with the 

main determining factor being the amount of daylight. However, he also found that 

the view content and the visual and thermal comfort were also important factors in 

choosing the favourite window of the classroom. Visual comfort, in this research, is 

associated with natural scenery and greenery compared with a view to urban 

buildings. All in all, the impact of daylight on student performance is one of the main 

reasons to encourage designers and stakeholders to consider daylight as the main 

source of illumination in schools. Other reasons will be discussed in the next section. 

3.7.3. Daylit schools and energy performance 

Natural daylighting not only provides better learning environments. but also provides 

schools with dramatic energy savings. According to the US National Centre for 

Educational Statistics, 72 percent of the cost of energy in educational buildings is 

consumed on electricity of which the majority (56 percent) goes toward lighting 

(Digert 2002). Therefore, by using daylighting as the main source of illumination in 

schools in combination with lighting controls and dimming systems, schools can 

reduce or eliminate electric lights during daylight hours. These findings are not 

directly transferable to other climates and countries. 

As an example. a study analyzed the energy performance and cost of day lit schools 

designed by Innovative Design in Johnston County, North Carolina, where a series of 

schools replaced electric lights with daylighting (Nicklas and Bailey 1999). The 

daylit schools in the study indicated energy cost reductions of 22% to 64% as 

compared to typical schools (ibid, pA). The study concluded daylighting, even 

excluding all the productivity and health benefits, is worth investing in from a 
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financial point of view. Daylight measures cost less than one percent of the 

construction budget which is paid back with three years of school life while the long 

term benefits to schools and students are enormous (ibid). 

3.8. Specific features and principles of daylighting in schools 

There are specific features about daylight in schools that makes it different from other 

buildings. The reason behind the specificity of daylight in schools is the educational 

nature of the building which requires appropriate illumination for reading and writing 

as well as providing a healthy, stimulating and inspiring space for children to learn. 

One of the first principles of daylighting in schools is to avoid glare in teaching spaces 

(DtEE 1999). This requires preventing direct sunlight penetration and avoiding other 

sources of glare such as a glaring view such as the bright sky or a contrastive window 

wall colour. Instead, a uniform and gentle daylight is preferred for teaching and task 

based spaces. 

On the other hand, Lam (1977) argues that a constant and even light condition does 

not benefit the human state and also omni-directionallight, especially top-light, is also 

identified as being negative to how people work as it affects foclls and concentration 

and has even been described as lowering mood. So it is important to avoid a constant 

and even daylight distribution in all school spaces. Non-uniform daylight and patches 

of sunlight could enhance the appearance and visual amenity of non-task based spaces 

such as corridors or atria. The National Best Practice Manual (CHPS 2006) elaborates 

on the principles of daylighting in schools which is summarized in table 3.4. 

The location of daylight apertures has significant impact on causing glare as well as 

distribution of light throughout the classroom. When daylight apertures are located in 

the ceiling, the likelihood of glare is reduced as long as the glazing cannot be seen 

directly from normal viewing positions. Besides, the evenness of distribution of light 

is increased. It is more difficult to achieve uniform illuminance with windows as there 

is more quantity of light next to them (CHPS 2006). While The National Best Practice 

Manual tends to sllggest skylights and general top lighting for classrooms because of 

their efficiency in terms of an even distribution of light, Building Bulletin 90 in the 

UK highlights the importance of the directional properties of light from side windows 

to provide a better quality of light. 
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Chapter 3 Daylighting and school des ign 

Basic Daylighting Principles Reasons & Practical Solutions 

1 Prevent Direct Sunlight Penetration To avoid visual & thermal discomfort 

Except in non-task based areas 

2 Provide Gentle, Uniform Illumination Balanced diffuse daylight across the space 

Use walls & ceiling as reflective surfaces 

Use light coloured surfaces to help reflection 

Use dayJighting systems sllch as light shelves 

3 Avoid Glare Avoid excessive high contrast which causes glare 

Obscure bright views by blinds, 10llvers. etc . 

Place daylight apertures next to reflective surfaces 

Use splayed window reveals or skylight wells 

Avoid punched small windows in the middle ofa wall 

4 Provide Control of Daylight Devise variable apertures that respond to daylight 

changes or use blinds and shades inside or outside 

Provide teacher's access to blinds or shades controls 

5 Integrate with Electric Lighting Design To create high quality lighting & produce energy 

savings 

6 Plan the Layout of Interior Spaces Locate work areas where appropriate daylight exists 

from sides or above 

Tab 3.4. BasIc dayltghtmg prInciples and practical soluttons, after (CHPS 2006) 

The flow of light across the room provided by side windows should not be 

underestimated as it is a significant attribute contributing to the modeling of the 

interior space, including objects within it and of course surface textures (DfEE 1999, 

p.19). It is worthwhile at this stage to compare and contrast the National Best Practice 

Manual daylighting principles in Tab 3.4 with the daylighting design guidance 

suggested by the Building Bulletin 90 in Tab 3.5. 

There are more similarities than differences between table 3.4 and 3.5 . Avoiding 

glare, providing a balanced luminance distribution in classrooms and providing 

sunlight control are the main principles in common between two sets of guidelines. 

However, the National Best Practice Manual daylighting principles (Tab 3.4) 

emphasizes on the provision of a uniform and even distribution of daylight in 

classrooms while the Building Bulleting 90 (Tab 3.5) points out the directional 

properties of sunlight should not be underestimated as it gives a unique character and 

variety to the quality of the daylit environment. This should be carefully applied in 

classrooms as excessive directional sunlight could increase the contrast in the learning 

environment and hence could cause discomfort glare. 
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Daylighting Design Features & Practical Solutions 

Guidance 

I Provide sufficient daylight Use of rootlights and clerestories to improve distribution of light in 

quantity the space 

2 Daylight quality Offering a unique character to an interior 

Distribution of light enhances the visual field 

Directional properties of light from side windows are a significant 

attribute contributing to the modeling of the interior and providing 

brightness to vertical surfaces 

3 Avoid Glare Avoid glare to provide a balanced luminance distribution (some 

contrast but not excessive) 

Windows on chalkboard wall should be avoided 

Reduction of sky luminance by shading devices 

Reduce the contrast between the windows and their surroundings by 

using, for example, splayed light coloured reveals or increasing the 

brightness of the window wall by increasing its reflectance or using 

a window in an adjacent wall 

4 Sunlight control Using shading devices to provide some protection from excessive 

~ 
direct heat and glare 

" 

Sol,ar control devices should be placed outside the window for 

optimum sun protection 

5 Exterior visual contact To avoid claustrophobia and provide visual relaxation & view 

Tab 3.5. Dayhghtlllg DeSign GUidance, after (DfEE 1999. pp 19-22) 

Having discussed the specific features and principles of daylight In schools and 

specifically classrooms, the next question is how daylight is applied to schools and 

classrooms. In other words, having known the principles of daylighting in schools 

what daylighting systems are available to be utilized. 

3.9. Daylighting systems in schools 

There are generally three main ways by which daylight is admitted to a room: through 

the side of the room namely as sidelighting , through the ceiling namely as toplighting 

and also through another lit area of a building such as atria namely as borrowed 

lighting. Sidelighting, however, can be divided into view windows and clerestories 

(Fig 3.6). Side windows have the advantage of a view to the outside when the sills are 

beneath eye levels. A general rule of thumb for daylight penetration in a room is about 

1.5 times the window head height; therefore, a separate high side window can be lIsed 

to bring the daylight deeper into the room. 
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Clerestory windows (b in fig 3.6) admit light from the brighter patt of the sky and 

therefore, it increases the contrast between inside and outside which could cause glare 

(OfEE 1999, p.9). Rootlights (c in fig 3.6) admit the light from the highest part of the 

sky which is generally unobstructed. They also need careful consideration in terms of 

glare from contrast if the glazing is visible from normal viewing positions. Exterior or 

interior shading devices should, then , be used to obstruct the direct view to the bright 

sky. However, they provide more even daylight when equipped with shading or 

diffusing devices. And finally, borrowed light can contribute to the light leve ls in 

darker areas of the rooms away from window walls. Oaylighting components and 

further categorization of them have already been discussed in chapter 4 while specific 

systems which enhance retlected daylighting will be discussed in chapter 5 . 

. ' .~ 

, 
. d ..... l' ~~-,o .. 
: d : d : d 

---...' --... I-----..L 
Fig 3.6. Four main types of daylighling systems, after (Dn:E 1999) 

The above daylighting systems are a general description and can apply to different 

buildings including schools. However, daylighting systems and classifications can be 

more specific because of the nature of schools and classrooms. The national best 

practice manual (CHPS 2006) provides a detailed daylighting guide for schools, with 

their applicability to different parts of a school as well as different climates of the 

United States. The climatic classification is varied from cold and humid, temperate 

and humid, hot and humid, hot and dry and cool and dry. It is comparable to the 

varied Iranian climate which is already discussed in the previous chapter. 

Although it identifies 8 types of sidelighting and toplighting strategies in schools, it 

does not address borrowed lighting which is an important option for deeper and darker 

parts of classrooms. Borrowed lighting is, therefore, added to the National Best 

Practice Manual classification which is summarized in Table 3.5. The table describes 

each daylighting system brietly and shows which part of a school building they can be 

applicable. Most of these systems need to be considered in the early stages of design 

to provide their full benefits. 
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Daylighting Systems Description & applicnbiJity Illustration 

1. View Windows Vertical glazing at eye level 

5 ~ Essential in most school spaces 

Z Applicable in all climate regions 
~ 

E-- 2. Clerestory To increase daylight penetration 

1L == (High Can be used in all school spaces 
Co-' Applicable to all climate regions 
~ Sidel ighting) 
~ 

~ 3. Clerestory To improve daylight distribution 

E! Q With light Shelf It keeps the contrast and glare low 

~ Applicable to most school spaces and all 
rLJ 

climate regions 

4. Wall Wash Daylight through a linear skylight or ( 

/ 

Toplighting monitor to wash an interior wall 

~ ,: To balance daylight from window walls 
Appl icable to classrooms, libraries, etc. 
Applicable in all climate regions but 
must be planned in schematic desi~n 

Co-' 5. Central To provide high levels of even daylight 

~ Z Toplighting Daylight is diffused by glazing or baffles io' y ,.. 

~ 
Applicable to single story or top floor 

16 ", classrooms, libraries. multipurpose 
E-- spaces & administration offices 

== 
Applicable in all climatic regions 

6. Patterned To provide low glare even illumination 

~ ~ across large spaces such as the gym, or 
~ 

Toplighting 
Library, multipurpose or cafeteria 

~ App licable in all climatic regions 

~ 
7. Linear To provide high intensity daylight 

~ 0 Toplighting Suitable for walkways or large spaces 

E--
Applicable in all but hot climate regions 

unless provide diffused or shaded light 

8. Tubular Clear domes skylight with re flective 

EE:r Skylights ducts, Suitable with areas with deep roof 
I' 

cavities, Applicable to small spaces such 

I· 
as toilets, kitchen. etc. All climates 

": 9. Borrowed To illuminate the deep end of classrooms 

I' remote from window wa ll 

! I I Lighting 
I- Applicab le in spaces near an atrium and . ;~ II 

all climatic regions 

Tab 3.6. Dayltghtmg systems I~ schools, based on (CHPS 2006) 
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3.10. Conclusion 

This chapter has emphasized the importance of day lighting design on the overall 

quality of schools. Having reviewed the history and development of day lighting in 

schools, it has explored different aspects of daylight influencing schools such as 

student health and performance as well as energy performance of the building in 

general. It has finally delivered some guidelines and principles of day lighting in 

schools which is useful for school designers. This chapter is finished with a specific 

daylighting system classification which is suggested to be used in school buildings. 

Next chapter will review different approaches to daylighting including quantitative vs. 

qualitative or typological vs. phenomenological and will propose an integrative 

approach which intends to bridge the gaps in individual approaches. 
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CHAPTER 4: APPROACHES TO DA YLIGIITING 

4.1. Introduction 

Daylight is a gift of nature. As civilised man learns to use artificial light sources 

which free him from total dependence on daylight. he also learns to appreciate the 

value of daylight and become aware of its special advalltages . 

Natural light was the main source of illumination in buildings before the advent of 

electricity. It has always played a dominant role in architecture, both to reveal the 

architecture of the building and to create a particular atmosphere as well as to provide 

the occupants with visual comfort and functional illumination (Baker, Steemers et a!. 

1993). Daylighting remained the primary means of lighting to all types of building 

until the early twentieth century when the primary role of day lighting was beginning 

to be questioned in relation with electric light (Phillips 2004). 

By the beginning of 20th century daylight was in competition with the various forms 

of artificial light, lip to the point when it appeared to be irrelevant, having as its nadir 

the development of 'Buroland'ichafi', when buildings lit by artificial light sources 

could be of indefinite depth and, as we have seen, some schools were built without 

any windows at all (ibid, p.xix). By 1960s the concept had grown that artificial 

lighting would supplant natural light as the primary source during the day in many 

situations including schools. It was not until the energy crisis, and the realization that 

our reliance on fossil fuels had limitations, that people started to question this high 

energy approach, and began to look at ways to reduce the electricity load in building; 

one of more obvious ways was to return to an understanding of the natural resource of 

daylight (ibid, p.5). 

There are many reasons for the renewed interest in daylighting. The most convincing 

reason is the increasing cost of fossil fuels and the realization that sources of 

electricity have a finite life; but perhaps even more important are the less tangible 

aspects of daylighting which relate more to the human spirit and the need for the 

quality of life (ibid, p.xix). Steemers (1993) reinforces these two factors in favour of 

daylighting: The first, he argues, is the growing understanding that the energy use 
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involved in the provision of artificial lighting contributes significantly to global 

environmental pollution, and secondly that the deprivation of daylight may have 

detrimental physiological and psychological effects on the occupants of buildings 

(ibid, p.l). Philips (2004, p.5, 6) draws attention to the importance of daylight and the 

association with natural environment in his study by highlighting still more reasons 

for using natural light. These can be summarised as follows: the need for functional 

light for visibility; the aesthetic appearance of natural light and space; an innate desire 

for variety and the changing light; the sense of natural orientation and wayfinding; the 

natural view and its content; the experience of natural colour and light; and the use of 

natural ventilation. 

4.2. Historical Background 

" ... Architecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent play of volumes brought 

together in light... The history of architecture is the history of the struggle for light . .. 

(Corbusier 1989) 

Philips (2004) also argues the history of architecture is synonymous with the history 

of the window. The initial crude opening was the vehicle for the introduction of 

daylight, letting in light, air, heat and cold. The window has developed over the 

centuries, but its purpose of letting in daylight has remained its primary role (ibid, 

p.3). It has developed through centuries and has allowed different admissions and 

applications of light to buildings through history. 

The earliest civilisations had a relationship with light that is still with us today. At the 

fundamental level the seasons are controlled by direct light - the sun's changing path 

throughout the year is as much a part of the cycle of the year as the seasons 

themselves (Hodges 2002). In Ancient Egypt, too, there was a strong relationship 

with the sun - spaces that allowed shafts of light only to penetrate at the particular 

times of year and the use of gilding and other bright materials underline the 

importance that such things had in the religious rites (Mann 1993). Light was a 

metaphorical element that focussed worshippers on the power of higher things, and its 

importance in rites were well understood. 
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The significance of light was again highlighted in Baroque architecture, in which light 

is a central concern. Baroque architecture enables a more imaginative control of light 

introduced between the overlapping layers of the enclosure. The use of mysterious 

light and indefinite special enclosure signifies transcendence (Baker and Steemers 

2002). Indirect natural lighting is explored extensively in Baroque architecture where 

the sources of light are not visible and it creates a dramatic effect. 

Fig 4.1. Toledo Cathedral in Spain, Narciso Tome (Plummer 1987) 

A further innovative means of daylighting was developed for the lighting of the 

Baroque churches of Southern Gennany, where 'indirect' daylight onto the ornate 

decorations and ornaments of the church is gained from windows concealed from the 

direct view of the congregation (Phillips 2004). 

Fig 4.2. Pilgrimage Church in Zwiefalten, (Plummer 1987) 

The invention of glass had a crucial influence on the evolution of the window in the 

pre-industrial period. Windows began to be larger and by the 16th century the 

widespread celebration of the window can be seen (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993). The 
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industrial revolution brought the most rapid changes in both the requirements and the 

solutions for daylighting. A whole architecture of light and air was born. However, 

the development of fluorescent lighting marked the end of an era where daylighting 

was at least a design aim. Fluorescent lighting gave at least a fourfold increase in 

lighting efficiency over tungsten lighting, thus reducing running costs and heat gain 

sufficiently for designers to abandon daylighting altogether. High artificial 

illuminance together with the move to open plan, led to the monotonous working 

environment of the air-conditioned office (ibid, p.IS). 

In summary, 70s and 80s could reasonably be described as the dark ages in non

domestic buildings since daylighting design became a neglected if not forgotten art. 

Many technical developments have occurred in the last decade, which increase the 

application potential of daylight. These include innovative component design such as 

light ducts and light-shelves, and also new materials which can be used to control and 

redirect light (ibid, p.17). These innovative daylighting components will be expanded 

in the next chapter. 

4.3. Principles of light and daylighting 

By the time of the Renaissance two words were used to describe light: Lux and 

Lumen. Although the terms have quite distinct and clear definitions today, in the past 

they were defined more ambiguously as follows (Barker 2002, p.14): 

Lux is the natural property of luminous bodies that imparts a motion similar to that of 

the body to which it belongs. This movement is its essence and does not depend on 

anything else intrinsic in the body. Lux was given its existence by the Creator at the 

act of Creation of the wo,.ld ... Lumen namely the illuminating light is the image of the 

light itself that is to say of lux, and its derivation is of a primary nature (Ronchi 

/970). 

In these terms Lux signifies the emotional and phenomenal response to light and 

cannot be measured. Lumen on the other hand refers to the light one can see and 

which thus can be measured, and is more tangible than Lux. Lumen and Lux could be 

constructed to represent the rational and the emotional, or the scientific and the poetic 
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aspects of light (ibid, p.14). This dualistic aspect of light has been a fundamental 

debate throughout the ages. However, with the advancements in science and human 

knowledge since Renaissance, there are various scientific units and terms for 

quantifying light in our modem time. 

Light is a flow of energy and is a part of electromagnetic spectrum. As there is no 

one-to-one link between the spectral distribution of radiation and human perception of 

brightness and hue, light is uniquely defined by the response of the human eye 

(Tregenza 1998). However, it has its own set of units which allows it to be 

quantified. These units are four interrelated units which describe the flow of light or 

luminous flux (Lumen), its intensity in space or luminous intensity (Candela), 

Illuminance at a point (lux) and the brightness or luminance of a surface (cd/m2) 

(ibid, p.3-5). Illuminance is the density of a luminous flux incident on a surface 

which is measured in lux (lumens per square meter) whereas luminance or brightness 

is the product of illuminance and reflectance which is measured in candela per square 

meter (Moore 1985, p.19). 

In other words, lumen is the unit of light/energy as perceived by the human eye and 

lux is the unit of illumination, or spread of light. The spread of light is measured 

across horizontal surfaces, the working planes, and while this is an excellent indicator 

of such spaces it gives less insight into the experience of the spaces (Hodges 2002, 

p.7). Demers (1997, p.48) argues that the horizontal plane is inapplicable to spaces 

that were about the spiritual. Hopkinson also points out the deficiencies of the mere 

scientific approach and describes the use of the human being as a meter from which 

information can be collected (Hopkinson 1963). There is another factor which is 

important to describe for quantifying daylight in a room, namely the daylight factor. 

4.3.1. Daylight Factor (DF) 

Daylight factor is the percentage of the horizontal d(fJuse illuminance 

outdoors from an unobstructed sky hemisphere which is received at a point 

indoors under a CIE Standard overcast sky fDjEE 19p9, p.15). 
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As a window does not give a steady flow of light, unlike electric lamps, the 

illuminance in a room depends on the brightness of the sky (Tregenza 1998, p.37) . 

Therefore, the level of daylight in a room is specified by the percentage of interior to 

exterior illuminance which is called daylight factor (OF) (ibid). Moore (1985, p.22) 

defines daylight factor as a ratio of interior to exterior illuminance under an overcast, 

unobstructed sky (measured in a horizontal plane at both locations and expressed as a 

percentage) and remains constant regardless of changes in absolute sky illuminance . 

The daylight factor is usually calculated on the horizontal working plane. It is a 

valuable factor as it can predict the likelihood of daylit appearance of an interior 

space. 

Daylight factor has three components: first component is directly received from the 

sky known as Sky Component; second component is received by reflection from 

external surfaces (Externally Reflected Component); and the last component is 

received by reflection from interior surfaces (Internally Reflected Component) (DfEE 

1999, p.15). Daylight factor varies depending on a number of parameters such as the 

size and disposition of the window, the dimensions of the space, the reflectance of 

interior surfaces and the level of external obstruction. If the average daylight factor is 

5% or more, the interior is considered well daylit and no electric lighting is requires. 

On the other hand, if the average daylight factor is below 2% it is not sufficiently 

daylit and the interior is dependant on electric lighting. However, if the average 

daylight factor is between 2% and 5% then some electric lighting will be required in 

autumn and winter (ibid, p.15). Figure 4.3 illustrates the concept of dayli ght factor 

and its three components. 

Sk,' Component 

Externally ReOected 

Interna lly Reflected 

Fig 4.3. Daylight factor components, after (DIEE 1999, p.1 ~ 
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As daylight factor is described as a percentage ratio, it ensures constancy between the 

light outdoors and the light indoors. Therefore, it expresses the efficiency of the 

lighting of an internal space. However, daylight factor is insensitive to both the 

prevailing local climate and building orientation. The next section introduces 

advanced climate-based daylighting modelling which can replace daylight factor. 

4.3.2. Useful Daylight Illuminance 

Daylight factor approach offers only a limited insight into true daylighting 

performance of buildings because it is based on a measure of illumination under the 

CIE standard overcast sky (Mardaljevic and Nabil 2005, p.4I). Daylight factor is 

invariant to building orientation as it does not take into account the illuminance from 

the sun and non-overcast skies. Despite its lack of realism, daylight factor has been 

used extensively in design manuals and CIBSE guidebooks over the last 50 years 

(ibid, p.4I). However, advances in computer simulations allow a new approach to 

daylighting measurement and analysis which is based on hourly (or sub-hourly) 

predictions of internal illuminance for a full year (MardaIjevic 2000). 

Hourly, or sub-hourly, predictions of daylight illuminance under variable sky and also 

sun conditions can provide a realistic measure of the true daylighting performance for 

an internal space (Mardaljevic and Nabil 2005, p. 42). This new schema for assessing 

daylighting potential is called 'Useful Daylight Illuminance' or UOl and is based on 

time-varying annual illuminance data of internal spaces. The new schema abandons 

the notion of target illuminance such as 300 lux for general teaching spaces and, 

instead, determines the occurrence of a range of illuminance levels across the working 

plane. For example, if the daylight illuminance is below a minimum in a classroom, it 

may not be useful in performing visual tasks. On the other hand, of the daylight 

illuminance is above a maximum, it may cause visual or thermal discomfort. 

Illuminances that fall between the minimum and maximum are called useful daylight 

illuminances. The minimum and maximum illuminance levels are based on a survey 

of occupant behaviour in daylit office environments under a wide range of 

illumination conditions (ibid, p.47). 
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Daylight illuminances below 100 lux are considered insufficient as the only source of 

illumination, while illuminances between 100 and 500 lux are considered effective 

either as the only source of illumination or in conjunction with artificial lighting. 

Daylight illuminances between 500 and 2000 lux are perceived as desirable or at least 

tolerable, while illuminances levels over 2000 lux are intolerable. Therefore, in 

evaluating time-varying daylight illuminances across the working plane, useful 

daylight illuminance is said to occur whenever all the illuminances fall within the 

range of 100-2000 lux (Mardaljevic and Nabil 2005, pp.48-49). The UDI paradigm is 

ideally suited for the assessment of any building design where daylight redirection is a 

feature (ibid, p.SS). 

4.4. Approaches to daylighting 

4.4.1. Quantitative vs. Qualitative 

Two broad approaches to daylighting can be identified: the quantitative/scientific and 

the qualitative. There has been a considerable amount of research undertaken in the 

scientific field of daylighting in recent decades. Most of these studies focus on the 

amount of light required on the working plane in different work places, and are thus 

mainly concerned with the quantity of light. On the other hand, some design 

orientated researchers focus on the phenomenal impact natural light might have on the 

occupants; these are more concerned with the qualitative aspect of light. The second 

approach explores the patterns of light in space and their impact on human perception, 

while the first attitude is mainly objective and deals with figures and numbers rather 

than people's moods and the inspirational and psychological use of light. Therefore, 

there is a gap between these two main bodies of day lighting research which has been 

addressed in a few recent studies. Thus, Demers (1997) investigates on how to bridge 

this gap between the art of light and science of lighting. 

Robins (1986) asserts that daylighting is both an art and a science which means 

daylight is both an environmental system as well as a design element. As an 

environmental system, it should be subjected to the same level of rigorous analysis 

and review that any environmental system receives. As a design element, it can 

enhance aesthetic and qualitative aspects of a building. To work as a design element, 

it must be made an integral part of one's design philosophy (Robins 1986, p.3). 
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4.4.1.1. The Quantitative approach 

Part of the quantitative approach is already covered in the principles of daylighting 

section (4.3) as it is concerned with the measurement of light in a space in relation 

with the human eye requirements. The science of lighting is a relatively modem 

development and is geared toward better understanding of the nature of light in order 

to allow better lighting of different spaces. The work done in these fields has fed into 

guides and regulations for lighting for different building types. The direction of such 

analysis is generally concerned with the working environment, comfort of vision and 

the sufficiency of light to perform tasks (Hodges, 2002, p.6). The primary goal of this 

approach is not architecturally engaging or concerned with beautiful execution of that 

solution, but it merely conforms to providing the quantity of light required (ibid, p.6). 

Lighting specifications aim to provide a particular quantity of light at a 'horizontal 

working plane' - for writing or reading, for example. It is also dedicated to avoiding 

glare to produce spaces with comfortable or acceptable lighting, often characterised 

by a constant light level that does not have great variations in brightness or cause 

glare (ibid, p.8). Extensive investigations into visual comfort and the use of light were 

carried out and informed codes such as those used by CIBSE which is now 

superseded by Society of Light and Lighting (SLL) Code for Lighting (2006). The 

CIBSE Code for Interior Lighting sets out that the lighting should fulfil three basic 

functions (CIBSE 1994): Ensure safety of people in the interior; Facilitate the 

performance of visual tasks; and Aid the creation of an appropriate visual 

environment. The third function addresses the quality of light which gives a particular 

unique character to an interior and is beyond providing the right quantity of light 

(DtEE 1999, p.19). 

4.4.1.2. The Qualitative approach 

During the last century a shift from a qualtative understanding to a quantitative 

understanding of lighting has occurred. In the past, the lighting of buildings was 

derived from experience or recognised good practice. In the last 80 years in particular, 

engineering principles of illumination have been applied to the problems of both 

daylight and artificial lighting in works by notable lighting scientists such as 

Hopkinson, Petherbridge and Longmore (1966). 
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Parpairi (1999) addresses the lack of literature on the quality of light and investigates 

the quality through perceived effect on the everyday users of a daylit space. She 

suggests that daylighting quality is a balance between three main parameters: 

Quantifiable parameters such as illuminance, luminance, codes and standards; 

Architectural parameters such as views out, shape of room, reflectance, etc; as well as 

Personal parameters such as expectations, control and opportunity. Although this 

research suggests an understanding of a whole variety of factors influencing daylight 

quality, it does not offer solutions to be applied in the design of daylighting. 

In a research study, Demers (1997) aimed at reconciling the worlds of lighting art and 

science, developed computer-based methods of analysis and representations. This is 

one of few attempts to bring scientific methods into the field of qualitative light. As 

qualitative light analysis is a subjective matter, it is based strongly in the thoughts and 

beliefs of the individual. To ensure that objectivity remains it is necessary to bring 

scientific methods to analyse lights and spaces. It may never be possible to tum the 

emotive qualities of space to the pure rationale of science but the methods of analysis 

should be thorough, legible and consistent, thus enabling a blurring of the edges 

between art and science. The next section is an example of a qualitative approach to 

lighting and is only focused on the first impression people get by seeing and 

experiencing images of well daylit spaces. 

4.4.2. Impression of light: Survey no. I 

The idea behind this survey was to address the qualitative aspect of lighting and to 

show understanding light is complex and multi-faceted. The purpose of the survey 

was to find out the variety of the vocabulary people use to describe the effect of light 

on them. This survey was undertaken by the author at the Sheffield school of 

Architecture in 2003. A group of students as well as the staff (about 50 subjects) 

were given 15 interior images of buildings in which natural lighting seems to be a 

significant element in the design and the perception of the space. The images were 

chosen from a variety of buildings such as religious, educational and commercial as 

well as different styles such as Baroque and Modem to include a wide range of 

conditions of light in space. Subjects were asked to describe their first impression 
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about the quality of light in the pictures with one or two adjectives. There were no 

mUltiple choices or a list of words and subjects were free to express their impressions. 

However, some patterns began to emerge after organtSIng the data, which went 

beyond the initial purpose of the survey. The results emphasize the relationship 

between physical characteristics of architectural spaces and the emotive and 

perceptual aspect of light. Flynn (1992) addresses this relationship and argues that 

emotive and perceptual aspects are related to some physical and morphological 

characteristics of light in space. In other words, the morphology of space related to a 

system of apertures may create specific lighting effects on occupants. 

Having analysed the results of the survey, three groups of adjectives were identified in 

the data: descriptive, physiological and psychological. It will be discussed after 

illustrations. The following analyses of the first 8 images shows the variety of 

adjectives which are grouped in three mentioned groups. The numbers next to the 

adjectives are the frequency of the words used among the subjects. Further discussion 

and analysis will follow after the illustrations. Table 4.1 illustrates thumbnails of 15 

chosen images. Table 4.2 to 4 .9 illustrate the results of the survey for 8 images which 

are almost inclusive of all 15 images. 

Tab 4.1. Thumbnails of 15 images of light impression survey 
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Pilgrimage Church 

function-rei n ted adjectives: 
sacred 2 

spirirua l 
cdestial I 

A. Descripth'e 
Light ources 
h sica l feature 

diffused 5 
architccturn l I 
incandescent I 
naturn l 
side light 
unbalanced 
varied 
indirect 

Adjectives (Imprcssions) 

B. Physiologica l C. Psychological 
Visua l Subjective response 

stimulating 

bright 6 sofl 
cont rasting 6 heavenly 
glaring 3 mysterious 
illuminating 2 dramatic 
dazzling 2 romanti c 
atmospheric 2 grn ndeur 
brilliant relax ing 
clear delicate 
cloudy dull 
harsh du ky 
hazy att rncti ve ambiguous 
light ca lming caress ing 
lu mi nou ca refree co ld 
obstructi vc dreamy cool 
overexpos ing enhancing eeri e 
piercing epic fearfu l 
rndiant ethereal fresh 
cmi-bright fa ntasti c gentle 

shadowy grand secreti ve 
sharp moving subdued 
shining mystica l subtle 
sparkling profound unpleasant 
strong promising welcoming 

roya l 
sublime 

Tab 4.2. Three groups of adjecti ves used to describe the impress ion of light in the pilgrimage church 

Toledo Cathedral 

fu nction-related adjectives: 
piri tual 4 
sacred I 
di vine I 
holy I 

ce lesti al I 
metaphy ica l 

A. Descriptive 
Li gh t Sources physica l 

feature 

dawn light 
diffused 
emphasizing 
exaggern ting 
focused 
indirect 
natural 

Adjectives (Impress ions) 

B. Physiological 
Visual stimulating 

contrasting 4 
bright 3 
glowing 2 
intense 2 
atmospheri c 2 
yellow 2 
golden 2 
dominant 
foggy 
illuminating 
mellow 
piercing 
rad iant 
revealing 
shadowy 
strong 
unclear 

C. Psychological 
Subjective response 

wann 
sofl 
c31m 
arti stic 
ascending 
attracti ve 
elevated 
enlightening 
ethereal 
gentle 
grand 
heavenl y 
inspiring 
inviting dark 
magnificent dim 
mysterious dull 
mystic eOcctive 
mythical hegemonic 
nice moody 
sublime powerfu l 
subt le reflexive 
theatrica l smooth 
transcendental touching 
uplifling unpleasant 

Tab 4.3. Three group of adjec ti ves used to describe the impression of li ght in Toledo Cathedral 
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Ronchamp Chapel 

function-re lated adjectives: 
spiritua l 2 
sac red I 

reli gious I 

A. Descriptive 
Li ght Sources physical featur 

Variable 4 
diffuscd 4 
complex 
eclectic 
fragmented 
framed 
intcnnittcnt 
multi-faceted 
patchy 
restricted 
selec ti ve 
sporadic 
unmanaged 

Adjectives ( Impress ions) 

B. Physiologica l 
Visual stimulating 

bright 5 
intense 3 
atmospheric 2 
contrasting 2 
g laring 2 
pierc ing 2 
b lur 
c lear 
dazzling 
distracting 
dominant 
gazing 
gli stening 
harsh 
hazy 
li ght 
pemleating 
hillunerin g 

well-lit 

C. Psychologicat 
Subjective response 

dramatic 
intercsting 
gentle 
heavenly 
mysteri ous 

arti stic 
cool 
ambiguous 
becoming 
dreamy 
effective 
emotive 
ethereal bland 
evocative cold 
infatuating fcarfu l 
intimate frightcning 
in viting li ght 
nice obscure 
promising sad 
provoking soft 
romantic unattracti ve 
serene unpleasant 
soothing wann 
subdued 
tho ughtful 

Tab 4.4. Three groups of adjectives used to describe the impression of light in Ronchamp Chapel 

l\1yyrmaki Church 

function-related adjectives: 
modem sacred I 

A. Descriptive 
Light Sources phys ical 

feature 

complex 2 
verti ca l 2 
background 
diffracted 
difl'used 
directionlcss 
electric 
flood li ght 
high-tech 
industria l 
mechanical 
natura l 
omnipresent 
volumetric 
well-balanced 

Adjectives (Impressions) 

B. Physiologica l C. Psychological 
Visual Subjective response 

stimulatin 
modem 

bright I I spac ious 
clear 4 cool 
ambient 2 pleasant 
ha rd 2 calming 
blue 2 cold 
a iry floa ti ng 
chilled celebratory 
colourful relax ing 
constant nice 
even interesting 
functiona l abso lute 
gleaming beautiful comfortable 
glowing chic ethereal 
illuminating clean expansive 
li ght clinica l fasc inating 
mell ow crisp g lori ous 
pa le deep hannonic 
shaded del ightful marine 
sharp epic inanimate 
suffi cient fonnal musical obscure 
transparent good nonnal 
uneven p lacid ordinary 

sensitive romantic 
soft uninteresting 
uplifting 

Tab 4.5. Three groups of adjectives used to describe the impression of light in Myyrmaki Church 
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A. Descriptive 
Light Sources physica l fealur 

Riola Parish Church 

cont roll ed 5 
open 2 
diffused 2 
bold 2 
commercial I 
concealed 
direct 
filled 
flood light 
mixed li ght 
natural 
non-obstructi ve 
proportional 
reflec ti ve 
restrictcd 
simple 
vari ab le 

Adjectives (Impress ions) 

B. Physiological 
Visual stimulating 

even 5 
airy 3 
bright 2 
adequate 
ambient 
appropriate 
clear 
dark 
environmental 
illuminated 
intense 

li ght 
mild 
plain 
pure 
shaded 
shining 
stark 

C. Psyc hological 
Subjec ti ve response 

soft 
ca lming 
gentle 
ni ce 
comfortable 
clinica l 
dull 
re lax ing 
wanll 
clean 
cool 
crisp 
deli cate 
depressing 
dramatic 
elegant 
fresh 
good cosy 
interesting modem 
inviting quiet 
neutral serene 
ordinary si lent 
pleasant supporti ve 
smooth thoughtful 
sterile unsubtle 

Tab 4.6. Three groups of adjectives used to describe the impression of light in Riol a Pari sh Church 

A. Descriptive 
Sir John Soane's Museum Light Sources physical fea lur 

top-light 4 
natura l 2 
naturalist 2 
angeli c I 
cascade I 
concentrated I 
conductive I 
direct I 
emphasizing 
far-reaching 
flowing 
focused 
indirect 
layered 
one-directional 
open 
pouring 
volumetric 
white 

Adjectives (Impressions) 

B. Physiological 
Visual stimulating 

bright 9 
clear 3 
contrasting 2 
radiant 2 
revealing 2 
ambient I 
brilliant I 
dominant I 
even 
ga udy 
shadowy 
spectral 
spread ing 
un iform 
unimposing 
well-lit 

C. Psychological 
Subjecti ve response 

co ld 
cool 
warm 
wonderful 
powerful 
ambiguous 
animating 
artist ic 
atlractive 
awe-inspiring 
boring 
ca lming 
dramatic 
glorious 
good admiring 
graceful grandeur 
heavenly ni ce 
inspiring nomlal 
intimidating ordinary 
relieving subdued 
religious sublime 
senseless subtle 
striking unifying 
thoughtful unp leasant 
weak up lift ing 

Tab 4.7. Three groups of adjectives used to describe the impression of light in Sir John Soane's 
Museum 
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J ohnson Wax Admin Building 

Adjectives ( Impressions) 

A. Descriptive 
Light Sources physical featur 

diffused 5 
artificial 2 
natural 2 
unnatural 2 
industrial 2 
balanced 
dispersed 
ex ternal 
indirect 
light fa ll 
simple 
sky like 
well -di stributed 

B. Physiologica l 
Visual stimulating 

bright 4 
even 3 
clear 3 
oppress ive 3 
func ti onal 3 
consistent 2 
fl at 2 
harsh 2 
hazy 2 
imposing 2 
intense 2 
abundant I 
brilli ant I 
cloudy 
fl oating 
forcing 
glaring 
glowing 
homogenous 
penctrating 
practica l 
uni fonn 
useful 
warning 
yellow 

C. Psychotogical 
Subjecti ve response 

comfortable 
gentle 
subdued 
subtle 
surreal 
acti ve 
bad 
boring 
depressing 
eeri e 
ethereal 
grandeur 
hannonic 
imminent 
infinite 
intimidating 
modem 
mundane 
murky cold 
non-dramatic dark 
pleasant dull 
sickly li ve 
spac ious nice 
steady ordinary 
steri le relax ing 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Tab 4.8. Three groups of adj ectives used to describe the impression of light in Johnson Wax Bui lding 

Westgall.' School 

A. Descriptive 
Light Sources 
h sical feature 

di ffused 
open 
white 
artific ial 
controlled 
di spersed 
free 
greyish 
invariable 
mechani stic 
natural 
rcduced 
structural 
translucent 
two·sided 

2 
2 
2 

Adjecth'fs (Impressions) 

B. Physiological 
Visual stimulating 

bright 13 
glaring 4 
harsh 3 
di sturbing 2 
too much 2 
intense 2 
sharp 2 
airy 2 
abundant I 
brilliant I 
clear I 
dazzling I 
functi onal 
hard 
light 
overex pos ing 
radiant 
well- li t 

C. Psychologica l 
Subjecti ve response 

clean 
bland 
checrful 
cl inical 
cool 
inviting 
modem 
refreshing 
calm 
lovely 
acti ve 
att racti ve 
cold 
comfortable 
fresh 
inspirational 
nonsense 
quiet 
refined 
spac ious 
splendid 
sterile 
uncomfortable 
absolute 
warm pleasant 

Tab 4.9. Three groups of adj ectives used to describe the impression oflight in Westgate School 
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Discussion 

As can be seen in the above tables some of the adjectives describe the physical 

features of the light source. This group of words tells us about the physical attributes 

of the light such as being direct, indirect, diffused, sidelight, etc. The second group of 

adjectives are those which seem to describe the effect of the visual stimulation of the 

viewers. For example. descriptive words such as bright, glaring, glistening or 

shimmering are the visual impressions of the viewers from the sources of light or lit 

surfaces in the space. This group is considered as the physiological impressions since 

they are mostly related to the stimulation of nervous systems in the eyes as well as the 

lightness or the darkness of the room. 

On the other hand. the third group of words express the psychological effect of light 

on the viewers. Adjectives such as mysterious, romantic, inspirational etc. do not 

only refer to the quality and the quantity of light in the space; they also address the 

viewers' symbolic and emotional response. They are the sUbjective responses of the 

beholders, whereas the first group of words are objective responses dealing with the 

physical characteristics of the light source and the second group is closer to the first 

group in terms of the objectivity of the description. 

The first finding of this survey is the variety of adjectives is higher in the second 

group than the first group and the highest in the third group. This finding highlights 

the significance of lighting design and its direct effect on human conditions. The 

second finding establishes the relationship between emotive and perceptual aspects 

and some physical and morphological characteristics of light in space (Flynn 1992). 

It is the author's personal interpretation that there seems to be a correlation between 

three groups of words in the above tables. For example. in table 4.2 there are a few 

adjectives in the first group of words such as 'diffused' or 'indirect' which are related 

to some of the words in group B such as 'dazzling'. 'atmospheric'. or 'radiant' as 

diffused light usually creates an atmospheric impression in a room. The second group 

of words are also related to some of the words in the third group such as 'delicate'. 

'mysterious', 'soft', or 'romantic' in terms of their subjective interpretation. Another 

example can be seen in table 4.4 where adjectives such as 'variable', 'complex', or 
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'selective' in group A are related to 'distracting' in group B and also to 'ambiguous' 

or 'obscure' in the third group of words. 

This brief survey suggests that there is a relationship between emotive and perceptual 

aspects of light and some morphological characteristics of light in space. Therefore, a 

classification of different lights or a typology of light could be an informative and an 

inspiring source for designers to achieve their goals in terms of creating more human 

responsive and richer interior spaces. The above discussed survey is only a 

preliminary investigation toward a compilation of inspiring typology of light which is 

not in the scope of the research, but nonetheless acts as a useful pointer towards the 

relationship between the design and perception of light. 

4.4.3. Classifications of light 

A classification of light types could give an insight to designers and architects into a 

better understanding of the nature of light and its impact on the occupants in 

architectural space. Although there is some research on physiological aspect of vision 

and perception (Gregory 1972; Bloomer 1990) as well as emotive aspects (Flynn 

1979), there have been fewer attempts to define light in terms of ambience and 

atmosphere. One of the exemplar classifications of light is the Four-lights of (Ciriani 

1991). He suggests a classification that originates from the qualitative aspects of 

light. His classification of Four-lights is summarised as follows (Ciriani 1991, p.77-

79): 

1. Feeling-light: the light-that-moves-us. The aim of feeling light is to hold the 

attention and thus induce concentration. 

2. Lighting-light or hygiene-light: "good old sunshine that fights TB and feeds 

us with vitamins has steadily replaced Iight-tha~ moves-us ... but by doing 

away with feeling-light, architecture was deprived of much of its capacity to 

move us, and difficulties thus arose ... Its aim is to create the illumination that 

the inside is still the outside. It stands for progress whereas feeling-light stands 

for God." 
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3. Radian/light is another variant of lighting li ght. It represents too much light. 

While li ghting-light refers to the notion of progress, radi ant li ght is "a I1i sti c, 

cerebral ... White enables thi s radi ati on of li ght, and gives max imum intemal 

intensity. " 

4. Pic/aria/lig h/ "was bom of the will to build what the artists were painting .. . 1t 

isn' t just ' coloured feeling- light '. Being pictori al means imagining being in 

the space of a painting .. . In the same way as a painting on a wa ll transforms 

the wall , pictorial light has the capacity to transform matter, to set it free from 

material conditions." 

The li ght-that moves-us is a central concem in religious architecture, since it is often 

regarded as a symbol of divinity. Le Corbusier's Ronchamp chapel is a good example 

of f eeling light, where the unusual fenestrati on of the building creates a mysterious 

ambience inside the church. Natural li ght qualities such as glitter or glare are one of 

the main stimuli invo lving the viewer's eyes and minds. On the contrary, /igh/ing

light is the functional light which only sati sfi es the visibility inside a building and 

does not go further. It is the standard natural illumination required for a building to 

enable the inhabitants to see or read. 

Fig 4.4. Chapelle de Notr-dame du Haut , Ronchamp (Photos © F. Ai) 

Von Meiss (I 990) describes four types of light that represent the typical conditions of 

illuminati on at the basis of numerous possible combinations. His class ifi cation relates 

to Arnheim' s theory (1974) of the attribution of light sources to lit object. Amheim 

(1974, p.303) argues that the bri ghtness of obj ects on earth is seen basically as a 
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property of their own rather than as a result of reflection. This approach differs from 

Ciriani's classification since it relies almost entirely on the morphological aspects 

represented in four conditions of space related to the source: Light-space, light as an 

object, light from a series of objects and light from surfaces. While Von Meiss 

classifies light types in relation with the objects and surfaces occupying a space, 

Hogarth (1981) refers to light sources as well as the quality of light spread across a 

room. 

Hogarth's studies of light from pictorial representations (1981) establish an empirical 

classification. Hogarth's order initially differentiates the type of sources that affect 

modelling, suggesting five categories of light based on types of light source. The 

types of sources are as follows: Single source light (direct light), double source light, 

flat diffused light (overcast days) and sculptural light (an invented light). Five types 

of light are therefore described as follows: Textural I ight, Transparent light, 

Fragmentation light, Radiant light and Expressive light. 

Richard Kelly (US lighting designer 1940-50s) identified three types of light based on 

his understanding of 'light energy impacts': focal light of highlight, ambient 

luminescence or graded washes, and the play of brilliants or sharp details (Kelly 

1952). Kelly considered three types of light as a palette from which designers could 

mix and compose to achieve their desired results. He considers the order of 

imaginative planning in lighting design similar to the creation of a watercolour 

painting, although any of the above light types could dominate. First, major 

highlights are imagined - then, graded washes of different luminosity are added and 

-then, the detail of minor lightplay makes the idea clear and entertains the eye (Kelly 

1952). He believed that visual beauty is an interplay of all three kinds of light, though 

one is usually dominant (ibid). 

The above classifications (Ciriani 1991, Von Meiss 1990, Hogarth 1981, Kelly 1952) 

have three main types of light in common: direct, diffuse or indirect light and radiant 

light. Table 4.10 summarises the three discussed classifications of light in terms of 

direct, diffuse and radiant light. Having discussed classifications of light in terms of 

qualitative lighting which could partly be considered as intangible, the next chapter is 
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focused on the tangible classification of architectural forms which admit or conduct 

light into a space. Such a formal classification is considered as typological approach 

as it only deals with the formal aspects of a building in regard to dayli ghting. 

Proposed 

Classification CIRIANI VON MEISS HOGARTH KELLY 

Direct Light Feeling-Light Light Space Textural light: Play of 

(or Moving Light) Light from a series (Single source li ght) 
brilliants 

of objects Sculptural light 

(Double source light) 

Diffuse Light Lighting-Light Light from surfaces Transparent light Ambient 

(or Hygiene Light) Expressive light 
luminescence 

Pictorial Light 

Radiant Radiant Light Light as Object Radiant Light Focal g low 

Light Fragmentation Light 

Tab 4.10. Companson of classificatIOns and the three mam types of light 

4.5. Typological approach 

Architectural precedents are usually inspirational resources for architects. Antoniades 

(1992) discusses in The Poetics of Architecture how didactic architectural precedents 

can be taken from the remote past, as well as from the recent, and they can enhance 

the design process. Architects can learn lessons from exemplar buildings, whether to 

improve positive features in new designs or else not to repeat their mistakes. 

However, due to the complexity of architectural examples there is a need for a design 

tool to analyse them and make them easier to understand and use for designers. Many 

people believe that the intuitive methods of design traditionally used by architects are 

incapable of dealing with the complexity of the problems to be solved and that 

without sharper tools of analysis and classification the designer tends to fall back on 

previous examples for the solution of new problem (Colquhoun 1981 , p.43). 

In his essay on Typology and Design Method, he argued against both pure 

functionalism and mere intuition as methods of design, and instead for an idea that 

rigorous analysis could offer suggestions but not necessarily solutions to architectural 

problems. These 'type -solutions', which are only design suggestions rather than 

solutions, are considered as typologies . The importance of typologies is that they 
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allow an understanding of the structures and principles around which things are built. 

They are not a set of instant answers, but instead a method by which to aid 

understanding (Hodges 2002, p.64). 

Typology in architecture is the study or systematic classification of formal types. It 

plays a creative role by allowing the designer to begin the cycle of analysis and 

revision from a reasonably confident position (Hawkes 1976, p.466). By the analysis 

and classification of buildings, based on their formal differences, one can explore 

different types of approaches which, in the end, give a better understanding to the 

designer. 

Aldo Rossi identified the nature of type through the writings of Quatremere de 

Quincy, who strongly rejected the ideas of 'type' as being something merely to be 

copied. The reasons for this were predominantly the understanding that the 'type' is 

vague and lacks the precision of the design model. Writing on typologies within the 

urban landscape, Rossi added: "Thus typology presents itself as the study of types of 

elements that cannot be further reduced ... "(Rossi /981). He develops such a typology 

through as analysis of the formal characteristics of architecture and a classification method 

which proceeds into a series of types. 

However, the risk with typology lies in its tendency to reduce the whole building or 

the complex experience of space into a limited number of types. Colquhoun (198 t) 

shows that a reductionist theory, according to which the problem-solution process can 

be reduced to some sort of essence, is untenable. He argues that a typological 

approach should not be based on a process of reduction, but rather on a process of 

exclusion. If we look at the allied fields of painting and music, we can see that in the 

work of a Kandinsky or a Schoenberg, traditional formal devices were not completely 

abandoned but were transformed and given a new emphasis by the exclusion of 

'ideologically repulsive iconic elements' (ibid, p.49). Therefore, for Colquhoun (t 98 t, 

p.SO) the process of exclusion enables us to see the potentiality of forms as if for the 

first time. 
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This research takes typology as a design tool to incorporate daylighting studies into 

architectural design. The following sections investigate the application of the 

typological approach to daylighting components in the literature. 

4.5.1. Typological classification of dayJighting components 

This section explores different types of daylighting components which admit daylight 

into the interior spaces. The reason behind this exploration is an understanding of the 

morphology of light according to apertures and space allows the designer to 

manipulate light with more ability and encourage greater explorations of different 

alternatives of penetration, distribution, quantity and quality of light (Egan 1983). 

Daylighting components include a range of building elements such as windows, 

apertures, atria, etc. This section first examines what a typological method is and 

compares two recent methods of classification. Subsequently, it will extensively 

explore two main types of daylighting components which are admitting and 

conducting elements. 

The typological method can be seen as architectural composition theory developed as 

a cumulative design tool (Baker et al 1993, p.ll.l). The stored repertoire of forms and 

types can be used by architects to select the appropriate design solution. However, 

there is a need to analyse the repertoire of forms to make them more useful and easier 

for architect's selection in the design process. The approach of the typological method 

is one in which building researchers structure the experiment of an architectural 

grammar, which can then be used by designers on a selective basis. The grammar 

which is proposed by Baker et al (1993) consists of a set of compositional rules and a 

repertoire of architectural types. It proposes a set of transformation rules to fit the 

types to a specific site and programme. Thus, the typological grammar collects good 

examples of daylit buildings into a repertoire of building types. 

The proposed typological grammar is based on the analysis of a room as the basic unit 

of a building. The room represents the lighted space and is the main object of 

dayJighting analysis. The elements which shape the room are: the floor, the walls with 

openings and the ceiling with openings. The floor can be considered as the lighted 
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area, while the walls and ceiling are lighting areas which can be divided into three 

sub-areas: the windows as light sources, the surfaces as diffusers and the dark surfaces 

(ibid, p.II .S). 

The morphological box (Los in Baker et at. 1993) offers a useful scheme for analysing 

daylight in existing buildings, but does not constitute a typology in itself, since it does 

not succeed in identifying major types or categories. However, it succeeds in 

distinguishing two main types of daylighting components which will be discussed in 

the next section; namely as admitting and conducting components. Nonetheless, there 

are few attempts in the literature review, such as the following example, which 

address different types of building in regards to their daylighting. 

In a recent study (Hodges 2002), I ight types in churches are investigated and 16 types 

of light are found out depending where natural light is admitted to the altar or nave of 

the church. As many of these types are closely related and are most likely members 

of 'family' groups within the typology, they are simplified and compressed to 6 group 

as follows (ibid, p.93-94): 

I 
LIG Hrr,AMll"' IT O I' liG HT 

l 
L"~ H I f-AM Il't 1 ' 10 1 L IG H T 

lIG ." r fAMfl'l' I lACK UCHT 

I ' 
lICHTF ... MJLY INO L I GHT 

Fig 4.5. Six types of light family in churches in Hodges study (2002) 
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In the above study, the initial types of light identified have been grouped into family 

groups with shared characteristics. The idea of a family group allows related, but not 

identical, light types to be understood more closely. It is a family in the sense of close 

and distant relationships and takes into account of the manner in which individual 

buildings, whilst not identical, share strong common ground in their use of light (ibid, 

95). The above visualisation diagrams are based in part on similar clear diagrams 

used by Urs Buttiker (1993) in Louis I Kahn: Light and Space. Buttiker used it as a 

method to easily visualise the methods that Kahn used to bring light into his projects. 

The main problem with Hodges' study is that indirect light, which is an especially 

important source of light in churches, is not included. The important 'borrowed' light 

from other spaces could not be taken fully into consideration as it cannot simply be 

added to the lists of light types. The reason is the light can be 'borrowed' from a 

variety of sources, specially designed surfaces to transmit or conduct light. 

Nevertheless, it is an appropriate example of classifying light types in churches by 

reducing them to a limited number of groups, although an essential source of light has 

been excluded. Having discussed the typological method and its application in 

daylighting in buildings as an example, the following two sections will elaborate on 

two main components of daylighting (admitting & conducting) in buildings and their 

sub-components. An understanding into the variety of daylighting components will, 

then, inform any typology of daylighting components in buildings. 

4.5.1.1. Admitting components 

Baker et al (1993) put forward two main components of daylighting: pass-through and 

conducting. Pass-through components which can also be referred to as admitting 

components, of which the window is the most important, are devices designed to 

allow light to pass from one light environment to another. Each pass-through 

component can incorporate a set of control elements which are devices designed to 

admit and/or control the entry of light into a building (ibid, p.5.l). Three basic types 

can be identified in admitting components: 
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Group I: Lateral pass-through components permitting lateral penetration of light; 

Group II: Zenithal pass-through components allowingtop -lighting to the space below; 

and Group III: Global pass -through components permitting a lateral and zenithal 

entry of light (ibid). These elements can be analysed by their geometric characteristics 

such as size, location and shape. The following table summarises admitting 

components and their subgroups: 

• I rt: LkTEpLi'1 .1 ,"'~~h ZENITHAl:' '. GLOBAL 1.'1"'." 
t" .. 
Balcony window Clerestory Membrane 

Translucent wall Monitor roof 

Curtain wall North-light roof 

Translucent ceiling 

Skylight 

Dome 

Lantern 
. . 

Tab 4.11. Admlttmg or pass-though dayhghtmg components and their subgroups, from (Baker, 

Steemers et al. \993) 

It is important to mention that admitting daylight components are not only the features 

of a building which affect daylight; all the solar control elements surrounding the 

apertures also need to be considered. Baker et al study (1993, p.5.3) has identified 5 

types of solar controllers which are separator surfaces, flexible screens, rigid screens, 

solar filters, and solar obstructers. Separator sUlfaces are devices to permit light or 

view through while not admitting air in the building. Flexible screens can allow 

diffused light and air to pass through the window. Rigid screens are designed to 

redirect or obstruct direct solar radiation. Solar jillers cover the entire surface of an 

opening and obstruct the view, while solar obstructers can entirely block the light 

(ibid, p.S.3-S.2S). The following table summarises control elements and their 

examples. 
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division 

Optical 

division 

Prismatic 

division 

Active 

division 

Awning 

Curtain 

Lightshelf 

Sill 

Overhang / Fin 

Baffle 

Approaches to Daylighting 

Jalousie Shutter 

Louver Blind 

Brise-soleil 

Tab 4.12. Control elements and the examples as part of admitting daylight components, from (ibid) 

Another important factor in the admitting component's performance is the orientation 

toward the sun. South-facing openings receive high levels of light and somewhat 

variable illumination, high energy gain in winter and medium in summer; while 

North-facing windows receive low levels of light but constant illumination throughout 

the day and poor energy gain. East-and west-facing windows receive medium levels 

of light, high energy gain in summer and low in winter. Depending on the orientation 

of the building and each opening, one or a combination of the above solar controllers 

will be necessary to control the harsh sunlight during warm times of the year as well 

as moderating the effects of low-level sunlight in winter. The effect of orientation 

will be discussed thoroughly in chapter 5. 

4.5.1.2. Conducting components 

Conduction components can be identified as spaces designed to guide or distribute 

daylight towards the interior of a building. Baker et al (1993) identified two groups of 

conduction components: intermediate light spaces which are part of the perimeter 

zone of a building and interior light spaces which distribute daylight into specific 

zones of a building. The following table summarises the examples of the above two 

group of conducting components: 
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A covered li ght space attached to a bui lding as an intermed iate living space 

9 which admits daylight to the inside parts of a building. It provides a 

'" > Gallery decreased and less contrasting light level to the inside zone adjoining the c. 
III gallery. Depth from 0.8 to 4 m. -j 

A covered light space attached to a bui lding at ground level open to the -S exterior environment. Depth normally I to Sm. 
.!! Porch 
'2 
! A space attached to a building by one or more of its faces permitting the 

S entry of light and direct so lar radiation . It provides an inside luminous level 
~ Greenhouse similar to outside. 

An enclosed space by the walls of one or several bui ldings and open to the 
~ exterior at the top. Courtyards have luminous properties similar to exterior 

Courtyard space but daylighting and natural venti lation are reduced. The finishes of the 
. enclosing wa lls influence the illumination performance of the courtyard. 

~ 
A laterally enclosed space by the walls of a building and covered with 

• transparent or translucent material. It is an inside li ving space and normally 
Co ' Atrium occupies the total height ofthe building. The interior finishes should have 
W) 

high reflectance to ensure good daylight penetration into adjacent spaces . .... 
i It conducts natural light to interior zones of a building which are not linked .. to the outside but are not far from the exterior. Its surfaces are fini shed with 
-! ' Light-duct light-reflective materials in order to direct and diffuse natural li ght 
~ downwards. The section is usually between O.S*O.Sm and 2*2m a -

,- A light space designed to reflect solar beams to dark interior spaces, it may 
also provide venti lation. Surfaces are covered with highly refl ective fini shes, 

Sun-duct such as mirror, aluminium, etc in order to reflect so lar radiation. Typically 
,\"" dimensions between O.S*O.Sm and 1.2* 1.2m. The length may be greater than 

ISm. , Tab. 4.13. Conductlllg components groups and examples, after (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993) 

Some of the components such as porches and courtyards have been used extensively 

in vernacular architecture and wi ll be disclissed thorollghly in chapter 6, whi le some 

of them are fairly new developments of the modern technology in construction such 

as sun-ducts. Atria have human as we ll as environmental advantages (Phi lips 2004). 

From The human point of view, by getting daylight into the centre of deep plan 

buildings, this provides the occupants with a sense of orientation, information on the 

time, weather and the world outs ide the building; together with a sense of space and 

views which may compensate for the lack of external views. Besides, from an 

environmental viewpoint, there is a potential for savings of energy, ass istance with the 

problems of venti lation, and a reduction in the need for ai r-conditioning (ibid, p.25). 

4.5.1.3. Conclusion 

A deeper understanding of the behaviour of light is necessary to take full advantage 

of all the benefits offered by daylighting. (Baker et aI, 1993, p.5. 1) 
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There are three ways to conVince designers of the advantages to be gained by 

improving the daylighting performance of their architectural projects (ibid, p.II.I). 

The first way is to show them the architectural possibilities through exemplary case 

studies. This method is usually undertaken individually at the first stages of design 

studies. Antoniades (1992) argues in Poetics of Architecture how architects and 

designers refer to their visual memory, which consists of their personal experiences 

and studies of architectural precedents. Therefore, this method is the most common 

way of learning architectural possibilities through exemplary cases, consciously or 

sub-consciously. The second way is to provide analyses and information describing 

the relevant aspects and lessons learnt from the case studies. This is a more analytical 

method and needs to be undertaken rigorously in order to reveal the lessons to be 

learnt. The third way is to make available to architects the tools that can assist them 

in the design and analysis of daylit buildings. 

There are already a number of tools available to designers to simulate and evaluate the 

lighting condition of a building such as Luminance, Ecotect, etc; however, Baker et al 

(1993) argue that what we need to equip architects with generative as well as 

analytical tools. He suggests that up-dated precedents of building types which 

embody effective daylighting concepts and principles are required. Generative 

methods are useful in providing examples of design and help designers choose or 

combine suggested examples. In this context, typology and typological methods are 

means that can be used to help build such a generative tool for designers. 

The above discussed typologies of light by Hodges (2002) and particularly Baker et al 

(1993) are examples of approaches toward classifying different sources of daylight in 

a building. However, they do not offer possible alternatives which could be generated 

from the suggested types. They are appropriate examples of a reductionist approach 

towards building apertures and sources of daylight which have concluded into a 

limited number of choices available to designers. The problem with typological 

approaches arises at this point which is going to be discussed in the next section; the 

critique of typological approach. 

However, before concluding the typological approach section of this chapter with the 

critique, it is worthwhile to address and discuss the author's attempt in an experiment 
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to explore daylighting components in rather a ' generative approach ' . This approach is 

different from the typological approach as it is a ' process of inclusion ' of as many 

alternatives as possible, while in typology the ' process of exclusion ' is dominant. 

4.5.2. An exploration into a typology of daylighting components: Survey no II 

In the early stages of this research in 2003, the author undertook a pilot study to 

explore daylighting components and the possibility of suggesting a typology on the 

basis of a model study. A single room without a specific function was used as the 

starting point. Before doing the model study, some hand drawings were made to 

explore different ways of admitting light into the assumed room. 

The drawings were only a brainstorm into the explorations and the next step was to 

model the room either by computer simulations or cardboard model making and 

digital photography. Simple cardboard models were made with 1/20 scale at the 

lighting laboratory of the School of Architecture in Sheffield. The surfaces were 

matte white which helped reflecting light. The room was assumed a square in plan 

with 25 m2 area and 3 meter height. Two corner walls and the roof were exposed to 

outdoors and could admit daylight. It is presumed that all models are exposed to 

sunlight at the same time of day and also at the same time of year. 

The following photos were taken with a micro-camera installed in the model at the 

human eye level. Fig 4.6 illustrates the first attempts to admit daylight through the 

four corners of one of the corner walls. It explores unconventional ways of admitting 

light into a room from only one side wall which is exposed to outdoors. 

Fig 4.6. Lateral study of unconventional ways of admitting daylight 
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Fig 4.7 explores a few varieties of a horizontal window with either horizontal or 

vertical louvers to control daylight. The second and fourth photos from left shows the 

same types of windows accompanied by some extra light from the gap between the 

ceiling and the wall. The second photo clearly shows how effective the wall washing 

effect by the extra top lighting is to reduce the contrast on the window wall and 

therefore the reduction of the glare for people inside the room. Besides, the depth of 

daylight penetration inside the room is improved by the addition of the narrow top 

lighting. 

Fig 4.7. Lateral study of conventional ways of admitting daylight with diffusers 

Next, narrow top lighting is studied and compared with the various use of horizontal 

and vertical louvres. Fig 4.8 shows the effect of light diffusers and the angle of 

sunlight on the illumination of the room. As can be seen the left photo with 

horizontal louvers has a better effect of wall washing since louvers are placed parallel 

to the wall being washed and the sunlight is directly reflected upon them. Therefore, 

the horizontal position of louvers provides more illumination to the right side of the 

room and also provides more reflected light penetration deep into the room. 

However, at some sunlight angles direct sun rays could pass through the louvers and 

could cause overheating or glare. Nevertheless, if louvers orientation angle could be 

controlled automatically or manually by the users, the problem of direct exposure to 

sunlight can be resolved. 

Fig 4.8. Horizontal and vertical louvers lighting performance in top-lighting 
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The same issue has been studied for clerestories, which are the windows high on the 

wall located under the ceiling (Fig 4.9). The first photo on the left is a limited 

clerestory which looks like a gap between the wall and the ceiling. It illustrates how 

effective a clerestory, even with a limited area of opening, can be in terms of an even 

distribution of light across the room. However, it has still the prev ious issue of direct 

sunlight in the room. The right photos in Fig 4.9 show larger clerestories which are 

equipped with horizontal and in another case vertical louvres to redirect and diffuse 

sunlight. As can be seen in the photos, horizontal louvers are more effective in terms 

of redirecting sunlight to the ceiling and then back into the deeper part of the room. 

On the other hand, vertical louvers are more effective in terms of controlling sunlight 

penetration from side angles when the sun is at a lower angle in the sky. 

Fig 4.9. Clerestories and the effect of horizontal and vertical louvers on their light distribution and 

control 

Top-lighting is studied in the next set of photos (Fig 4.10). There are a number of 

ways to admit sunlight through the roof which will be discussed in further sections, 

but this pilot study only studies top-lighting alternatives by admitting sunlight through 

a skylight. The main advantage of top-lighting is the possibility of an even 

distribution of light across a room in comparison with side-lighting. However, 

depending on the light control devices, such as baffles in this study, or the angle of 

sunlight, the room can be exposed to a large amount of direct sunlight which could be 

a nuisance in classrooms, for instance. The following photos illustrate how different 

ambiences can be created by top-lighting along with shading devices. If properly 

controlled and diffused , it can create a lively room for study and learning (right 

photo). But ifnot controlled or diffused it can create an animated and vivacious space 

for non-reading spaces in a school, for instance. 
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Fig 4.10. Top-lighting and its potentials for creating different light ambiances in connection with 

shading devices 

The last part of this study explores the ' unconventional ' ways of admitting light to a 

room to create dramatic daylighting effects. Fig 4.11 illustrates such possibilities of 

manipulating the envelope walls to allow daylight penetrate a dark room in more 

creative and complex ways. Different manipulations in walls in Fig 4.11 or those in 

the ceiling in Fig 4.12 or a possible combination of them show that there are 

numerous ways designers could admit daylight into buildings for different purposes. 

Fig 4.11. Dramatic day lighting effects by manipulating side walls fenestration 

Fig 4.12. Unconventional top-lighting 
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Finally, this pilot study experiments with a few ways of admission of light into a room 

and shows most of daylight sources in room can be classified on the basis of the 

surface from which light is admitted into the room. There are two main types of 

entries for sunlight discussed in the study: Side-lighting and top-lighting in general as 

well as their effects when are used with shading or light redirecting devices. This 

experiment is obviously not comprehensive as it does not cover all aperture types and 

borrowed lighting. 

As discussed in previous sections, Baker et al (1993) have developed a detailed 

typology of daylighting components based on their admission type and other variables 

which can be used as an analysis tool for daylighting designers. Hodges (2002) also 

has suggested a typology of light in Modem church buildings. However, as mentioned 

at the end of previous section, there is a main drawback with typological approach 

which is discussed in the next section. 

4.5.3. The Critique of typological approach 

When we treat architecture analytically. we miss the concrete environmental 

character, that is. the very quality which is the object of man's identification. and 

which may give him a sense of existential foothold (Norberg~chultz /980. 

The observations and classifications are interesting, but it seems they miss an 

important point; Systems of rule are idealizations that abstract away from 

complicating aspects of reality (Pinker 1954). Places can not simply be described by 

means of analytical or 'scientific' concepts in which case the everyday life-world is 

lost, which ought to be the real concern of man in general and planners and architects 

in particular (Norberg-Schultz 1980, p.6). Typological approach, as discussed 

previously, is an analytical tool by which the subject of study is reduced to a number 

of types. Typological approach can also be compared with reductionist approach in 

which a complex system can be explained by reduction to its fundamental parts (Jones 

2000). Norberg-Schultz (1980) argues a reductionist approach toward analysis of 

architectural space or its components loses the essential character of the space and the 

true experience of architecture in its all richness. He suggests a phenomenological 

approach to maintain the character of space in our attempt to understand and explain 

architectural elements. 
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4.6. Phenomenological approach 

Phenomenology of architecture is a theory which understands architecture in concrete, 

existential terms ... after decades of abstract, 'scientific' theory, it is urgent that we 

return to a qualitative, phenomenological understanding of architecture (ibid, p.5). 

Phenomenology is a philosophy that considers the individual's experience and has 

proved particularly influential in architecture mainly due to its emphasis on 

perception and cognition; although the ultimate aim is producing a solid basis for 

knowledge (Hale 2000). Seamon (1993) also argues that the ultimate aim of 

phenomenological approach is not merely idiosyncratic descriptions of the 

phenomenon, though such descriptions are often an important starting point for 

existential phenomenology. "Moreover, the aim is to use these descriptions as a basis 

from which to discover underlying commonalities that mark the essential core of the 

phenomenon" (Seamon 2000, p.3). 

The phenomenological approach offers a way of looking at the person-environment 

relationship and for identifying and understanding its complex, multi-dimensioned 

structure. It provides a useful conceptual language for bridging the environmental 

designer's more intuitive approach to an understanding with the academic researcher's 

more intellectual approach. Phenomenology, therefore, can be identified as a form of 

qualitative inquiry but involving a particular conceptual and methodological 

foundation (ibid, p.3-4). 

Seamon (2000) argues that "The rigorous application of a phenomenological 

perspective to the built environment entails a critical analysis of the design process to 

ensure that the primacy of experience is not lost to the complexities or scale of the 

development and ... to the lure of geometry as an end in itself In particular, 

phenomenology entails a critical distinction between lived-space and geometric 

space, between the experience of place and the geometric simulations which are a 

means to its effective transformation". The difference between lived-space and 

geometric space is crucial in the phenomenological approach as many typological 

architectural analysis focus on the geometrical and structural issues and, therefore, 

exclude the lived-space aspect which deals with the perception of people experiencing 
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the space. A number of studies such as Thiis-Evensen (1989) explore the perceptual 

and existential aspects of architectural space, which is essential to any 

phenomenological approach. 

Through a hermeneutic reading of many different buildings in different cultures and 

historical periods, Thiis-Evensen (1989) suggests that there are three basic 

architectural elements which are common to all architectural styles and traditions: the 

floor, wall and roof The essential existential ground of these three elements, he 

argues, is the relationship between inside and outside. The floor, wall, and roof, just 

by the way they are, automatically create an inside in the midst of an outside, though 

in different ways: the floor, through above and beneath; the wall, through within and 

around; and the roof, through under and over. Natural light plays an important role in 

the inside/outside division as it brings a sense of the outside and nature into the inside 

of the building. Therefore, daylighting can be considered an important element of a 

phenomenological approach to architecture as it is a strong stimulus to human senses. 

4.6.1. An architecture of the seven senses 

The world around us is perceived through our five natural senses (faculties of sight, 

smell, hearing, taste and touch) and yet there are more senses involved in 

experiencing architectural space. Every touching experience of architecture is multi

sensory; qualities of matter, space, and scale are measured and understood by eye, 

ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle (pallasmaa Jf)f)4). Architecture, 

according to Pallasmaa, involves seven realms of sensory experience which interact 

and infuse each other. His Eyes of the Skin (Jf)f)6) also proposes that our other senses 

have an interconnected nature that can be developed and utilised. This is an 

opportunity for architects and designers to create buildings which involve human 

senses and enrich their experience of space. As an example the Chapel of Notre 

Dame du Haut Ronchamp by Le Corbusier (1954) might be seen to have reached an 

architecture of the seven senses. 

Above contrasting textures (extremely rough plaster against concrete) the concave 

ceiling appeared moulded by light, space, and the upward thrust of the thick 

walls ... The inclined floors, following the natural slope of the hillside, engaged body 
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movements ... Ronchamp 's paradigm of light and space is nearly the inverse of the 

Pantheon. While one has a mysterious rhythm in a concave, curvilinear space 

sca flered with colour, the other is a symmetrical abyss, a hollow purity in black and 

white (HoIl1994). 

Fig 4.13 Chapel of Notre Dame du Haut Ronchamp by Le corbusier ( 1954), (Photos F. Ai) 

In his first visit to the Pantheon in Rome, Holl (1994) describes how his senses were 

engaged by the qualities of the space under the dome: 

In the tremendous space of the Pantheon, IJirstfeltthe passion, the forceji.t! capacity, 

of architecture to engage all the senses .. . Each day, its appearance varied with the 

dramatically changing shaft of light that passed through the open oculus .. . Its silent 

clarity, ordered by light and darkness, embraced my imagination with its abstract 

inversion of interior and exterior space (ibid, p.122). 

Holl (1994) argues that a single work of architecture is rarely experienced in its totality 

(except in graphic or model form) but as a series of partial views and synthesized 

experiences. It can be compared to a city which can never be seen as a totality, but as 

an aggregate of experiences, animated by use, by overlapping perspectives, changing, 

light, sounds and smells (ibid, p.130). Pallasmaa (1994) also argues that "an authentic 

architectural experience consists of approaching, or confronting a building rather 

than a far;:ade; of the act 0.1 entering and not simply the frame of the door, of looking 

in or out of a window, rather than the window itself" (ibid, p.35). Therefore, it can be 

seen that a phenomenological approach toward the experience of architecture not only 

considers the seven senses and the human sensual engagement in its assessment, but 

also implies the understanding that buildings are not an end in themselves; rather, they 
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frame, articulate, restructure, give significance, relate, separate and unite, facilitate 

and prohibit (ibid, p . .J.f). The perception of light is an important factor in this 

understanding and phenomenological experience. 

An architecture of seven senses goes hand in hand with the Multiple Intelligence 

theory of Howard Gardner as well as the "mind map" theory coined by Tony Buzan 

in the late 1960s in terms of learning environments (Hoerr 2000). The brain-based 

learning research suggests that students learn best is rich environments which 

stimulates a variety of senses (Nair and Fielding 2005, p.114). Interaction of the brain 

with its environment suggests that the more enriched the environment, the more 

enriched the brain and therefore, enhancing learning levels (Lackney 1999). Kotulak 

(1996) also advocates enriched environments which stimulate learners' senses and 

emphasizes that an enriched environment can contribute up to a 25% increase in the 

number of brain connections both early and later in life. Therefore, the benefits of a 

phenomenological approach to educational space design (stimulating and involving a 

variety of learners' senses) can be supported, to some extent, by the above research 

evidence. 

4.6.2. Phenomenology and experiential aspects of lighting 

Light cannot merely be considered as an isolated visual entity, because it has more 

complex effects with architectural space. For instance, daylight has complex 

interconnections with perceptions of sound, heat, scale and other qualities of 

architectural experience that are easily forgotten in the cold, rational world of the Lux 

level (Hodges 2002, p.l2). The experience of light in a space is interconnected with 

other human senses as well as vision. Therefore, the experiential aspect of lighting in 

a space is a key element in architectural design, taking into account the 

phenomenological approach and creating an architecture of the seven senses. 

Texture, colour and material are all elements of a building that have a decisive effect 

on lighting. Plummer (1987) writes vividly of the effect that building form and 

surface relief can have. Chiaroscuro, the sculpting and texturing of a surface is given 

particular emphasis; 
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" ... entangle and harbour light deeply within the textural pores of a substance, filling 

hollows with pooled shadows and skimming peals with lambent rays ... such a light is 

wedded to a substance, settling and steeping into the physical anatomy. " (Plummer, 

1987, p.29) 

The poetic description of light, either visually through paintings and photography, or 

linguistically can be considered as one aspect of the phenomenological approach. 

Henry Plummer' s Poetics of Light (1987) is an essay using linguistic description to 

directly describe light and its effects. I 

Gaston Bachelard in his Poetics of Space (I994) refers to the way light affects and 

moves people, and the way it " inhabits" a space. Christian Norberg-Schulz, whose 

writings are philosophical as well as poetic (Norberg-Schultz 1980; 1996), 

emphasizes what light means; the dynamic of light, shadow and space. This is not to 

say that the needs of the user are ignored, instead light can be seen to enhance our 

spaces in ways beyond simply being able to read or see clearly (Hodges, 2002, p.6). 

Fig 4.14. St Ouen Cathedral, Rouen Fig 4.15. Ronchamp, Le Corbusier (1954) Window detail 

4.6.3. Perception issue and dayJighting design 

Hale (I 989) defines perception as a process in which an organism detects the external 

world to interpret and be aware of it through its senses. In other words, perception is 

1 Inspired by Plummer's work, the author studied the relationship between light, shadow, li ghtness and 
other spatial ingredients in Japanese architecture and the Zen Buddhism school of thought 
Ai, F. (2004). "Light-Shadow-Lightness and other spatia l ingredi ents: Learning from Zen Buddhism." 
A+ T (Architecture & Technology) 3. The articl e is attached to the thesis in Appendix B. 
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an active process through which we make sense of the world around us (Lawson 

200 I). Holl (1994, p.134) values perception as a model for architectural thought and 

believes the art of seeing brings a certain joy in engaging with the world, and the way 

it is revealed to us. 

Studying the mechanism of perception shows the importance of vision among other 

senses in terms of perceiving space. The fact that 2/3 of nerve fibres going to the 

central nervous system are from the eyes indicates the importance of visual perception 

(Lawson 200 I, p.42). Visual perception involves far more that a passive and 

mechanistic response to patterns of light: it is a complex, active process of 

information selection, filtering, interpretation, and storage. It is important to note that 

context, prior experience, and expectations are combined with incoming sensory data 

to create meaningful perceptions (Lam 1977). In his book "Perception and lighting as 

Formgivers for architecture" Lam suggests there are three aspects of perception: the 

attributive, the expectant, and the affective which are inextricably interwoven in real 

life (ibid, p.34). 

The attributive establishes links to prior experience, activating expectations and 

provoking emotional responses. Expectations, in return, influence what will be chosen 

as the next object of sensory attention; while the affective component is concerned 

with how each stimulus affects our emotional or evaluative responses to stimuli (ibid, 

p.34). As an example, people expect a particular pattern of lighting for a space as 

well as certain behaviour in a space (Tregenza 2002). Patterns of brightness are not 

sensed through a purely photometric process. On the contrary, they are perceived in 

the context of experience and become part of a behavioural setting (ibid). 

Lam (1977) proposes an approach to lighting from perception and adaptation point of 

view, identifying expectation and combinations of direct and diffuse light as 

additional factors in design of spaces. Lam seeks a balance between the scientific 

quantitative environment, where lighting requirements are set out in purely numerical 

terms, and the subjective descriptions of light to 'create a mood'. He argues that 

performance criteria should be based on perceptual needs. Most importantly Lam 

identifies lighting for need, not simply to satisfy regulations: 
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HAll spaces should be designed and lighted to satisfy specific needs, not just 

engineered to meet code requirements - different lights, as it were, for different 

sites. " (ibid, P. /2) 

William Lam argues that lighting regulations and designers should base their 

principles of lighting on human perception. This, he argues, will lead to better 

environments for users, designed around perceptual needs. This includes 

combinations of diffuse and direct light, adaptable local lighting and working with 

colour, texture and view. 

The problem Lam identifies with regulatory requirements for lighting is they are often 

over-engineered and promote high illuminance which often is at the expense of the 

quality of the lighting in space: 

H ... we discovered that, when we switched over from indirect lighting with very low 

levels to direct lighting with the new fluorescent tube and increased light levels by 

three times perhaps, we did not really change or improve vision at all. Although the 

light went up by three, the contrast, generally speaking, went down ... " (ibid, p. (4) 

High levels of illumination, therefore, do not guarantee a better quality of light. In 

fact, it is the pattern of light sources and the nature of their relationships to other 

elements in the visual field which largely determine the overall quality of the 

luminous environment (ibid, p.5). Lam (1977) indicates that there are different 

factors determining the quality of light which are briefly as follows: the quantity of 

light; the experience and attention of the observer; the characteristics of object, size, 

colour, texture, etc.; simultaneous contrast; context such as information content, 

patterns, figure/background; adaptation; illumination qualities such as geometry, 

consistency, etc (ibid, p.52). 

Cuttle (1971) also develops the idea of lighting pattern, emphasising on the relation 

between the quantitative and qualitative aspects of light according to visual rendition. 

He elaborates on the idea of lighting pattern and suggests that there are three types of 

lighting pattern: the illumination pattern, the shadow pattern and the highlight pattern. 

An illumination pattern will be provided on any solid object, but highlight and 

shadow patterns are evident only when the surface textures are suitable (ibid, p.173). 
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Pallasmaa (1994) argues that homogeneous light paralyzes the imagination in the 

same way that homogenization eliminates the experience of place. He suggests that 

deep shadows and darkness are essential, because they dim the sharpness of vision 

and invite unconscious peripheral vision and tactile fantasy (ibid, p.34). Nonetheless, 

Amheim (1974) suggests that distribution of brightness helps to define the orientation 

of objects in space and it gives unity and order not only to the shape of single objects, 

but equally to that of a whole setting (p.313). Therefore, it is important to understand 

the perceptive differences between directional and diffused light to use various lights 

in different places appropriately. The author has explored various lights in a 

contemporary case study, the new British Library, and studied the relationship 

between light and form in the building as perceived by him (Ai 2004). The full article 

is enclosed in appendix C. 

Visual perception & Brightness 

Amheim (1974) argues that the brightness of objects is perceived basically as a 

property of their own rather than as a result of reflection. For instance, the brightness 

of a wall washed by daylight through hidden clerestories is usually perceived as the 

property of the wall itself rather than the reflection of light from another source. The 

brightness we see depends on a number of complex factors. It depends on the 

distribution of light in the total situation, on the optical and physiological processes in 

the observer's eyes and nervous system, and on the object's physical capacity to 

absorb and reflect the light it receives. In other words, there is perceptually no direct 

way of distinguishing between reflecting power and illumination, since the eye 

receives only the resulting intensity of light but not information about the proportion 

in which the two components contribute to the result (ibid, p.315). This 'sensation' 

not only depends on the luminance of the object and the viewer's eyes, but also on the 

experience and the mood of the viewer as well as the environmental luminance of the 

surroundings (Steffy 2002, p.21). 

The psychology of lighting depends not only on the light intensity, pattern and colour, 

but also on the viewer's previous experiences, culture and mood (Steffy 2002, p.20). 

Different viewers might agree on the level of visual comfort for instance, but their 
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perceptions can vary to a great extent. Therefore, the psychology of light is less 

tangible than the physiology of light (ibid). However, a number of studies over the 

years indicate that lighting influences perceptions in a meaningful and, to some 

extent, predictable way (Collins 1993). Flynn and his colleagues concluded that the 

experience of lighted space is somewhat a shared experience (Flynn 1973). 

Flynn (1992) has developed three different types of brightness and suggests a 

relationship between the type of brightness and the mood and ambience it could offer. 

He asserts that light is a medium that communicates spatial ideas and moods and has 

the potential of creating impressions such as sombreness, playfulness, pleasantness, 

and tension among many qualities. Light influences psychological impressions such 

as intimacy, privacy and warmth. 

He recogmses three brightness parameters affecting subjective impressions of 

observers: brightness uniformity, brightness location and brightness intensity. 

Brightness uniformity or the distribution of luminance (uniform versus un-uniform) 

influences spaciousness; brightness location or the location of luminance (peripheral 

versus overhead) influences pleasantness and spaciousness; and the brightness 

intensity or intensity of luminance (bright versus dim) influences visual clarity (Steffy 

2002, p.20). Therefore, various combinations of these three patterns may structure 

specific impressions of spaciousness, relaxation, privacy, pleasantness, and visual 

clarity. 

Conclusion 

Perception theories and visual perception studies about light and brightness, as 

discussed above, challenge the customary numerical approach to daylighting design. 

To design good quality, appropriate, and relevant luminous environments, it is 

counterproductive to state oversimplified objectives in purely numerical terms and 

also not sufficient to state vague objectives such as 'create a mood' (Lam 1977, p.5). 

Lam suggests that designers must develop and accept a new vocabulary and grammar 

o.fform, phrased in visual and perceptual rather than numerical terms. He argues that 

a new process of design would be far more important than any numerical criteria. 
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Regardless of specific activity needs, people have important biological needs for 

orientation, order, and continuity, which demands that there should be common 

denominators and reference points in related spaces (ibid, p.83). 

He asserts positive objectives in daylighting design as opposed to the conventional 

objectives. Positive objectives such as the creation of positive focus, sparkle, 

orientation, and guidance, and lighting for biological need are, he says, more 

important than conventional objectives of eliminating glare, providing adequate task 

lighting, etc (ibid, p.89). 

Finally, based on the perception principles and the new objectives, Lam (1977) 

derives some rules and recommendations as follows (p.97-100): 

1. A clear design intent should be evident in all elements of the visual field 

2. Structure should be illuminated directly emphasising the modules, the shape, 

and the material. 

3. Generally one should illuminate continuous planar elements such as walls 

evenly to appear continuous. 

4. To conform to expectations, use low levels of illumination for low colour 

temperature sources etc. 

5. The shape and placement of exterior windows should be derived from the 

nature of the view. 

6. Avoid creating a focus in the luminous environment on unpleasant or 

distracting elements. 

The above recommendations are useful design guidelines based on perception 

principles and are mostly concerned with artificial lighting. The first guideline applies 

to all aspects of designing visual elements in general including lighting, colour, 

material, details and so on. The second rule addresses lighting and more specifically 

artificial lighting. It highlights the importance of the harmony delivered by the 

lighting among different element in the visual field. It may also be related to the first 

rule of a clear design intent. The third rule also addresses lighting and particularly 

electric lighting in providing continuity and harmony to the visual lit field. The same 

applies to the forth and sixth rule while the fifth rule addresses daylighting, the view 
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and windows. The role of windows is not merely to provide daylight or natural 

ventilation; the nature of the view is perceptually a significant factor in designing 

exterior windows and should be incorporated in daylighting design. 

Research on perception may enable an understanding of some of the properties of 

light (Lam 1977) as well as offering some general guidelines (above), but on the 

aesthetic aspects related to visual appearance, there are very few developments 

because of the associated subjectivity (Flynn 1992). This, of course, is considered 

one of the deficiencies ofthe phenomenological approach. 

4.6.4. The inadequacy of the approach 

The phenomenological approach offers a qualitative investigation into the experiential 

aspects of day lighting design, but as it is mainly a subjective assessment it is difficult 

to provide a tangible basis for designers to apply in their design process. Nonetheless, 

it gives a good understanding of what issues designers should pay attention in order to 

create an involving and inspiring day lit ambience. It can be argued that a 

phenomenological approach is more of an intuitive approach and can hardly establish 

an all-inclusive basis for a good practise of daylighting design. Maldonado suggests 

that the area of pure intuition must be based on knowledge of past solutions applied to 

related problems, and that creation is a process of adapting forms derived either from 

past needs or from past aesthetic ideologies to the needs of the present (Colquhoun 

1981). Therefore, it seems the inadequacy of phenomenological approach can be 

fulfilled by integrating with previously discussed typological approach. 

4.7. The integrative approach 

Having studied the quantitative vs. qualitative and, likewise, typological vs. 

phenomenological approaches, this research proposes an integrative approach which 

tries to bridge the gaps in each one of them as discussed in previous sections. The 

typological approach has the benefit of informing the designers of available 

daylighting component types of which they can choose from or combine to suite their 

design problem. ]t also can act as a design palette which enables designers with a 

range of daylighting component possibilities. However, as already discussed, it 
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restricts the designers' imagination and creativity by encouraging them to choose 

from a table of ready made choices. Besides, it does not address the experiential 

aspect of the lived space and, therefore, it might exclude the subtleties of experiencing 

daylight in an interior space. This is where the phenomenological approach can 

respond to the above subtleties and complete the typological approach deficiencies. 

The phenomenological approach addresses the existential and perceptual aspects of 

experiencing daylit space and tries to enrich our experience of architectural space by 

involving our seven senses (Pallasmaa 1994). This approach is not as straightforward 

as the typological approach as it is rather a subjective and perceptual matter. 

Therefore, the integrative approach takes the typological approach as a basis for 

designers and the phenomenological approach as an evaluative method to assess and 

promote the experiential aspects of daylighting component typologies. 

4.8. Summary & Conclusion 

This chapter started with historical background and the principles of light and 

daylighting in architecture. The aim of this chapter was to explore and discuss 

different approaches to daylighting. It identified two main categories of daylighting 

approaches: the quantitative and the qualitative. The literature review indicates the 

lack of research on the qualitative aspect of lighting comparing to considerable 

research on the quantitative aspect. Survey no. I, namely as the impression of light, 

highlighted the importance of qualitative aspect of lighting in people's everyday 

usage of language in order to describe light in interior spaces. It was followed by 

classifications of light which mainly deal with the qualitative aspect of lighting. 

The literature revIew also identified two malO approaches of daylighting: the 

typological and the phenomenological approach which corresponds with the above 

quantitative vs. qualitative approaches. The typological approach was explored and 

examples of its application to daylighting design were introduced. It was, then, 

followed by Survey no. II which was an exploration into a typology of daylighting 

components with a 'generative approach'. The critique of typological approach and its 

deficiencies led to the phenomenological approach. Phenomenology and experiential 
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aspects of lighting were discussed and as a necessity perception issues and daylighting 

design were briefly investigated. Finally, this chapter proposed an integration of the 

typological and phenomenological approach in order to bridge their individual 

deficiencies. 
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CHAPTER 5: REFLECTED DAYLIGHTING AND TilE INFLUENCING 
FACTORS 

5.1. Introduction 

Chapter 2 discussed daylighting issues of the warm-dry climate of Iran because of the 

bright sky and harsh direct sunlight. The general trend in the vernacular architecture 

of the region is to restrict openings or to obstruct direct sunlight from windows. 

Therefore, it seems the alternative way of natural lighting in such a climate is to use 

reflected lighting. This chapter investigates the use of reflected light in contributing 

to daylighting design particularly in warm-dry climates. 

There is also another important reason by which reflected lighting is a preferred way 

of admitting sunlight to interior spaces in such climates: the uniformity of daylighting. 

Direct harsh sunlight brings an excessive amount of light to the windows and 

brightens the immediate space inside the room around the window. This, in effect, 

leaves the rest of the room, in particular the depth of the room, in much less levels of 

luminance which, in tum, causes glare and discomfort. The lack of uniformity of 

sunlight in the room does not provide a visually comfortable space or an efficient 

learning space, and so will form the focus of this thesis. Therefore, the enhancement 

of the uniformity of daylight and a better distribution of light across the room is 

another feature of appropriate application of daylight in schools and classrooms 

especially in this climate. 

5.2. Reflected lighting 

In a warm-dry climate it is more usual to use reflected light as a source of natural 

illumination in buildings due to the bright sunlight and overheating problems. Solar 

control has a major role in the design of buildings in such climates and windows are 

often designed to exclude direct sunlight. The necessity to keep direct sun off the 

windows to avoid discomfort suggests the importance of applying shading devices in 

this climate. In such circumstances, reflected light from external surfaces, the ground 
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and opposite buildings, and other reflecting elements can be a major source of 

diffused light. Shading devices can also become a secondary source of reflected light. 

The amount of light reflected by the ground surface can be significant and ground

reflected light has been highlighted in sunny climates. 

Hopkinson and Petherbridge (1953) and Griffith et al. (1953) identified the influence 

of the ground as an important source of natural lighting for buildings located in 

regions where sun is often unobstructed. Lam (1986) also emphasises the importance 

of the use of the ground to reflect sunlight into buildings in sunny climates. In a more 

detailed study, Tregenza (1995) suggests a method for the assessment of the ground 

reflected component in the mean illuminance on the working plane in a given room. 

More recently, Cabus (2002) found that the influence of reflected sunlight on interior 

illuminance is significant in tropical climates, and even in the cloudy regions of the 

tropics, the influence of reflected light on interior illuminance can be very large. He 

argues that there is a key zone of ground outside window that provides the majority of 

the reflected light (ibid, p. 9-2). He suggests, as a rule of thumb, the boundaries of the 

ground peak region, where the most amount of light is reflected into the room, for a 

one storey building (from point A to point 8) can be found by the angles GSA=45° 

and GHB=70°, where G if the base of the fayade, S is the sill and H is the head of the 

window (ibid, p.8-12). The ground reflecting effect for daylighting is independent of 

the building type and can be considered for different buildings. However, depending 

on the function of the building and its illuminance requirement, the material and 

colour of the ground have considerable influence on the amount of reflected light. 

This issue will be discllssed in the surface features section 5.4.4. 

H 

W·ork ing Plane 

G A 8 

Fig 5.1. Ground peak reflecting region (AS), after (Cablls 2002) 
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5.3. General physical factors 

There are also other general physical factors which have significant influence on the 

amount of reflected light into a room. The building orientation, the proportion of the 

street or courtyard and the building configuration are the main factors influencing 

reflected daylighting. 

The main objective in considering a given orientation in warm-dry climates is to 

minimize the impact of the sun on the building in summer. This means keeping direct 

sunlight off the windows to prevent visual discomfort and overheating, specifically in 

summer. Most of the world's hot-dry regions are located in subtropical latitudes, 

where the highest intensities of impinging solar radiation in summer occur on the 

eastern and western walls (Givoni 1998, p.346). In winter solar radiation is more 

dominant on the southern wall. Therefore, this pattern of solar irradiation on different 

walls results in a clear preference for north-south orientations of the main fayade 

(ibid). In the Northern Hemisphere, for instance, it is easy and economic to provide 

shading for the southern windows and walls in summer by horizontal overhangs. 

Southern overhangs can effectively block the sun rays in summer as the sun altitude is 

quite high (70 to 80 degrees) while allowing the low angle sun to warm up the walls 

in winter (ibid, p.347). 

Building orientation is an important factor even with overcast sky conditions. Table 

5.1 shows the variation of illuminance with four general building orientations. It 

indicates South facing windows still have the highest value of illuminance under 

overcast sky. The orientation factor is a value used in daylight quantity calculation 

from the following formula (DfEE 1999, p.17): 

Interior Illuminance (lux) = Exterior illuminance (lux) x OF/IOO x Orientation factor 

Orientation of window Orientation factor 

North 0.97 

East 1.15 

West 1.21 

South 1.55 

Table 5.1. Wll1dow orientatIOn factors (DfEE 1999, p. 1 Y 
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The profile proportion of the space in front of a window (the height of the wall 

opposite the window over the horizontal distance between the window and the 

opposite wall) could also influence on blocking direct sunlight from windows as well 

as the amount of reflected light which a window receives for natural illumination. 

Such space is either the street canyon (the space enclosed by the walls at both sides of 

the street) for rooms which overlook a public space, or the courtyard or patio canyon 

(the space enclosed by the walls surrounding the courtyard) in case of introvert 

buildings in which rooms overlook a semi-private space. Therefore, the relationship 

between the amount of reflected light and street canyon proportion or courtyard 

canyon proportion needs to be investigated. Street, courtyard or patio canyon 

proportion will be referred to as street canyon proportion in this research in order to 

simplify the terms. Besides, the relationship between the amount of reflected light 

and building orientations needs addressing. The next section investigates the effect of 

building orientation and street canyon proportion on the amount of reflected light onto 

the window through a series of experiments. 

However, before moving on to the physical model experiments, it is important to 

address the configuration of a building as another factor influencing reflected lighting. 

Building configuration is a key decision in the early stages of design which affects the 

daylighting performance of the building significantly. For example, a single storey 

building has the advantage of side lighting as well as top lighting, while a multi-storey 

building can clearly not offer top lighting to lower floors. Another example is a linear 

plan building which can have windows on both sides while a deep plan building 

cannot offer bilateral daylighting. 

Double shell buildings are also an appropriate configuration for warm-dry climates as 

they infiltrate the sunlight through a complicated building envelope (Baker and 

Steemers 2002). In such buildings there is a transitory space between the external 

envelope of the building and the internal envelope on which the windows or openings 

admitting daylight to the rooms are located. A good example of a double shell 

building is the National Assembly Building in Dhaka by Louis I Kahn (Fig 5.2). In 

this building, harsh direct sunlight is controlled and filtered through the transitory 

space between the external and the internal envelopes of the building. Atria, 
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courtyards, porches, ga lleri es, etc. are among important elements of building 

configuration which can affect reflected lighting performance. Tab 5.2 illustrates 

building configuration types and sllmmarises their benefits for reflected daylighting. 

~----~---=~ 

Fig 5.2. National Assembly Building, Dhaka, Bangladesh; a successful example of e shell 

configuration in hot and humid climate; the two lower drawings show adjacent porches which block the 

harsh direct sun light and provide pleasant shade and shadows, the porch surfaces reflect the light deep 

inside the building 
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Tab 5.2. Building configuration types affecting reflected dayli ghting, after (Baker and Steemers 2002) 

5.3.1. Physical model experiments 

Building orientation and the street canyon proportion (the ratio of the window wall 

height over the depth of the space enclosed by the window wall and opposite walls) 

are two main factors affecting preventing direct sunlight on the window as well as the 

amount of light being reflected on the windows. There are, of course, other factors 

such as solar shading devices, lightshelves, window reveal depth, etc. which all also 

affect the amount of the reflected light. Therefore, there are two main questions to be 

addressed in the two stages of this experiment. 

Firstly, at which orientation and canyon proportion a window is under the shade 

without any shading devices. Secondly, at which orientation and canyon proportion 

there is most amount of reflected light on the surface of the window. In the second 

stage a minimum overhang is introduced where necessary to study the whole range of 

orientation and canyon proportion. These experiments are in relation to school design 

and typical conditions whereas classroom windows overlook either the street or the 

courtyard. Therefore, the canyon proportion (P) in these experiments refers to the 

height of the wall opposite classroom window wall over the depth of the space 

between the classroom window wall and the opposite wall across the public street or 

the courtyard. In these experiments, the height of the classroom window wall and the 

opposite wall are assumed equal. 
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5.3.2. Sunlight Exclusion Experiment (SEE) 

As discussed earlier, protecting the openings and windows from direct sunlight is one 

of the main strategies of day lighting in warm-dry climates and the evidence to this 

rule is seen extensively in the vernacular architecture of the region. Shading devices 

are usual solutions to protect the windows. Horizontal shading devices are mainly 

needed for south facing windows (in the Northern Hemisphere) and vertical shading 

devices for east and west facing windows, while north facing windows do not require 

any shading devices. However, if the building is in an urban environment where it is 

surrounded by other buildings, which is sometimes the case in Iranian schools, the 

surrounding buildings might offer shading to the classroom windows instead of using 

shading devices. The inside envelope of a courtyard configuration building can also 

offer shading depending on the proportion of the courtyard space. Therefore, this 

experiment tries to find out the specifics of such classroom windows where they are 

not exposed to direct sunlight without any shading devices. 

Stage 1 

Purpose: This experiment aims to explore the range of orientation in correlation with 

the canyon proportion in which a window is not exposed to direct sunlight without 

any shading devices. 

Equipments: 

The main equipment at this stage is the Heliodon at the Sheffield School of 

Architecture laboratory. It is a device which creates the appropriate geometrical 

relationship between an architectural scale model and a representation of the sun. By 

adjusting the solar declination (season), the earth's rotation (time of day), and site 

location (latitude) a heliodon can simulate sunlight penetration and shading for any 

combination of site location and time (PEe 2004). Fig 5.3 illustrates the heliodon 

consisting of a vertical quarter circular ring with a number of bulbs, a central table for 

the model and the computer for the control of the system. 
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Fig 5.3. The Heliodon 

Procedure: 

The canyon proportion is defined as the ratio of the building height over the width of 

the street or the courtyard in front of it. The simulated school wall is a multi-storey 

linear configuration alongside a street. The reason a street is simulated in this 

experiment is related to Iranian urban condition where multi-storey buildings across 

the street can offer shading to classroom windows. Nevertheless, the results will also 

apply to courtyard configuration schools where the courtyard span is not too wide. 

This experiment could have been simulated with the assistance of computer software 

such as Ecotect, but the reason cardboard modelling was chosen was to achieve a 

better understanding of how the sun works throughout the year in relation with 

different building orientation and canyon proportions. The different street canyon 

proportions studied at this experiment are P = 0.5 , I, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3. A cardboard 

model was made with six points on one of the walls each representing the bottom of a 

window placed at each of the above canyon proportions. A large piece of cardboard 

was attached to the opposite wall to stop any side-light penetrating the canyon since 

the model is supposed to be a part of a long street and the focus of the study is only 

the sunlight coming down over the opposite obstruction. The following photo shows 

the model during the study. 

Fig 5.4. The first stage model 
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The model was studied in two extreme climates of school year months, June and 

December, and a middle month, March, at three times of the day: 8:00, 12:00, and 

16:00. The investigation was undertaken at latitude 30 degrees which includes Shiraz, 

one of the biggest cities in the warm-dry climate of Iran . One can interpolate the 

results for the intervening months. Finally, the measurement photocell was mounted 

vertically onto the window wall as can be seen in thetop street section of Fig 5.5. 

5.3.3. SEE Results and Discussion 

Results: 

The following chart illustrates the results of the first stage without any shading 

devices. 

I. 
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Fig 5.5. The range ofwindow orientation in the shade in correlation with the canyon proportion 

The inner ring represents the deepest canyon whose height is three times bigger than 

its width (P=3) and the outer ring represents the shallowest canyon whose height is 

half its width (P=0.5). The black marks on the ring demonstrate the range of building 

orientation by which the windows are in the shade. As can be seen in the left hand 
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side diagrams, due to the nearly vertical altitude of the sun in June at midday all the 

windows representing different canyon proportions are exposed to direct sunlight. 

Therefore, all cases are not protected from direct sunlight from orientation -95 degree 

west to 95 degree east anti-clockwise. Besides, the chart also shows that the deeper 

the canyon, the more it is protected from sunlight on the northern range of orientation. 

However, by using a small overhang on the top of the window most of the orientation 

ranges are protected from the sun. Assuming the height of the windows is 1.5 meters, 

a 35 cm overhang would protect it from the sun in June. However a I m width 

overhang was studied to ensure the protection of the windows from the sun in other 

months to study the effect of the obstruction and orientation. The following chart 

illustrates the results. 

----.-- ll-lJSS 

Fig 5.6. The range of window orientation in the shade with aIm overhang 

Discussion: 

Although it was expected the windows in a deep canyon are protected from direct 

sunlight, it was not the case due to the high altitude of the sun in June. However, by 

providing a minimum overhang all the windows in the canyons with the proportion of 
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1.5 or higher are protected from direct sunlight. The wider the canyon, the more likely 

the window is to be exposed to sunlight. This is especially more obvious when the 

canyon proportion is widened from P=I to P=0.5. With the height of the window wall 

half the street or courtyard depth, in most of window orientation the window is partly 

exposed to direct sunlight even with aIm overhang. Only the orientation range 

between 35 to 20 degrees south-west to south and 20 to 35 south to south-east, the 

window is protected against sunlight with the given overhang. The lesson from this 

part of the experiment is if the height of the window wall of the school is the same or 

more than the street or courtyard depth in front of it (P 2: I), then a small overhang 

will guarantee the protection of windows from exposure to direct sunlight. However, 

when it is less than the street or courtyard in front of it (P < I), then deeper overhangs 

as well as vertical shading devices for east and west orientations are required to 

protect the classroom windows from exposure to direct sunlight. This is, of course, 

based on the assumption that the window wall height is equal to the opposite wall as 

mentioned earlier. If the heights are different, then the height of the opposite wall will 

be used for the canyon proportion calculation. 

Nevertheless, the next question is at which range of orientation and canyon proportion 

there is a greater amount of reflected light on the surface of the window assuming the 

window is in the shade. The next stage of the experiment is aimed to deal with this 

question. 

5.3.4. Reflected Daylight Experiment (RDE) 

Having established the significance of reflected lighting in warm-dry climates, it is 

important to find out the optimum window orientation as well as the canyon 

proportion by which the classroom window receive the most amount of reflected light. 

This part of the experiment only investigates the window orientation and the canyon 

proportion when the window is in the shade. However, there are other factors such as 

shading devices, redirecting systems, window reveal depth, surface finish and colour 

etc. which also contribute to reflected daylighting. They will be investigated in the 

next chapters. 
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Stage 2 

Purpose: This experiment aims to find the canyon proportion and the orientation of a 

building which allows the maximum amount of reflected light on the window while it 

is not receiving direct sunlight. 

Equipments: 

Apart from using the heliodon in this stage, photocells are used to measure the 

quantity of light in tenns of lux . Fig 5.7 shows the photometry equipments and the 

photocells which have been used at the experiment. -
Fig 5.7. Photometry devices and the photocell 

Procedure: 

A cardboard model of a long street was made and a photocell was inserted in a waH 

representing the surface of a window. The street walls are made of cardboard of a 

higher reflectance than the street floor, representing the lighter surface of the walls 

and the darker streets in real life in this climate. Typical materials used in building 

schools in this climate of Iran are mellow brick and light coloured stones where the 

street is grey asphalt and pavements concrete slabs or grey stones. The classroom 

window wall is fixed while the opposite wall (of the same height) can be moved to 

create different profile proportions. Particular latitudes, specific months and the time 

of the day are not considered at this stage to make the results more generic and 

applicable to other places. As the altitude (a) of the sun is a detennining factor, a 

range of altitudes such as 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90 degrees are studied in this experiment 

to cover a possible whole range of sunlight angles in different places. Therefore, to 

use the results at a particular place one should find out the altitude of the sun rays 

according to the specific time and location details and apply them to the diagrams. 

The measurement photocell was mounted vertically onto the window wall as can be 

seen in the following diagram. 
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Photocell 
Ew 

Fig 5.8. The model under photometry and a diagram of the street section with P= I.5 to P=O.5 

As deeper streets or courtyard canyons are less likely to happen with school buildings 

in Iran, a new range of canyon proportions are studied at this stage which are P= H/W 

= 0.5, 06, 0.75 , 1.0 and 1.5. Besides, a ratio of Ew (the amount of light in lux 

measured with a photocell on the surface of the window) over Es (the amount of light 

in lux emitted from the light source measured with a photocell on a normal plane as 

illustrated in · Fig 5.8) is considered to be unaffected by the intensity of the emitted 

light because if the Es of the sun is presumably 50 times larger than the heliodon light 

bulb, then the Ew on the window will al so be 50 times larger than the Ew under 

heliodon lighting condition. Therefore, Ew/Es ratio is a reliable figure to predict real 

life situations and is a good indication of the amount of reflected light onto the 

classroom windows. 

5.3.5. RDE Results and Discussion 

Results: 

As it is assumed windows are not exposed to direct sunlight in this experiment to 

study the amount of light reflected off the surfaces onto the window, a minimum 

overhang is used when required. Therefore, when the sun altitude (a) is 70°, a 1.1 m 

width overhang is provided to prevent exposure across the range of orientations. With 

the altitude of 50
0

and 30°, 2.5 m and 5m width overhang are provided respectively. A 

5m overhang is architecturally unreasonable, but it was considered for experimental 

completeness. The following charts illustrate the results of the experiment. Different 

colours of the diagrams represent different sun altitudes varying from a=1 0 up to a=90 

degrees. Each diagram represents a specific canyon proportion. The first chart 

illustrates the results of a wide canyon (P =0.5) when the last chart represents a 

narrow profile (P = 1.5). A discussion of the results will follow after the diagrams. 
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Fig 5.9. Generic charts of Ew/Es to window orientation in terms of sunlight altitude 

Discussion: 
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According to the charts in Fig 5.9, when the sun altitude is quite low at a=IO°, the 

variation of Ew/Es when changing the canyon from a wide H/W=0.5 to a deep 

H/W= 1.5 is almost negligible. However, when the altitude is 30° it seems the amount 

of reflected light onto the window increases consistently with the change of 

orientation from south toward north. The reason seems to be the impact of the 

opposite walls in reflecting the light onto the window due to the low angle of the rays. 

Nevertheless, when the altitude is even higher 50° (the yellow line), the amount of 

reflected light decreases in the first two charts (p=0.5 and p=0.6) from south to north 
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orientation. The explanation could be the impact of the street surface in reflecting 

light since in the wider canyons light first hits the floor rather than the walls. 

Therefore, the south facing windows receive more reflected light when the light 

strikes the ground first. However, when the canyon becomes deeper (p=0.75 to 

p=1.5), as the sun rays strike the wall surfaces firstly the north facing window receive 

more reflected light. It is nearly the same case with the higher altitude of 70· (cyan 

line) though at 90· the canyon proportion does not make a significant difference to the 

reflected light due to the similarity of the reflecting surfaces across the range of 

orientations. 

In summary, when direct sunlight first strikes the wall surface due to the deepness of 

the canyon or the low angle of the altitude, the amount of reflected light increases 

consistently from south to north orientation of the window assuming the windows are 

protected from direct exposure to the sunlight. However, when the direct sunlight 

first strikes the street or the courtyard ground due to the shallowness of the canyon or 

the higher angle of the altitude, the amount of the reflected light tends to decrease 

from south to north orientation since the window is exposed to the first reflection of 

the light off the ground in the south. 

Fig 5.10 illustrates the above ground effect more clearly. The first chart represents the 

south facing orientation and it generally shows the deeper the canyon, (from p=0.5 to 

p= 1.5) the lower the amount of Ew/Es This could be because when the ground is not 

the first reflecting surface; the south facing window does not receive the first set of 

reflected light rays. However, it is nearly the opposite case in the north facing 

windows as illustrated in the second chart. This means when the window faces the 

north, the deeper the canyon gets the higher the amount of Ew/Es. This is apparently 

because when the ground is not the first reflecting surface the north facing window is 

exposed to the first set of reflected light off the opposite south wall. 
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Fig 5.10. A comparison between the south and north orientation in terms of the effect of the canyon 

proportion on the amount of the reflected light on the window 

It can also be concluded that street or the courtyard floor surfaces contribute more to 

the reflected light than the vertical reflecting surfaces. Therefore, the horizontal 

surfaces could be considered as a main source of illumination in reflected lighting 

whereas the vertical surfaces have a secondary significance in terms of light 

reflection. It is important to note that the reflectance and the finishes of the materials 

have a substantial effect on the amount of reflected light produced for internal 

daylighting but they are not quantified in this experiment. 
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The importance of the ground influence in the internal daylighting, especially the 

closer part of the ground to the window, in tropical climates is also addressed and 

established in a recent research (Cabus 2002). Fig 5.1 illustrated the ground peak 

reflecting region from which the most amount of light is reflected inside the 

classroom. Cabus suggests using light coloured materials such as beach sand or 

gravels in Brazil in the ground peak region of the pavement around classrooms to 

increase the amount of reflected light into classrooms. However, it is important to 

note that too much reflected light from the ground could also cause discomfort glare 

in hot-dry climates if it is not controlled appropriately. 

5.3.6. Profile Proportion Effect 

This part of the discussion is more focused on the effect of the canyon proportion and 

the optimum proportion of a street or a courtyard in relation to building orientation to 

provide more reflected light onto the window surface. Fig 5.11 illustrates the effect of 

proportion on the amount of EwlEs in 7 different orientations (one chart for each) 

from the full south facing to the east and the north. With a very low sun altitude at 

10· the rate of EwlEs is nearly constant regardless of the canyon proportion. 

However, with higher altitudes of 30', 50', and 70· there is a common pattern 

emerging from the charts. In the south orientation (0=0·), in most cases the highest 

amount of EwlEs belongs to the widest canyon (P=0.5) and the deeper the canyon, the 

lower the amount of reflected light. This could be because of the lack of the ground 

effect in the deeper canyons as discussed before. This pattern is also repeated in the 

south to the east orientations (0=30·, 0=60·, and 0=90·) when the canyon is 

narrowed down, the less and less the variation is in the amount of EwlEs respectively. 

However, there is an exception with a sun altitude of 30· where the amount of EwlEs 

culminates at the canyon proportion of P= 1. One possible explanation is in most 

orientations when P=1 and the sun altitude is as low as 30·, reflected light from all 

exterior surfaces reaches its maximum especially in the south/east orientation 0=60·. 

The interesting point is how the decreasing pattern of EwlEs with the narrowing down 

of the canyon is inverted when the orientation is changed from the east to the north 

(0=120·, 0=150·, and 0=180·). It means at the northern orientations, in most cases, 
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the narrower the canyon; the more reflected light is received on the window. Besides, 

the more the building is orientated towards the North the more the variation of Ew/Es 

is observed in the last three charts. However, the sun altitude of 30° is still an 

exception in this new pattern. It even follows the first pattern in the last two charts. 

Finally, the effect of the canyon proportion with the normal sun altitude (a=900) is 

also negligible due to the similarity of the sun position in different orientations. 
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Fig 5.11. The effect of the canyon proportion on the amount of Ew/Es in relation with the building 

orientation 
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5.3.7. Conclusion and recommendations 

1. The orientation of a building, the street or courtyard canyon proportion, and 

the altitude of the sun (depending on the time and place) are three main factors 

affecting the amount of reflected light being used for interior daylighting. 

2. The ground reflecting effect is more important in southern orientations since it 

provides the first set of reflection rays whereas the wall reflecting effect plays 

an important role in northern orientations. Therefore, a shallow canyon is more 

appropriate for southern orientation in terms of reflected lighting, while a 

deeper canyon is more efficient for the provision of reflected light for the 

northern windows. 

3. Consequently, a wide canyon proportion of P=O.5 to P=O.6 has a higher 

amount of reflected light (EwlEs) in the south to the east orientation; while a 

deep canyon proportion of P= l to P= 1.5 has a higher amount of reflected light 

for the east to north orientation. 

This means in an Iranian urban context, where the school site is occupied by other 

multi-storey buildings and also where classrooms are usually placed at both sides of a 

corridor in a linear configuration, it is recommended that the classroom block be 

located at the north part of the site. This will make the southern canyon wider and the 

northern canyon deeper which will, according to the above results, provide the most 

amount of reflected lighting for south and north facing classrooms. Fig 5.12 illustrates 

this recommendation. 

Sun rays 

South 
Urban 
Block 

School site 

Class
room 
Block 

North 
Urban 
Block 

Fig 5.12. A recommendation for the location of a linear classroom block on the school site 
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5.4. Specific physical factors 

Having discussed general physical factors influencing reflected lighting of a building, 

there are some specific physical factors which need to be addressed. These factors 

vary from window and shading devices to the features of surfaces inside and outside a 

classroom. The rest of this chapter is focused on how these factors can affect reflected 

lighting and which type of daylight apertures and shading devices are more 

appropriate for such a purpose. 

5.4.1. Daylight apertures 

Daylight apertures are the admitting element of daylighting components which was 

discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.5.2.1). Admitting daylighting components can be 

divided into three major categories: Lateral, Zenithal, and Global or membrane (Baker 

and Steemers 2002). Having assumed they are all exposed to direct sunlight, most of 

them can not offer reflected lighting and allow direct sunlight to enter the interior 

space especially the classroom. Therefore, most of them would need shading devices 

to protect the rooms, and especially classrooms as the main part of schools, from 

direct exposure to sunlight. The type of shading device would, then, have an effect on 

the aperture reflected lighting performance which will be discussed in section 5.4.2 

concerning the influence of shading devices on reflected lighting. 

On the other hand, there are a few zenithal daylight apertures which could still offer 

reflected lighting to some extent without shading devices to classrooms. For instance, 

lanterns can offer reflected lighting with higher sun altitudes. During summer when 

the sun is higher they can offer reflected lighting while during winter when the sun 

altitude is lower direct sunlight can penetrate into the room. They usually increase the 

interior light level by diffused light. However, the problem with partial direct sunlight 

penetration is the 'greenhouse effect' and overheating if the rooms are not ventilated 

appropriately. Tab 5.3 illustrates briefly daylight apertures without shading devices 

and their potential to reflected daylighting when they are exposed to direct sunlight. 

The 'x' sign on the right side of the table means the given daylight aperture is not 

appropriate without any shading devices in such a climate as it allows direct sunlight 
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penetration, while the ,~, sign means the daylight aperture is protected from direct 

sunlight. A mixture of both signs means the daylight aperture allows pa11ial direct 

sunlight penetration into the room. Therefore, only few of the apertures are partially 

acceptable and in most cases shading devices are required for full sunlight protection. 

-
-
= 

-
N 

Window 

Translucent wall 

Curtain wall 

Deep reveals could help reflection 

but windows need sun control 

Shading devices are needed 

Shading devices are needed 

Clerestory ~ .. 

Partial reflected 

lighting but low sun 

angles penetrate 

Monitor roof 

Partial reflected or 

redirected lighting 

but low sun angles 

penetrate 

Translucent 

ceiling 

Needs solar control 

or diffusers 

Skylight! Dome 

Need either 

diffusers or shading 

devices to redirect 

Lantern 

Partial reflected 

lighting but low sun 

angles penetrate, 

shading devices 

Membrane 

Needs sun control 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

Tab 5.3. Daylight apertures & reflected lighting potentials without shading devices, after (Baker, 2002) 
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It goes without saying that window size is another factor which has a considerable 

effect on reflected lighting. Sunlight in wann-dry or hot-dry climates is intense and 

large windows may cause discomfort glare which, in effect, reinforces the notion that 

small windows are more suitable in such climates (Givoni 1998, p.352). This is why 

most windows in the vernacular architecture of the region are restricted in size. 

However, small windows reduce the admittance of reflected light from exterior 

surfaces as a source of illumination. They also reduce the rate of natural ventilation 

which is another comfort factor in such climate. With proper shading devices, it is 

possible to provide acceptable indoor comfort conditions and more daylit interiors by 

using larger windows while avoiding overheating (ibid). Therefore, with the 

advantage of having a variety of shading devices, restricted openings and small 

windows is not considered a lesson from the vernacular architecture of the region to 

be transferred to new school buildings. 

5.4.2. Shading devices 

In wann-dry climate, shading devices are very important to prevent direct penetration 

of sunlight inside and avoid overheating. Givoni (1998, p.354) divides shading 

devices into fixed and operable and argues operable devices are inherently more 

efficient than fixed shading. Fixed devices are for example horizontal overhangs for 

south facing windows and vertical fins for west or east facing windows or egg crate 

which are a mixture of overhangs and fins (ibid). Shading devices can also be divided 

into external and internal devices. Internal shading devices such as Venetian blinds, 

roller blinds, etc. are not generally appropriate for such climates. The problem is that 

the solar radiation absorbed in the room can be dispersed as glass prevents long wave 

radiation from escaping (Gorji-Mahlabani 2002, p.124). Therefore, they are not 

appropriate from a thennal point of view as they cause overheating. This points to 

external shading devices as the most suitable. 

Littlefair (1999) elaborates on external shading devices, as well as glazing types, and 

represents each of them with a table analysing their main features and suitability. 

Table 5.4 summarizes the characteristics of the main shading devices and glazing 

types. It also provides a comparative study among exterior shading devices and 
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glazing types in tenns of their potentials to reflect light. Each device is evaluated on a 

number of issues such as the windows they are recommended for, relative total solar 

transmittance levels in summer and winter, overheating test, glare control, privacy, 

view out, relative daylight transmittance, daylight at the back of the room, 

adjustability, and maintenance (ibid, pp 8-26). 

Among the above issues three of them are especially relevant to reflected daylighting 

considerations in classrooms in a wann-dry climate: daylight at the back of the room, 

glare control, and view out. Daylight at the back of the room is the most important 

factor as classrooms are usually daylit from one side (assuming south-facing 

windows) and therefore the first problem is how to illuminate the depth of the room 

with reflected daylight. Glare control is also of significant importance as classrooms 

are working areas and any glare discomfort on the studying plane should be avoided. 

Finally, having a view out is also another important factor in choosing the appropriate 

shading device, as literature review in chapter 3 highlights the importance of other 

attributes of window such as view on student perfonnance (Tikkanen 1970; Stewart 

1981). 

As daylight at the back of the room is of significant importance in day lighting 

classroom especially in such a climate, the value of daylight at the back of the room 

(which varies from minimum 0 up to maximum 1) is one of the suitable criteria for 

choosing appropriate shading devices. Therefore, seven shading devices out of many 

in tab 5.4 are selected as their daylight value at the back of the room exceeds the 

average (0.5). Table 5.5 illustrates the selected shading devices (3 from external, 1 

from internal and 3 from glazing shading devices) and also compares other two 

important values of glare control and view out. 

The aim of the comparative study in tab 5.4 and tab 5.5 is to address the question 

about the appropriate choice of shading devices for classrooms in sunny climates and 

will be tested and discussed in more detail in the next chapter, section 6.2. 
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Overhang south- sum: win: 134 good litt le good diffuse: 0.72 
/tanopiu fac ing 0.55 0.84 hours in benefit 0.61 

window sum 
Light south- sum: win: III good little good diffuse: 0.90 
shelves fac ing 0.5 1 0.78 hours in benefi t 0.52 

window sum 
Fixed/moveable roof closed: closed: closed: very depends poor closed: closed: 
louvres lights sum:0.04 win:0.04 28 hrs good on dir:0 .03 0.03 

open: open : open: dep. design open: open: 
sum:0.26 win:0.45 561Hs design dif:0.32 0.50 

Other external shutters - - - - high none none none 
shading devices fins - - - little litt le fa ir - low 

deep- - - - little little fa ir - low 
reveals 
baffles - - - good good fa ir - fair 
blinds - - - good good poor - low 
trees - - - good good excel - low 

Tinted glazing: excessive sum: win: 271 fa ir good at good dilTuse: 0.49 
renee ted & daylit 0.71 0.68 hours daytime 0.49 
absorbine windows only 
Heat mirror: excessive sum: win: 304 litt le good at excel diffuse: 0.79 
low emissivity heat ga in 0.66 0.63 hours daytime 0.79 

.!lazing windows only 
Window excessive sum: win : 155 fair good at good diffuse: 0.33 
films heat ga in 0.5 1 0.49 hours daytime 0.33 

windows only 
Other glazing di ffusing - - - poor good low - fa ir 
types prismat ic - - - poor good low - 0.70 

smart - - - low good good - low 
Reducing excessive sum: win : 198 li llie fa ir less diffuse: 0.50 
window area heat ga in 0.50 0.50 hours 0.50 

windows 
Mid-pane Glare sum: win: 159 excel good poor closed: closed: 
Venetian control 0.43 0.43 hours fo r dif:0.03 0.03 
blinds rooms opaqu open: open: 

di f:0.32 0.50 
Mid-pane fiu d excessive sum: win: 113 some good poor di fTuse: 0.68 
renective heat ga in 0.37 0.90 hours 0.60 
louvru windows 
Curtains glare sum: win: 24 1 excel good none diffuse: 0.06 

contro l 0.50 0.49 hours when 0.06 
rooms closed 

Venetia n blinds glare sum: win : 289hours excel good none closed: closed: 
contro l 0.57 0.58 when when di f:0.03 0.32 • 
rooms lowered closed open: open: 

di f:0.32 0.50 ., 
Fabric blinds glare sum: win: 183 good good none diffuse: 0.06 

control 0.43 0.43 hours when when 0.06 
rooms lowered closed • 

Reflective excessive sum: win : 140 good good none di ffuse: 0.06 
roller blinds solar 0.33 0.34 hours when when 0.06 

gain lowered closed 
windows , 

Internal light south - - - good low good - 0.90 
shtlvts facing 

rooms 
Tab 5.4. A summary of shadmg deVIces' performance based on (Lttt lefalr 1999, pp 8-26), 

SVIPO stands for seasonal variation in performance only 
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Chapter 5 Reflected Daylighting and the influencing factors 

~ 
Daylight at the back Glare control View out 

Shading devices 
of the room 

Lightshelves 0.90 Good in summer Good ~. 
Internalligbt shelves 0.90 Good in summer Good ~. 
Heat mirror glazing 0.79 Little Exce llent X 

Overhang 0.72 Good in summer Good ~ 
Prismatic glazing 0.70 Poor Very poor X 

Mid-pane fixed 0.68 Some control Poor X 
reflective louvres 
Fixed/moveable Closed: 0.03 Very good depending poor X 
louvres Open: 0.50 on the design 
Tab 5.5. Appropriate shadmg devices for classrooms In sunny climate, based on (LJtt lefalr 1999,8-26) 

The selected shading devices in table 5.5 are sorted according to their performance in 

terms of providing light at the back of the room which is a crucial issue in deep sidelit 

classrooms. They redirect more than 50 percent of the admitted light to the back of the 

room. There are 4 devices in table 5.4 which provide only 50 percent and only one of 

them (fixed/moveable louvers) appears in table 5.5 . The reason for the omission of 

other three (reduction of window area, mid-pane Venetian blinds, and Venetian 

blinds) is their poor or no view out as well as poor glare control. 

Although all shading devices in tab 5.5 have high value of daylight at the back of the 

room, it is only the external and internal lightshelves as well as overhangs that have 

relatively good glare control in summer and good views out. Moreover, lightshelves 

seem to be more appropriate as the daylight value at the depth of classrooms is higher 

than overhangs. However, when the main source of illumination is reflected sunlight 

from the ground, Cabus (2002) suggests that overhangs are preferable to lightshelves 

in tropical and sunny climates as they reflect more daylight into the rooms. 

Cabus (2002, p.8-3) has studied three different shading devices (overhang, lightshelf 

and louvre) to investigate their impact on the amount of ground reflected light into a 

room. The assumption is the type of shading device can alter the influence of ground 

in interior daylighting performance. Cabus (ibid, p.8-8) suggests that of the three 

shading devices, the overhang can increase the ground reflected component in 

comparison to a plain window. Overhangs can take advantage of the ground-reflected 

light as a result of its better performance in conducting the reflected light inside the 

room. It is suggested that the lightshelf and louvre caused a slight reduction in the 
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ground reflected component (ibid). However, as mentioned earlier, this suggestion is 

valid only if the main source of reflected light is considered to be the ground-reflected 

one. When the reflected light from the top surface of the lightshelf is also taken into 

account, a lightshelf will have higher value of daylight at the back of the room 

comparing to an overhang, as illustrated in table 5.5. 

Furthermore, Cabus results are not fully applicable to schools and classrooms. It is 

important to highlight the fact that illuminance levels are not the only factor in terms 

of school day lighting. An even distribution of daylight across the classroom is another 

important factor to consider while assessing shading devices. The distribution of 

reflected daylight is more even with lightshelves as they bounce the light deeper into 

the room while overhangs can not provide a satisfactory level of distribution in the 

classrooms. Computer simulations in the next chapter, section 6.2, will address this 

issue more objectively. 

In contrast to Littlefair's (1999) approach to shading devices classification (tab 5.4), 

Baker et al. (2002) have an alternative approach to classifying solar control elements. 

Tab 5.6 summarises Baker's classification of shading devices and their potential for 

reflected daylighting. It is important to note that tab 5.6 only values each device on 

the mere basis of daylight reflection and redirection. Solar obstructers such as 

shutters or blinds do not obviously contribute to reflected lighting. Flexible screens 

such as awnings or curtains are also eliminated for the same reasons. Among solar 

filters, louvres and Brise-soleil can control sunlight and redirect it into the dark depth 

of classrooms. Rigid screens offer most appropriate shading devices for reflected 

lighting in comparison to other solar control elements. Overhangs, lightshelves, 

baffles, and fins are then considered as shading devices with solar redirecting or 

reflecting potentials. Sills can also redirect the light into the room but they are not 

considered appropriate reflecting devices as they could cause discomfort glare if the 

surface is visible. Finally, among separator surfaces, optical division and prismatic 

division can control sunlight and redirect it accurately. These two elements are 

considered as part of the innovative daylighting systems which will be discussed in 

the next section. 
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The appropriate solar control elements for schools in sunny or warm-dry climate with 

the ability to redirect natural light can be referred to as innovative daylighting 

systems. Littlefair (1996, p.v) suggests innovative daylighting systems are appropriate 

to use where the space is too deep to give adequate uniformity of lighting with 

conventional means, as they would give unacceptable gloomy areas within the room 

and also when there is much sunlight available usually for a south facing window wall 

in a sunny location. These two requirements are already met in the daylighting 

conditions of sidelit classrooms in warm-dry climate of Iran especially for the south 

facing fac;ade. The next section will focus on these systems and attempts to assess 

them in terms of their suitability for schools in the warm-dry climate. 

Elements Description Suitability 

Conventional A transparent separator allowing x 

Separator division view and light and possibly air 

Surfaces 
Optical division A control element which can ..J 

diffuse, redirect & control light 

Prismatic division A prismatic separator which ..J 
redirects light beams 

<Il - Active division An expensive electric component -
= which controls light intensity 
~ 

a Awning To Provide a decreased & less x 

<O,j Flexible contrasting light levels near it 

- Curtain To obstruct or diffuse solar 
~ Screens -

radiation -
0 Overhang 0- To obstruct high angle solar ..J 

'"' radiation, efficient solar protector -= Rigid 
Lightshelf 

Et-
Solar protection near window & ..J~ 

0 redirection deep into the room 
U Screens Sill Can reflect and redirect light near ..J 

'"' D.. window but not deep in the room 
~ - Fin 

d 
Depending on the sun angle, can x 

0 reflect & redirect the light inside 
00 

Bame 

01 
To protect against sunlight & ~ 
redirect, homogeneous light level 

Solar Jalousie 0 To control direct sunlight & x 

Filters regulate its entry 

Louvre 0 To control sunlight and redirect it ..J 
inside by reflection 
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Brise-so lei I 

D~ 
An exterior structure to obstruct ~ 
direct sunlight & redirect as we ll 

Solar Shutter 

0 
To obstruct solar radiation totally, x 

Obstructers inside or outside window 

Blind To contro l direct sun light & x 

regulate its entry 

Tab 5.6. Solar Control elements of daylight apertures and their reflected IIghtmg potentials, after 

(Baker, 2002, pp 5.19-20) 

5.4.3. Innovative daylighting Systems 

Chapter 3 provided research evidence on the importance of a uniform distribution of 

daylight across the working area of a classroom in order to avoid glare discomfort and 

improve concentration. This is a particular issue in typical deep classrooms with 

windows with overhangs facing from south-east to south-west in sunny climates, as 

daylight is not distributed well across the classroom and also the back of the room is 

usually not sufficiently daylit. Innovative dayJighting systems are designed to address 

the above problems in deep sidelit spaces. A one-sided daylit room is considered too 

deep to give sufficient uniformity of lighting when the following criterion does not 

apply to it: 

Ilw + lilt ~ 21 (1 - RB) 

Where I is the depth of the room, w is its width, h is the window head height and RB is 

the average reflectance of the surfaces at the back of the room (Littlefair 1996, p. 33). 

If this condition is not met, and the average daylight factor is reasonably high (over 

2% at least), then the room is a possible candidate for the use of innovative 

daylighting systems (Littlefair 1989). The above formula applies to the CIE overcast 

sky distributions where windows can be larger in order to admit diffused skylight into 

classrooms. However, in the sunny and warm-dry climates, windows tend to be 

smaller in order to avoid excessive exposure to the sun and overheating. Therefore, 

the above criterion does not apply to clear sky distributions and sunny climates. The 

following example in the warm-dry climate of Iran clearly shows that the above 

formula is not applicable in sunny climates. 
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Jahan-Ara school in Shiraz is a typical primary school in Iran where the classrooms 

are on average 6.5 meters wide and 5.5 meters deep and the window head height is 2.2 

meters. The reflectance at the back of the room is measured 0.93 and daylight factor is 

considerably high at 4.4% to 9.2% (measurements are recorded in the second section 

of chapter 6). According to the above formula 5.5/6.6 + 5.5/2.2 is less than 2/ (l-

0.93) and, therefore, the innovative daylighting systems do not seem to be 

recommended for such classrooms in a sunny climate. This is obviously an incorrect 

recommendation because innovative day lighting systems are practically good 

day lighting solutions as their performance will be proven by ECOTECT simulations 

in the next chapter. The above limiting depth formula needs adjusting in order to be 

applicable in clear sky distributions which is beyond the scope of this research. 

Innovative daylighting systems are recommended for Jahan-Ara school in Shiraz and 

further computer simulations in chapter 6 will show that a simple lightshelf can 

contribute significantly to the uniformity of daylight in such classrooms. Because of 

the importance and efficiency of such daylighting systems in sunny climates the rest 

of this section will focus on different systems and their applicability for Iranian 

schools. 

Innovative daylighting systems work by redirecting incoming sunlight or skylight to 

parts of the building where it is required (Littlefair 1996). They have two main aims: 

the first aim, and the more important for daylighting design of sidelit classrooms, is to 

improve distribution of daylight in a space (Littlefair 1989). The second aim is to 

control direct sunlight so that it can be used as an effective working element- this is 

termed as beam daylighting or sunlight-tracking systems (ibid). Daylighting systems 

such as lightshelves, mirrored louvres etc. redirect diffuse skylight as well as direct 

sunlight while sunlight-tracking systems such as light pipes are equipped with mirrors 

and are dependant on direct sunlight for long periods to be effective and cannot be 

efficient systems in cloudy climates (Littlefair 1996, p.iv). Therefore, both systems 

seem to be appropriate for sunny climates and clear sky most of the time; however, 

sunlight tracking systems are generally technologically advanced and expensive to 

use. 
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Tab 5.7 summarises different types of innovative daylighting systems which could be 

used for daylighting design in primary schools in warm-dry climate of Iran. These 

systems redirect sunlight rays or diffuse skylight (in some cases) to dark parts of deep 

rooms, or anywhere in the building where needs dayJighting, through reflecting, 

refracting or diffracting the light (Littlefair 1996). The first group of these systems is 

daylighting systems which includes Jightshelves, prismatic glazing and holographic 

diffracting systems. The second group is sunlight-tracking systems which include 

light pipes and mirrored systems. As most of these systems are potential solutions for 

the research design problem of daylighting issues in warm-dry climate schools, they 

are going to be discussed in the following sections. 

I. Light shelves Internal , External or a mixture Works by Reflection 

rIl 
of sunlight 

~ 6' 2. Prismatic 2.1. Sunlight directing triangular prisms Works by Refraction ~ ~ 

~ 
rIl ~ 2.2. Sunlight excluding triangular prisms of sunlight ... glazing rIl c 

Ii; -c ~ 2.3. Lens systems (Clerestory only) ... ~ rIl ~ !- 2.4. Other prism geometries C = ~ C ~ 
5 ~ 0 3. Holographic Developing stage Works by 
c ~ ~ diffracting Diffraction of 
~ 
~ systems sunlight 

..:I 4. Light pipes Reliance on direct sunlight Sunny climate > C ; 2 ~ 5. Mirrored 5.1. Fixed louvre system Works by Refraction ~ U :t 
0 

~ 
« 

5.2. Moveable louvres and Refraction of iZ ..:I systems 
i!S !- e 

(! 
~ 5.3. Reflective sills & scoops (glare) sunlight = C ..:I 

;:j !- 5.4. Rooflight systems (esp. north rooms) Maintenance issues rIl 
iZ ... 
;;J rIl 5.5. Greenhouses Glare issues rIl 

Tab 5.7. A summary of mnovative dayJtghtmg systems, after (Ltttlefair 1996, pp 2-30) 

5.4.3.1. Ligbtsbelves 

Lightshelves provide shade to occupants near windows, while allowing daylight deep 

into the room through reflecting it up to the ceiling (Littlefair 1989). A lightshelf 

divides the glazing into a view window below the shelf and a clerestory window 

above it where light is reflected off the top of the lightshelf onto the ceiling and 

consequently inside the room. They are suggested as a suitable solution to reflected 

daylighting in deep sidelit classrooms and also they have been recommended in tab 
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5.5 and 5.6 for their potential to improve the distribution and uniformity of li ght in 

classrooms in sUJmy climates (Littlefair 1999; Baker and Steemers 2002). 

Summer sun 

Winter sun 

+- Exterior shelf 

+- View window 
Interior shelf 

Fig 5.13. A lightshelfand its application in summer & winter 

Lightshelves can be exterior, interior or both as illustrated in Fig 5.13 . An exterior 

lightshelf casts shadow on the exterior of the window which will result in reducing 

solar gain to the room (Lam 1986). An external Iightshelf improves daylight 

unifonnity by reducing the contrast between the back of the room and the brightly lit 

areas near the window (Littlefair 1996, p.19). This contrast is a typical issue in south 

facing classrooms (northern hemisphere) without any light redirecting systems, but 

lightshelves reflect sunlight or daylight deep into the darker zone of a classroom and 

therefore, improve its unifonnity across the room. This will usually improve the 

appearance of the back of the room by reducing the gloom which was there with a 

conventional window without a lightshelf (Lynes 1979). This will be tested in the next 

chapter, section 6.3. On the other hand, an interior shelf provides better visual 

protection from sun glare near the window as it is illuminated by reflected light. It 

also prevents part of the direct sunlight penetration in winter while an exterior shelf 

admits more direct sunlight inside the room in winter when the sun altitude is low. 

According to the above pros and cons of the two type of lightshelves, it seems a 

combination of interior and exterior lightshelves as illustrated in fig 5.13 has a better 

performance for classrooms in warm-dry climate (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993), 

though some additional moveable shading devices are still required. A recent study 

addresses the problem of sun protection of lightshelves in tropical climates and 

suggests semi-transparent fins on the view windows are appropriate shading 

supplements (Laar 2001). Laar's computer simulations support his suggestion and it 
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seems in sunny climates semi-transparent fins protect areas near the window from 

disturbing direct sunlight and in consequence reduce glare discomfort. 

Lightshelves have recently become of interest, though the history of them goes back 

to early 1950s when Building Research Station (or present BRE) was involved in 

lightshelf research, using deep wards in Larkfield hospital in Greenock (Hopkinson 

1952; Longmore 1952; Petty 1952) as the context. The problem was how to light a 

deep hospital ward by daylight alone and yet retaining visual comfort for patients near 

the window. The lightshelf or 'window baffle' was the solution found, where 

additional light was reflected off the top of the lightshelf deep into the ward. 

Measurements on a scale model revealed that the daylight factor throughout the ward 

were less than for the same window without a lightshelf. However, the daylight was 

more uniformly spread across the ward and the visual conditions were improved. 

Lightshelves have been tested inside the BRE mock-up facility comparing the 

daylighting performance of two identical deep rooms, one with and one without a 

lightshelf (Aizlewood 1993). The results show that, under overcast skies the lightshelf 

reduces illuminance by 5-30%, with the least reduction at the back of the room (ibid). 

This issue is not of great concern for the warm-dry climate of Iran as overcast skies 

only occasionally happen during winter; otherwise the sunshine is fairly consistent. 

On the other hand, during the BRE test, on sunny days the front of the room is shaded 

from direct sunlight and hence has larger reductions in illuminance, while illuminance 

in the rest of the room is reduced by 0-20% (ibid). Littlefair (1995) confirmed these 

findings through computer modelling for conventionally shaped rooms. However, the 

reduction of illumination near the front is not really an issue in Iran. The real benefit 

is the increase of illumination at the rear and more uniform profiles across the room. 

However, ECOTECT computer simulation results in chapter 6 show that under direct 

sunlight and clear sky distributions, lightshelves in south-facing rooms (in the 

Northern Hemisphere) can slightly increase the illuminance at the back of the room. 

Chapter 6 results confirm the findings of Robbins (1986) and Selkowitz et al (1983), 

as they also indicate south facing lightshelves can give higher illuminance near the 

back of the room compared to the equivalent bare window under direct sunlight. 
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Lightshelves do not have to be horizontal as tilting the lightshelf outwards wi ll 

improve shading but reduces internal reflected illuminance; while tilting it inwards 

may increase daylight penetration but provides poor shading (Littlefair 1996, p.20). 

Figure 5.14 illustrates a simple classroom with a flat ceiling but with two different 

lightshelf angles. When the lightshelf is tilted outwards (left) the amount of reflected 

light at the back of the room is reduced, but it provides better shading for the view 

window especially in summer with high altitude solar rays. On the other hand, the 

right diagram in Fig 5.14 shows when the lightshelf is tilted inwards light is reflected 

deeper in the room which improves the uniformity of light across the room. However, 

the lower part of the view window is exposed to direct sunlight which can cause 

discomfort glare and overheating if it is not equipped with other forms of shading 

devices. Having discussed different angles of lightshelves, Lam (1986) suggests that a 

horizontallightshelf is often the best compromise. 

/ 

Fig 5.]4. Two types of tilted lightshelves (inwards & outwards) and their advantages & disadvantages 

The shape and the geometry of the room also affect the daylighting performance of 

the lightshelves. Ellinwood (1983) suggests that a sloping ceiling has little effect on 

internal daylight availability if the window head height remains the same. The results 

of ECOTECT simulations in chapter 6 confirms Ellinwood finding. Of more 

importance in the room shape in terms of its effect on its reflected lighting is the 

height of ceiling. Littlefair (1996, p.20) suggests lightshelves require a high ceiling, 

ideally 3 meters or above, to be most effective. The computer simulation results in 

chapter 6 will confirm this important fact, but the drawback of high ceiling is 

construction costs which need to be taken into account. 

Another important design factor of daylighting performance is the finish of 

lightshelves. It goes without saying that both internal and external lightshelves should 
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have as reflective a finish as possible in order to have the best daylighting 

performance. Computer simulations show that a light-coloured external shelf can 

increase the incoming reflected daylight by 10% comparing to a dark shelf. This is 

also affected by the specular reflectivity of the top surface. 

BRE mock-up model tests show that a specular surface will result in improved 

daylight penetration as the majority of the light from outside is projected inside, while 

with a diffuse surface on the top of the shelf almost half the reflected light is lost 

(Little fair 1996, p.21). However, the maintenance of specular shelves is more 

difficult. Lam (1986) warns that a specular surface will reflect an image of any dirt 

on the shelf onto the ceiling. Therefore, a semi-specular finish may be a compromise 

for the top of the lightshelves. Nevertheless, maintenance of lightshelves must be 

considered at the design stage. 

In conclusion, lightshelves do not result in enhancing day lighting illuminance of the 

interior, but they can improve lighting uniformity of a room by reducing the contrast 

between the bright area near the window and dark end of a south or south-east to 

south-west facing room with conventional windows (Littlefair 1996, p.21). That is 

why they are appropriate daylighting systems for classrooms in a warm-dry climate of 

Iran, as the main lighting problem is the contrastive lighting conditions inside 

classrooms and the lack of uniformity arising out of conventional south facing 

windows. 

5.4.3.2. Prismatic Glazing 

The direction of incoming sunlight or skylight into a room can be changed by 

reflection of refraction. Reflection was the principle behind lightshelves, while 

refraction is what happens to light going through prismatic glazing. Prismatic glazing 

blocks have been used over 50 years mainly to redirect diffuse skylight entering a 

room (Hopkinson 1966; Ruck 1985). There is a variety of prismatic glazing such as 

sunlight-directing and sunlight-excluding triangular prisms, lens systems and other 

prism geometries (Littlefair 1996, pp 22-29). The prismatic panel is usually inside a 
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double-glazed unit. Such glazing is not limited to sidelighting applications but can 

also be used to redirect sunlight deeper into an atrium or a light shaft (ibid, p. 23). 

The aim of sunlight-excluding triangular prisms is to reject sunlight but to admit 

skylight from near the zenith (ibid, p.26). In such prismatic glazing the tilted sheet 

has one face of each prism silvered so that direct sunlight is reflected back out 

(Sweitzer 1992). These are suitable glazing systems to block direct sunlight in sunny 

climate schools while admitting diffuse skylight in. However, as they distort the view 

out they are being used in high windows or clerestories where view is not needed. 

Lens systems have the ability to make the diffracted sunrays converge or diverge in 

the required direction. Prismatic sidelighting systems usually rely on a white ceiling 

to reflect the light back onto the working plane. They cannot perform well in a flat 

rooflight unless a lens system is used where the concentrated beam of sunlight can be 

spread over a wider area (Littlefair 1996, p.28). 

One of general problems with prismatic glazing in sidelit rooms is the potential glare 

discomfort because of its glowing effect. Shading is a possible solution to avoid glare 

but it reduces illuminance levels in a room. An alternative is to form the prismatic 

panels into louvres which can be tilted to redirect sunlight (Edmonds 1993). 

In conclusion, prismatic glazing can reduce glare by redirecting daylight and sunlight 

but they inevitably obscure the view out and are not recommended for classrooms' 

view windows. However, they are a suitable choice for high-level glazing where view 

does not matter. These systems, especially the moveable ones which have better 

daylighting performance, are expensive and require extra maintenance (Littlefair 

1996, p.29). Therefore, they can be used in limited high areas of school glazing in 

sunny climates where conventional windows with shading devices or lightshelves do 

not perform so well. 
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5.4.3.3. Holographic diffracting systems 

The above two systems involve reflecting or refracting sunlight or daylight to alter the 

direction of light in required places. Light can also be bent by diffraction which is the 

principle behind holographic glazing (Baker, Steemers et al. 1993). These systems are 

in the development stage, but when developed might provide a cheap and flexible way 

to redirect incoming daylight and sunlight (Little fair 1996, p.30). 

The above three systems are part of 'core daylighting systems' which redirect both 

daylight and sunlight. As discussed, lightshelves are an appropriate daylighting 

system for side lit classrooms in warm dry climate of Iran, which could be 

accompanied with other shading devices such as fins. The following two innovative 

daylighting systems are sunlight-tracking systems and, as mentioned earlier, are most 

suitable for sunny climates. Because of the fairly constant sunlight in the warm-dry 

climate the following two systems can be considered in the daylighting design of 

schools; however, the cost of their construction and their maintenance is fairly 

demanding, and need to be taken into account during the selection of such daylighting 

systems. 

5.4.3.4. Light Pipes 

The light pipe is perhaps the most exciting innovative day lighting system because of 

the long distances it can operate (Littlefair 1986). The principle behind them is to 

channel sunlight into any part of a building. Some of them require a heliostat which is 

an apparatus containing a moveable mirror to track, collect and concentrate sunlight 

into light pipes (Robbins 1986), while short light pipes with wide shafts do not require 

a heliostat (Little fair 1996). They are generally a sensible system for Iranian sunny 

climate especially in deep plan offices. However, addressing the specific research 

design question, light pipes might not be recommended as most classrooms can 

benefit from side lighting with appropriate shading devices and daylighting systems 

such as lightshelves. Besides, as mentioned earlier the cost of their construction, their 

complexity, and their maintenance is another concern which does not necessarily 

make them a priority in day lighting system selection. 
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5.4.3.5. Mirrored Systems 

Mirrored systems are more applicable and less complex compared with light pipes 

(Littlefair 1996, p.8). The simple principle behind them is light reflection by small 

mirrors installed for ~ach window. Instead of a complicated distribution system with 

pipes and emitters, the surfaces of the room spread and diffuse the light. There are a 

variety of mirrored systems: fixed louvre systems, moveable louvres, reflective sills 

and scoops, and rooflight systems (ibid, pp 8-15). Mirrors may be replaced by shiny 

or bright glossy surfaces, but the amount of reflected light will be reduced. 

Reflective louvres stop direct sunlight falling on the occupants and, instead, redirect it 

onto the ceiling towards the back of the room (Rodgers, Ballinger et al. 1979; Smart 

and Ballinger 1983). They usually form a large diffuse light source on the ceiling as 

the reflected light mostly hits the ceiling first and then is reflected back in the interior 

(Fig 5.15). The aim is to improve penetration of light deep into a space, which 

satisfies the research design question, but there are some problems to address. First of 

all maintenance of louvres can be difficult especially if they have upper silvered 

surfaces (Lam 1986). Secondly, they restrict the view out which is an important 

factor in school design. Finally, because of their fixed positions they could cause glare 

discomfort (Littlefair 1996, p.8). Therefore, moveable louvres have better 

performance as unwanted reflected sunrays downwards can be easily redirected away 

from the working area by altering the angle of louvres. Their maintenance is also 

easier as the louvre surfaces are more accessible. 

White cei ling 
as secondary 
difTuser 

Rays 
reflected 
from 
mirrors 

Incident 
sunrays 

Fig 5.15. Redirecting sunlight and day light by reflective louvres 
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Retlective sills and scoops are another mirrored system to redirect light inside a room. 

However glare is a potential difficulty with sills if the surface of it is visible to the 

occupants or students in a classroom. Therefore, tilting the reflective window sill 

outwards can reduce glare as, generally, any horizontal reflector placed beneath 

occupant ' s normal eye level causes glare discomfort (Littlefair 1996, p.13). On the 

other hand, light scoops near the top of the window under the ceiling, if properly 

designed, can increase illuminance levels inside the room and also redirect the light 

deeper into the room (Fig 5.16). They can be used either with sunlight or daylight. 

Light scoops can be considered in daylighting design of classrooms in sunny climates 

as they contribute to the deep penetration of light. 

Refl ec ted 
light rays 

Incident 
sun rays 

View window 
protected from 
direct sunlight 

Fig 5.16. Redirecting sunlight and daylight by a reflective scoop over the view window 

Finally, redirecting systems can also be used in roof-lit spaces where there is a need 

for a better distribution of daylight or sunlight if required. One of their applications is 

for north-facing rooms which have usually poor illuminance levels (in the northern 

hemisphere) (ibid, p.14). In the warm-dry climate ofIran where sunlight is consistent 

and directional, north-facing classrooms with conventional windows have usually 

poor daylight levels and as observed in Jahan-Ara case study school (chapter 6) even 

during the sunny hours of day most electric lights are switched on. Fig 5.17 illustrates 

a Rootlight system solution toward north where the sloping mirror retlects diffuse 

skylight into the room and increases the room illuminance. However this system can 

only be used in single-storey classrooms or the top level of a multi-storey school. 
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Diffuse skylight 
----. North 

Direc t skylight 

Sloping mirro 

Light on non-direct 
Direct skylight Skylight area Direct skylight 

Fig 5.17. A mirrored Rooflight so lution for north-facing classrooms 

5.4.4. Surface features 

Having discussed shading devices and innovative daylighting systems, it is important 

to address surface features of a room since this is another important factor affecting 

reflected lighting and general daylighting and solar performance of a building. The 

main features of a surface which affects daylighting performance are the material and 

the colour of the surface. The following section will address their importance in the 

vernacular as well as their influence on the reflected lighting performance of a 

building in the warm-dry climate. 

5.4.4.1. Material, Colour and texture 

Traditional buildings in hot dry climates are built of high-mass with heavy materials 

such as bricks, adobe and mud (Givoni 1998, p.358). The traditional schools in the 

warm dry climate of Iran (next chapter) are examples of high thermal mass buildings 

with very thick walls and small windows protected from the sun by the thickness of 

the wall. The thick and heavy structure of the walls and the roof restrain the swing of 

the external temperature and maintains the internal temperature at a fairly comfortable 

level. It is necessary to use high thermal resistance material in such climate in the 

exterior envelope to minimize the conductive heat flow into the building' S mass 

during daytime hours (ibid, p.360). 
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The colour of walls and roofs has a tremendous effect on the solar impact on the 

building and its indoors conditions (Givoni 1998, p.355). The exterior colour of walls 

and the roof has a direct impact on the surface temperature, heat gain, and 

subsequently the indoor temperature. Southern and eastern walls are specifically 

sensitive to their external colour as they are exposed to the most amount of solar 

radiation in the first hours of the day. Although light colours with high reflectance 

values are assumed to have a better thermal performance on the exterior surfaces, 

especially south and east, they can cause glare in external regions (ibid, p.356). The 

lack of vegetation and light colours of terrain in such areas as well as the light colours 

of buildings, for better thermal performance, together can cause a glaring effect. 

Givoni suggests that darker colours could also be used without causing excessive heat 

load and medium-light colours can be used for north and southern walls to create a 

less glaring environment (ibid). 

The amount of daylight reflected from external or internal surfaces depends on the 

reflectance value of the material of the reflecting surface. Table 5.8 illustrates typical 

reflectance values of building materials. Reflectance value varies between 0 and 1. A 

surface which ideally reflects all the light it receives has the highest reflectance value 

of one while a dark surface which presumably does not reflect any of the receiving 

light has the lowest reflectance value of zero. 

The texture of the external and internal surfaces can also have an impact on the 

daylight reflected into the learning space. It is obvious that smooth surfaces reflect 

daylight more efficiently than ragged or unsmooth surfaces. However, it is important 

to note that variation in surface texture can help to minimise the sense of large 

institution in schools (DfES 2002, p.42). Therefore, learning spaces can have 

smoother textures to have greater amount of reflected daylight, whereas spaces which 

do not require as much illumination such as circulation can have different patterns of 

texture. 
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Reflecting Building ReOectance Reflecting Building Reflectance 

Surface Material Value Surface I' Material Value 

White g lazed tile 0.7 

Ground Snow 0.8 External Portland stone 0.6 

Sand 0.3 Material Medium limestone 0.4 

Pavement 0.2 Concrete 0.4 

Earth (dry) 0.2 Brickwork (bull) 0.3 

Earth (mo ist) 0.1 Bri ckwork (red) 0.2 

Green vegetatio n 0.1 Gran ite 0.2 

Window glass 0. 1 

Tree fo liage 0.1 

White paper 0.8 

Paint Colours White 0.85 rnternal Stainless stee l 0.4 

Pale cream 0.81 Material Cement screed 0.4 

Light grey 0.68 Carpet (cream) 0.4 

Strong ye llow 0.64 Wood (light 0.4 

Mid-grey 0.45 veneers) 

Strong green 0.22 Wood (medium 0.2 

Strong red 0.18 co lo urs) 

Stro ng blue 0.15 Wood (dark) 0.1 

Dark grey 0.14 Quarry tiles 0 .1 

Dark brown 0.10 Window g lass 0.1 

Deep red-purple 0.10 Carpet (deep 0.1 

Black 0.05 co lo urs) 
.. 

Tab 5.8. Approxtlnate values of reflectance under diffuse daylight (Bnttsh-Standards 1992) 

5.4.5. Microclimate effect 

The microclimate of buildings is influenced to a large scale by trees, plants and water 

features around the building openings. Olgay (1963) maintains that trees contribute to 

the immediate physical environment. They can reduce air borne sounds and if densely 

planted the surface of leaves catches dust and filters the air. Givoni (1998, p.357) also 

emphasizes the importance of plants and vegetation on the microclimate of buildings. 

He argues different types of plants can contribute to the following objectives: shading 

of the roof, walls, and windows; shading of play and rest areas outside the building; 

reducing and filtering the dust; elevating humidity levels in hot and dry climates; 

reducing the temperature around the building and finally concentrating and increasing 

airspeed for natural ventilation purposes (ibid). Water features also improve the 

humidity levels and quality of air for natural ventilation of the building considerably. 
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Trees and vegetation also secure visual privacy and also contribute to the reduction of 

heat loss during winter and the absorption of radiation in summer (Gorji-Mahlabani 

2002, p.127). In fact, they can contribute to the shading performance of the building 

considerably depending on the type of the tree and its density. Trees not only can 

obstruct the exposure of windows to direct intense sunlight in warm dry climate, they 

can also filter sunlight through their dense leaves and deliver more gentle and non

glaring light for illumination. Apart from the many microclimatic benefits of trees 

and plants mentioned above, they can contribute to diffused daylighting of schools if 

properly chosen and located. 

5.5. Summary 

Reflected lighting is an appropriate solution to daylighting design in warm-dry 

climate of Iran to avoid discomfort glare and overheating. There are two major 

physical factors which can influence reflected daylighting of school buildings or 

classrooms: general and specific. General physical factors such as building orientation 

and configuration as well as the street or courtyard canyon proportion has been 

investigated through two tests and the results were discussed in the first part of this 

chapter. The importance of the ground reflected sunlight for classroom illumination in 

the warm dry climate was highlighted and some design recommendations have been 

suggested. 

The second part of this chapter investigated specific physical factors which can 

influence daylighting performance of schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran. These 

specific factors include daylight apertures, shading devices, innovative daylighting 

systems and surface features. Most daylight apertures need shading devices to control 

direct sunlight but there are few zenithal apertures such as roof monitors or lanterns 

which can control direct sunlight to some extent without shading devices (tab 5.3). 

Table 5.4 compares and contrasts different shading devices on the basis of their 

performance such as glare control, light redirecting capability, allowing a view to 

outside, etc. Therefore, a few shading devices are selected to be suitable for 

classrooms in the warm-dry climate of Iran on the basis of the aforementioned 

comparative study (tab. 5.5). 
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Innovative day lighting systems are also recommended for reflected day lighting in 

school in the warm dry climate of Iran. They are divided as core day lighting systems, 

which are based on redirecting sunlight or daylight, and beam daylighting systems 

which reflect and conduct the sunlight. Core day lighting systems such as lightshelves, 

prismatic glazing and holographic systems are briefly introduced and their 

applicability in schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran are assessed. Beam 

daylighting systems such as light pipes and mirrored systems are also possible 

solutions for reflected lighting in schools in such a climate and their applicability is 

discussed. 

Finally, surface features of a building such as material and colour and their effect on 

reflected lighting is discussed. Microclimate of buildings including plants and ponds 

around a building in such a climate also has an effect on the day lighting performance 

of schools which was addressed at the end of this chapter. 

Having discussed reflected daylighting and the influencing factors, next chapter 

explores the above influencing factors in the vernacular architecture of the region and 

historic schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran in terms of their reflected daylighting 

performance. It will, then, examine a typical contemporary classroom in terms of its 

daylighting performance and also evaluate some of the influencing factors using 

ECOTET simulations. 
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CHAPTER 6: HISTORIC AND CONTEMPORARY CASE STUDIES IN IRAN 

6.1. Historic Schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran 

The main characteristic of warm-dry regions which affects human comfort as well as 

urban and building design is the combination of low humidity and high summer 

daytime temperature (Givoni 1998). One of the main problems faced by the designers 

of modem schools in this climate is the prevention of overheating (DFES 2003). It 

seems that appropriate use of shading devices and good fa~ade design, together with 

the use of thermal mass, helps to limit summertime overheating (ibid p.7). It can also 

be observed in the traditional architecture of the region that keeping the direct 

sunlight off the windows and cooling the spaces with the help of the microclimate 

around the building are important in dealing with the overheating problem. In other 

words, reflected lighting, using indirect light, seems to have been a suitable 

dayJighting strategy in this climate in the past. This issue has been addressed in the 

vernacular architecture of this climate as the result of embedded experience of local 

architects in the handling of practical problems (Rudofsky 1964). 

Vernacular architecture is now the term most widely used to denote indigenous, tribal, 

folk, peasant and traditional architecture and it is worth finding a definition for it to 

give a clearer picture (Oliver 1997). "Vernacular architecture comprises the 

dwellings and all other buildings of the people. Related to their environmental 

contexts and available resources, they are customarily owner- or community built, 

utilizing traditional technologies. All forms of vernacular architecture are built to 

meet specific needs, accommodating the values, economies and ways of living of the 

cultures that produce them" (ibid p.xxiii). In considering the appropriate design in a 

hot-dry or warm-dry climate, from the human comfort point of view, lessons can be 

drawn from the vernacular architecture and town planning. The vernacular has been 

developed over many centuries in response to many factors, of which an important 

one is the climate (Givoni 1998). Therefore, it can be seen as a rich source of 

knowledge for designers, especially in extreme climates. However, lessons should be 

discovered and identified since it is not a written body of knowledge. The vernacular 

is an evolved knowledge based on people's needs and the adaptability of the buildings 
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to the environment and the climate. An exploratory study of some vernacular 

buildings could shed light on their relevancy to passive design issues and daylighting. 

As the main focus of the research is daylighting in schools, 15 appropriate historic 

schools have been chosen in three main cities of the warm-dry climate of Iran: 

Esfahan, Shiraz and Kashan. Schools which are successful examples of design in 

terms of daylighting will be examined in this chapter. Against this, the last part of 

this chapter will look into a typical modem school in Shiraz which fails to provide 

comfortable daylighting conditions. Most traditional and vernacular buildings of the 

warm-dry climate of Iran are naturally ventilated and provide a comfortable and 

pleasant ambiance for the people, whereas, some new buildings are uncomfortable 

and unpleasant without mechanical ventilation. Therefore, the first part of this chapter 

aims to find the principles of environmental design, specifically natural lighting, 

behind the vernacular in order to help inform designers to build better places to live 

and to learn. 

Although some of these case studies are not ordinary pieces of vernacular 

architecture, because of the importance and the authoritative role of religious schools 

at the time, the principles of environmental design may be seen behind the strict 

geometry and decorations. The main limit to this case study is the nature of the 

analogy between the old schools and the present, or future schools, which have 

apparently different systems of education and curriculum. In the old schools students 

used to sit on the floor in a circle around the lecturer, while in typical contemporary 

primary schools in Iran students sit in rows on chairs facing the blackboard which is, 

of course, based on an outdated educational paradigm as discussed in chapter 3. 

Nevertheless, apart from these differences there are some similarities between them 

which make this investigation worthwhile. The first thing in common is they are both 

places for reading and learning. Although some physical features such as size of the 

classrooms have changed, they are still spaces to provide privacy and concentration 

for students to learn. The type of light used for the act of reading is another feature in 

common. Reading and writing which are typical school activities require a minimum 

level of illuminance with relatively high illuminance uniformity over the task area 

(DFEE 1999). Direct sunlight is also avoided in reading areas since it causes glare 

and visual discomfort. This investigation aims to find the common features in the 
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historic examples of defeating the overheating problem as well as providing natural 

lighting and ventilation. 

This study first explores the daylighting components In a single study-bedroom 

(Hojra) as the most important element of historic schools which has a significant 

effect on the configuration of historic school buildings (Soltanzadeh 1985). It explores 

these elements in different schools comparatively. It also investigates the sources of 

light in the study-bedrooms (Hojras) in relation to the daylighting components (i.e. 

windows and other apertures). Secondly, it looks at daylighting components in 

teaching places (Madrass) which are usually large semi-closed spaces covered with a 

high dome used for lecturing and teaching theology students. Thirdly, reflected 

daylighting and two important factors affecting the amount of reflected light onto the 

windows of Hojras will be examined. The effect of colour wiII, then, be addressed as 

it has a direct impact on the amount of reflected light in classrooms. The next section 

will involve the field study photometric measurements. 

A photometric study was carried out in some schools to find out the levels of 

illumination in the interior and exterior spaces of schools which will be discussed in 

section 6.1.5. The quantitative study will help understand the level of light available 

in the Hojras in comparison with the high amount of sunlight in courtyards. However, 

it is important to consider other comfort issues such as natural ventilation affecting 

daylighting in order to have a comprehensive understanding of the subject. It is also 

clear that the proportion of classrooms has a significant impact on its daylighting 

which is discussed in section 6.1.7. Therefore, this study looks into different schools 

in order to explore common proportional features as well as their effect on the 

distribution of its daylighting. Finally, it will sum up the common features and 

generic principles and rules in the historic buildings in terms of daylighting and 

environmental design and also discuss the applicability of these rules to future 

schools. 

6.1.1. Daylighting components in a single study-bedroom (lIojra) 

Hojras (study-bedroom) are fairly long rooms arranged around the courtyard and are 

used for studying as well as accommodating students. Each one is usually connected 
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to the courtyard through a small semi-open space which could also be considered as a 

shading device or a portico (Fig 6.1). To make a clearer analysis of daylighting 

components, it is necessary to make a distinction between two groups: admitting 

(pass-through) and conduction components as discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.5.1). 

Admitting components are devices to admit light to a room by allowing it to pass 

from one side to another; for example, windows are the most common device. 

Conduction components direct and conduct light inside the building and are usually a 

spatial medium between admitting components and the interior lit space (Baker 

1993). 

The admitting components in the Hojras are side windows. The main daylighting 

component is a high small window (clerestory) over the entrance which is usually 

covered by a latticed screen. Clerestory windows admit light from the brighter part of 

the sky and, as it is more likely to cause glare, latticed screens help reduce the glare. 

An important feature of clerestory windows is as we have seen that they can provide 

daylight deep into the room (DFEE 1999). Windows in the entrance door are the 

second component to provide natural light into the room. However, in some cases 

such as Nimavard School (C.No.2: case study no. 2 of Appendix A) there are no 

windows in entrance doors in ground floor Hojras, which could possibly be for the 

provision of privacy for living students. In Qavam School in Shiraz (C.No.13, 

Appendix A) there are also two small windows at both sides of the entrance door to 

provide more natural light in the Hojras (Fig 6.2). The shape and position of windows 

affects the way in which daylight is distributed, wide shallow windows giving a broad 

distribution and tall narrow windows a deep but narrow distribution for instance 

(ibid p.9, 1 0). The side windows are generally the tall narrow type since a wider 

window will cause overheating in this climate. 

There are two conduction components in the Hojras: the portico and the deep window 

reveal. The portico which, will be discussed in detail, is an external component which 

conducts daylight from the courtyard onto the admitting components; whereas the 

window opening conducts light from admitting components into the room. The 

surfaces of the window reveal around the high window and the entrance act as deep 

reflecting surfaces and helps produce a uniform distribution of light. 
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Courtyard 

Fig 6.1. A typica l Hojra at Chaharbagh School in Esfahan Fig 6.2. Qavam School 

Latticed screens are mostly located at the exterior surface of the opening and help 

filtered light bounce off the surfaces of the window reveal into the room. Moreover, 

they make the surfaces of the reveal a radi ant refl ecting surface fo r the people inside. 

Porticoes 

Porticoes have been observed in most case studies to act as a shading dev ice as well 

as a semi-open space fo r studying and relax ing. They are usuall y 3 meters wide, the 

same width as the Hojras, and averagely 1.5 meters deep in the case studies. The 

depth of the portico means that it acts as both a hori zontal sun shade for south light as 

well as a vertical shading dev ice (as a fin ) which obstructs the low angle east and west 

sunl ight. The geometrical face tted surface of the portico's ceiling helps in refl ecting 

light onto the windows of the Hojra. The fo llowing diagrams show how the multi

facetted surface creates more re fl ected light onto the windows compared to the 

ordinary overhangs and fins. 
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Fig 6.3. The conduction of re fl ected light onto the windows in the trad itional 

Port icoes in compari son with ordinary overhangs and fi ns 
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Although porticoes are an essential part of Hojras in traditional schools, there is an 

exception to this rule at Agha-bozorg School in Kashan (C.No.IS, Appendix A). 

There are no porticoes in front of Hojras at this school, which makes climatic control 

more difficult. However, this problem is dealt with in another way in thi s case. The 

entrances of the Hojras are usually through the porticoes facing the courtyard since it 

is protected against sunlight by the shading devices. But in thi s case where there are 

no shading devices; the entrances to the rooms are through narrow corridors next to 

the rooms which moderate the temperature (Fig 6.4). In addition, dense latticed 

screens soften the harsh sunlight and reduce the glare. 

L)IJ~I 1 
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Fig 6.4. Entrance corridors between Hojras 

6.1.2. DayJighting components in the teaching places (Madrass) 

A Madrass is usually a large semi-closed space covered with a high dome used for 

lecturing and teaching theology students. The Madrass is illuminated thoroughly by 

indirect natural light mostly through its tall portico open to the courtyard and partly by 

the filtered light coming down from the high windows and the clerestories beneath the 

dome. These spaces are usually tall and have high levels of illumination (Fig 6.6) 

according to the photometric studies in section 6.1.5. This type of Madrass is 

observed at the more grand and established schools such as Chaharbagh School in 

Esfahan (C.No.l) or Qavam School in Shiraz (C.No.IS, Appendix A). 

The Madrass in the majority of cases is a larger space for lecturing in comparison to 

Hojras. In some cases it is located in the corners of the courtyard with less natural 

light; whereas, in other cases such as Jadeh-bozorg School (C.No.3) it is located in the 

middle of Hojras' wings with higher levels of illumination. Large windows at two-
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storey level facing the courtyard admit sunlight and filter it though the latticed screens 

(Fig 6.6). Tn thi s specific case, the length of the room runs alongside the courtyard 

and is consequently more exposed to the sunlight. It can also be seen that the high 

ceiling improves the uniformity of the distribution of light in the room which will be 

proved in the third stage of the experiment in section 6.2. 

Fig 6.5. Chaharbagh Madrass Fig 6.6. Jadeh-bozorg Madrass 

6.1.3. Reflected daylighting and the effect of building orientation and courtyard 

canyon proportion 

As direct sunlight in this climate has high intensity and can cause visual discomfort 

and overheating, light reflected off the surfaces into the room is more acceptable, as 

di scussed in chapter 5. The main reflecting surface is the courtyard floor together 

with the overall surfaces of the portico. In the physical model experiment in chapter 5 

(section 5.3.4), it was found that the ground reflecting effect is more important in 

southern orientations since it provides the first set of reflection rays whereas the wall 

reflecting effect plays an important role in northern orientations. Therefore, a shallow 

canyon or profile is more appropriate for southern orientation in terms of reflected 

lighting, while a deeper canyon/profile is more efficient for the provision of reflected 

light for the northern windows. 

1t was found that a wide canyon proportion of P= height/width of the courtyard =0.5 

to P=0.6 has a higher amount of reflected light (Ew/Es) in the south to the east 

orientation; while a deep canyon proportion of P= 1 to P= 1.5 has a higher amount of 

reflected light for the east to north orientation. The shallowest courtyard is 111 

Nimavard School (C.No.2, Appendix A) where P<0.5 , therefore, the amount of 

reflected light is higher in the south and east fac;ades. 
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6.1.4. The effect of surface colour and reflectance 

Givoni (1998, p.356) underlines the significant impact of colour of the walls and the roof 

of the building on its indoor environment where the solar intensity is high. He suggests 

that eastern and southern walls are very sensitive to their external colour, while the 

northern wall is the least sensitive. Table 6. 1 illustrates different surface materials in 

schools and their reflectance value. The method of calculating materials ' reflectance 

value was by using a luminance meter device and a white chalk sample. The chalk 

sample is a perfect diffuser, presumably reflects all the light it receives and its reflectance 

value is approximately 1.0. For calculating the reflectance value of each surface, the 

chalk sample was placed next to the surface and then the luminance value of the surface 

and of the sample was measured by the luminance meter. The reflectance value of the 

surface is the ratio of the surface luminance value over the sample luminance value as 

illustrated in Table 6.1. White plaster has the highest reflectance value among the 

materials used in schools. Most of the interior surfaces of the rooms in the case studies 

are light in colour which helps reflect light and increase the amount of illumination 

inside. In addition, the surface of walls and cornices of porticoes are light in colour to 

help reflect light inside the rooms. 

Materials Sample Reflectance 

Materials I (cd/m2) L(cd/m2) value Diagram 

Interior light plaster wall 20 25 0.8 

Grey plaster wall 17 26 0.654 Luminance 

meter device 
Floor carpet 2 60 0.033 

cr> Door wood 85 435 0.195 

Exterior white plaster wall 309 436 0.709 Brick wall 

luminance (I) 
Marble wall 123 448 0.274 

B wall Brickwork 253 910 0.278 

Enamelled mosaic 243 842 0.288 
I I 

Turquoise tile 58 292 0.199 Chalk sample 
lum inance (L) 

White enamelled tile 149 292 0.51 

D Jagged grey stone 190 927 0.205 

Jagged white stone 327 876 0.373 Brick wa ll 
reflectance 

Floor brick mosaic 65 261 0.249 value= III 

Tab 6.1. The reflectance value of different surfaces 
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However, because of the intensity of direct sunlight in this climate, all-white 

buildings, while being better from the thermal viewpoint, may intensify the 

environmental glare (Givoni 1998). Therefore, lower reflectance materials as a design 

solution for the courtyard floor and walls will have the effect of reducing the glare 

and improving environmental comfort in this climate. 

6.1.5. The photometric study and the levels of interior and exterior illumination 

This photometric study aims to discover whether the illuminance levels in the historic 

schools meet the minimum requirements and also if light is distributed evenly across 

learning spaces. It also measures exterior illumination levels to find out the intensity 

of sunlight on the school exterior surfaces as potential sources of reflected lighting. 

The photometric study was undertaken using a luminance meter device which can 

me'l,sure the brightness of any surface in terms of cd/m2. This device only measures 

the luminance value of material surfaces and in order to measure the illuminance 

factor, the reflectance value of the material is required according to the following 

formula: 

E (illuminance lux) = L (luminance cdlm2) x 7t I p (reflectance value) 

Reflectance value is the luminance measured on the surface of the material over the 

luminance of a white sample whose reflectance is approximately 1.0 (Table 6.1). 

Therefore, reflectance value is a rate between 0 for black absorbent surfaces and 1.0 

for perfect diffusers. 

For the daylight illuminance to be adequate for the task in a classroom, it will be 

necessary to achieve a level of not less than 300 lux, and for particularly demanding 

tasks not less than 500 lux on the working plane (DFES 2003). When this cannot be 

achieved, the daylight will need to be supplemented by electric light. This seems to be 

the case in most Hojras observations, since electric light is still necessary for basic 

acts of reading and writing on a bright sky day. Figure 6.7 shows the illuminance 

levels calculated on the interior surfaces of some Hojras in bright sky conditions. 

Luminance values of the target points in the photos were measured by the luminance 

meter in the real room and then the illuminance values were calculated with the above 
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equation. It is important to mention that the luminance values which were measured 

in the field study by the luminance meter were a more realistic figure as luminance or 

brightness is what we see from illuminated objects. However, as the author intended 

to compare the field study measurements with the available illuminance standards for 

learning spaces, all the luminance levels were converted into illuminance levels in lux 

and are presented in red colour onto the photos of the real spaces where the 

measurements were made. 

Fig 6.7. Illuminance levels in a Hojra in Chaharbagh school (C.No. l) 

It should be noted that most of the calculated illuminance levels are for vertical 

surfaces and can not be compared with the standard horizontal illuminance levels 

recommended by DfES (2003). They are only an approximate guidance of the lighting 

conditions in the Hojra's internal surfaces. The only horizontal illuminance level in 

the above Hojra CC.No.l) is measured at 75 lux on the floor where the students do 

their reading without electric lighting which seems inadequate comparing to the 

standards. With electric lights switched on in the above Hojra, the horizontal 

illuminance on the floor was measured 395 lux which is adequate for reading. 

Light-coloured surfaces inside Hojras as well as portico surfaces can sometimes be 

used as a good design solution to reflect the available light off the surfaces in the 

room to increase reflected light. That is the case in most case studies as walls and 

ceilings in Hojras either have white plaster finish or are pajnted white. However, in 

some parts of the schools the internal surfaces reflectance value is low and hence they 

do not contribute to illuminance levels on the horizontal plane. An example of fairly 

low illuminance levels is the library in Agha-bozorg school C.No.15, Appendix A. 

The lux levels on the following photo show that the illuminance level on the working 

plane (94 lux) is below the standard, even with the supplementary electric lighting. In 

addition , the figures show the distribution of light is not uniform for a reading area. 
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Fig 6.8. Illuminance leve ls in the li bra ry C.No.1 5 

On the other hand, the photometric tudy shows high levels of illuminati on in the 

courtyard hori zontal plane as well as the surrounding verti cal surfaces which were 

calcul ated by using the measured luminance levels and the aforementioned equati on 

(Fig 6 .9). The outside is so bright that it can cause di scomfort g lare if li ght is 

admitted d irectl y into the rooms. This ex plains the small Hojra openings and latti ced 

creen which have sacrificed suffic ient natural illumination for the redu ction o f glare 

and heat ga in . High illuminance levels in the Chaharbagh or Agha-bozorg School 

courtyard (over 68000 lux on the courtyard fl oor) indicates the high inte nsity of light 

avai lable in uch a cl imate and it can be used fo r natural li ghting if admitted indirectly 

and conducted into the classrooms appropriately. Courtyard fl oor and wall s can also 

contribute considerably to the amount of light re fl ected onto Hojra windows, but they 

are covered w ith fa irl y low refl ectance materi a ls in case studi es to help reduce the 

g lare. Therefore, with the help of li ght redirecting ys tems such as lightshelves, rooms 

in uch a cl imate can have larger openings as well as suffic ient natural illumination 

while di scomfort glare is also avoided. 

20665 41802 

16022 

57786 

53990 

20~91 

S 

F ig 6.9. C. 0. 1 and C.No.1 5 vertica l and hori zonta l illuminance levels in the courtyard 
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6.1.6. Other comfort issues affecting daylighting 

It seems that in this particular case study, and in others in the same climate, cooling 

and comfort conditions are more important than the illumination levels in the study

bedrooms. This can be understood in the context of the emphasis on the main 

vernacular strategies of energy conservation and human comfort in hot-dry and warm

dry regions: lowering the indoor temperature in day time, natural ventilation and 

minimizing heat gain and loss (Givoni 1998). The presence of the high window over 

the entrance door also helps the natural ventilation of the room, since warm air rises 

up and the opening at high level allows a better circulation of air. Besides, although 

the courtyard floor is a significant source of reflected light, it is covered mostly with 

grass to exploit the natural cooling effect. Therefore, it can be seen to be necessary to 

strike a balance between the climatic elements such as daylight, ventilation and 

heating in order to create a sustainable place for living and learning, in which various 

factors are in ·equilibrium. 

6.1.7. The impact of the proportion of a room on its daylighting 

The study-bedrooms are narrow, about 3 meters wide, with the short side adjacent to 

the courtyard. The building should preferably be compact and less exposed to the 

sunlight to lower the temperature elevation of the interior during the daytime hours 

(Givoni 1998). In other words, the surface area of its external envelope should be as 

small as possible to minimize the heat flow in the building (ibid, p.340). This compact 

configuration also allows more rooms fit in and built around the courtyard. On the 

other hand, the depth of the room causes the lack of illumination at the back of the 

room (Fig 6.5 & 6.10). The illuminance level is less than 100 lux on the horizontal 

plane at the back of the Hojras without electric lighting. This level was calculated by 

the conversion equation E=L1t/p where L is the measured luminance level on the 

working plane which is the floor in Hojras. However, the height of the room, about 4 

meters at the axis, lets light bounce off the surfaces easily in order to improve the 

illumination at the back of the room. It also allows a better circulation of air for 

natural ventilation. Therefore, the height of rooms has a significant effect on the 

amount of natural lighting as well as natural ventilation. 
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Fig 6.10. Kasegaran School (C.No.7) 

The following comparative study (Fig 6.11) illustrates the proportion of Hojras in all 

15 case studies (C.No.1 to C.No.15), which makes it easier to study and compare their 

physical features. Each cube represents a single Hojra in each case study with its 

dimensions (height, width and length) noted next to them in Fig 6.11. It should be 

noted that the Hojra in case study no. 5 is represented by two attached cubes as the 

height of the Hojra drops at the back of the room. The width of the rooms is about 3 

meters and is m~arly the same in every school. The length of rooms varies from 3 

meters in smaller schools to 6 meters in larger schools. The height of the Hojras is an 

average of 4 meters, which is fairly tall for a small room. 

High windows over the entrance help improve the illumination at the back of the 

room, as well as giving better distribution of light in the room. However, Hojras with 

the height of only 3 meters do not have this high window (C.No.4, C.No.10) and 

according to measurements the illumination levels are lower than for those higher 

ceilings. Therefore, taller rooms with clerestories have higher natural illumination 

levels comparing to shorter rooms without high windows according to illumination 

measurements in all Hojras. 
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Fig 6.11. A comparative study of Hojra proportions in each of 15 case studies 

6.1.8. Common features and Generic principles of daylighting in historic schools 

In conclusion. the generic principles of daylighting in historic schools in the warm

dry climate of Iran can be summarized as follows: 

• The compact configuration and the low ratio of building surface/ building 

volume seems to be a general rule of environmental design at this climate 

(Shojaie 2004). Therefore. a cubic and fairly solid building like the drawing 

below left is preferred to a wide-spread plan building on the right. However. 

this rule should be considered alongside the courtyard rule. 

Fig 6.12. General building configuration preference 

• A configuration that has a special role in warm-dry regions is an internal 

courtyard or patio (Givoni 1998). Courtyards seem to be an appropriate 
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configuration in this climate. Tall trees and plants act as natural shading 

devices and climatic controls, and the use of water cools down the temperature 

and make the inner climate more pleasant and tolerable. The introverted 

configuration of courtyards also gives the inner space more privacy, which is 

consistent with cultural and religious issues. Finally, one of the reasons that 

Hojras fit together along their length (below left) rather than along their width 

(below right) is to keep the compactness rule which has already been 

discussed above. 

Fig 6.13. Courtyard configuration & Hojras 

• In most case studies, the windows of Hojras are located facing the courtyard in 

order to prevent an unpleasant air draft during the warm season, which can be 

caused by opposite windows (below right). This seems to be in contradiction 

with the common notion of cross ventilation as a good solution but the dry air 

outside the building reduces the quality of the draft passing through two 

opposite windows with higher speed. However, a larger opening at the 

courtyard side and a small controlled opening at the top part of the back of the 

room might improve the circulation of the air which is explained in the next 

principle. There are usually two windows facing the courtyard (the entrance 

window and the clerestory or the high window above the entrance) which 

allow a pleasant air circulation in direct contact with the controlled climate of 

the courtyard with trees and ponds (below left). 

J~ 
/ 
Fig 6.14. Fenestration & ventilation 
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• In some exceptional cases such as Khan School in Shiraz (C.No.ll ) in which 

there are windows on oppos ite walls in some of the Hojras, latti ced screens 

slow the speed of air. In addition , the di ffe rent he ight of the windows helps a 

better circul atio n of wind fl ow. 

Coun
yard 
side 

Fig 6.15. 3 Opposite window in a Khan school Hojra Fig 6.16. 3 oppos ite latti ced screen 

• Porticoes are a common fea ture in the case studies. They perfo rm as shading 

dev ices as well as transitory spaces between the private study- bedroom and the 

courtyard, and could be used fo r small group di scuss ion when in the shade. 

The light coloured surfaces of the porti coes also he lp refl ect the light inside 

the room. These porticoes are not specific to the hi storic schools, but are an 

important generic element in the vernacular architecture of thi s climate. 

Tn Jadeh-bozorg school (C.No.4) porticoes at first fl oor level are 

interconnected through small gateways and they are also used as semi-open 

corridors which are preferable to dark corridors at the back of Hojras (e.g. 

C.No.3) . 

-c -
I' 

, 
( 

Fig 6.17. Portico a a shading device and a transitory space 
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• The minimum surface of window to minimize heat gain and loss as well as 

their high position (clerestories) is another common feature. These high 

windows conduct light to the back of the room and are also protected from 

direct exposure to sunlight by the porticoes. 

• At some positions in which clerestories are exposed to direct sunlight due to 

the low angle of the sun, latticed screens filter the light and also reduce glare. 

• The tall height of the rooms (average 4 meters) is another common feature 

which allows the light bounce off the surfaces and provides an even 

distribution of light as well as better air circulation inside the room. 

• High reflectance materials such as plaster reflect most of the light received and 

increase illumination inside Hojras. 

• Low reflectance materials such as brickwork or enamelled mosaics or other 

materials with rough texture such as jagged stone covering the courtyard floors 

reduce reflected light and the glare. 

• There is a balance between visual and thermal comfort in the vernacular 

schools. 

6.1.9. Discussion 

Most of the above lessons from the historic schools can be applied to the design of 

contemporary schools, although there are some limitations in using some of them. 

Thus, porticoes are a distinct feature in case studies and could be introduced into the 

future design instead of the normal overhangs which are common in contemporary 

Iranian schools. As we have seen porticoes not only perform as shading devices, but 

also can be used as temperature moderators, transitory spaces between the private and 

the public and even corridors at higher ground levels. The vertical walls of porticoes 

could also protect windows from east or west low angle sunlight (acting as vertical 

shading devices) and also reflect the light onto the window and increase the reflected 
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illumination inside classrooms. Courtyard configuration is another consideration for 

the design of contemporary schools as they have been a successful feature of the 

vernacular architecture of the region. A recent study in the tropical climate of Brazil 

shows that the light reflecting off the courtyard may produce an increment of up to 

55% in the average illuminance of the rooms (Bittencourt and Melo 2001, p.1349). 

Despite the benefits to reflected daylighting and natural illumination of schools, the 

limitation in using courtyards is mainly due to the shortage of land in fairly crowded 

areas of town which may make it difficult to incorporate them. 

The tall height of Hojras is another issue to address in the next section of this chapter, 

since they increase the amount of reflected daylight as well as contribute to a uniform 

distribution of light. One might argue it is not economical to build high ceiling 

schools; however, if this is a crucial element in maximizing the amount of reflected 

daylight, it could be considered with other design solutions such as mezzanine 

classroom areas to make the most of a tall room. 

The clerestory (the high window) is another vernacular design feature that could be 

transferred to achieve a better daylighting and natural ventilation. It is usually used in 

tall Hojras and does not perform as efficiently with a lower ceiling. The next section 

will investigate the clerestory effect, as well as the height and shape of a Hojra, by 

using the ECOTECT simulation software. It will examine the contribution of above 

elements to reflected daylighting in Hojras. 

6.2. Daylight Analysis of a general Hojra by ECOTECT 

This section investigates daylight analysis using ECOTECT in a simplified general 

Hojra. ECOTECT is a building analysis and conceptual simulation software 

specifically to study the environmental aspects of a building such as lighting, heating, 

acoustics etc. This study aims to find out the significance of the clerestory and the 

high ceiling as well as the portico and the ceiling geometry by studying the amount of 

reflected light and the distribution of daylight in the room by changing some physical 

factors of the room. 
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6.2.1 Methodology & Simulation results 

A single Hojra with a simpli fied pOltico with the dimensions of Chaharbagh School 

Hojras (C.No. l) is modelled in ECOTECT. The day light analysis is undertaken on 

midday on 15th of April which is the date of field study photometry measurements. 

There i a limitation in ECOTECT capability which needs address ing. Daylight fac tors 

are u uall y based on uni fo rm or CIE overcast sky di stribution. Therefore, there is no 

choice of clear sky condition in ECOTECT and the light levels do not vary with the 

building ori entation (Marsh 2003). The first stage is to rudy the effect of cleres tory on 

day li ghting perfo rmance. The second stage is to find out the signi ficance of the 

height of Hoj ra and it contribution to refl ected day lighting. The third stage is to 

stud y the impact of the portico as a shad ing device on the day lighting perfo rmance of 

the room. Finall y, the last stage studies the sloped fo rm of the ceiling and its effect on 

the dayli ght fac tor and the internall y refl ected light in the Hojra. The results are 

di scussed separately in each section and the conclu ion will follow up in the end . 
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Fig 6.18. 3D visual repre entation of dayli ght fac tor in a outh fac ing Hojra simulated in ECOTECT 
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Stage I 

At this stage the clerestory is eliminated in the simulations in order to study its effect 

on the daylighting performance in comparison with the original Hojra. Figure 6. 19 

shows the plan of a Hojra with only the view window and no clerestory (right) with its 

daylighting factor analys is which is compared with a nornlal Hojra with the view 

window and a clerestory (le ft). The right simulation represents the daylight factor 

variation across the plan of the room and shows that Daylight factor vari es from 3.1 % 

(blue zone) at the back of the room up to 23.1 % (yellow zone) in front of the opening. 

As can be seen, the daylight penetration is not as deep as Hojra with a cleres tory in 

the left image. This shows the effect of clerestory in conducting li ght deeper inside 

the room. Moreover, the daylight factor has dropped from the minimum 4.6% in the 

original Hojra (left) to 3.1 % in the Hojra without a clerestory (right). 

Fig 6.19. Daylight factor analysis in the plan of a single south facing Hojra with a clerestory 

(left) and without a c1ere tory (right) 

To study the significance of the clerestory in terms of the depth of daylight 

penetration, another model simulates the condition in which clerestory is the 

only window in Hojra for daylighting analys is. Fig 6.20 shows the internally 
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reflected lighting component (IRC) diagram in the profile of the Hojra with a 

view window and a clerestory (left) and only with a clerestory (right). 

Ecotect calculates the IRC and separates it from other sources of light in the 

room. The right diagram shows a low amount of internal reflected light. It 

has dropped to the maximum of 1.05% at the back of the room which is 3 

times less than the model with no clerestory and 4 times less than the first 

model with clerestory and the view window (below left). Nevertheless, the 

sharp increase of the internally reflected lighting diagram towards the back of 

the room is a proof to the contribution of clerestory in conducting reflected 

light deep inside a room. 

Fig 6.20. Internally reflected daylight component (IRC) analysis in a single south facing Hojra (profile) 

with a view window and a clerestory (left) and with only a clerestory (right) 

Stagell 

The height of Hojra model in this stage is reduced from 4m to 3m to study the 

impact of the room height on the daylighting. This model represents Hojras in the 

historic school case study number 3 and number 10 where there is no clerestory 

and the height is 3 meters. According to Fig 6.21 the minimum daylight factor at 

the back of the room has dropped from 4.6% to 3.7%. Besides, as can be seen by 

comparing daylight factor diagrams of Fig 6.21 and Fig 6.19, natural light does not 

penetrate as deep in Fig 6.21 as in Fig 6.19. The internally reflected daylight 
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component diagram also illustrates the di stribution of reflected daylight is less 

uniform than in Fig 6.19. Therefore, it seems the tall height of Hojra in stage I has 

a considerable effect on the daylighting performance of Hojra. 

South facing Hojra Height = 3m 

Plan of Hojra 
Profile of Hojra & its portico 

Fig 6.21. Daylight factor and interna lly reflected daylight (IRC) analysis in a single south facing Hojra 

with the height of 3 meters 

Stage III 

At thi s stage the focu s of the study is the effect of the portico acting as a shading 

device; with a combination of an overhang and fins. There are two scenarios to be 

studied in this stage. First, when the side walls of the portico are omitted and so 

only the overhang acts as shading device and secondly when there is no portico at 

all. Fig 6.22 illustrates the results of simulating the first model with ECOTECT. 

The daylight factor diagram on the left shows not much difference in the amount 

of daylight in the first model in the first stage. However the internally reflected 

daylight (IRC) diagram on the right illustrates a sharp increase towards the back of 

the room. In addition, the highest amount of reflected light drops from 6.29% in the 
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original Hojra (Fig 6.19 left image), which the portico performed as fins as well as 

overhang, to 3.31 %. This shows the effect of fins in reflecting light into the room 

as well as contributing to a more even distribution of reflected light across the 

room. 

South facing Hojra 

a 

a 

Plan of Hojra Profile of Hojra & an overhang 

Fig 6.22. Daylight factor and internally reflected daylight analysis in a single south facing Hojra 

with only an overhang and no vertical shading devices 

The second model for simulation is the same Hojra but with no shading devices 

(without a portico). As sunlight penetrates into the Hojra without any shading devices, 

the daylight factor near the window is quite high but drops down quickly across the 

depth of the room. Fig 6.23 illustrates an excessive amount of daylight near the window 

and fairly low levels of daylight deep inside the room. It shows the importance of 

portico as a shading device for sun protection, as well as contributing to an even 

distribution of light across the room. The internally reflected (IRe) graph also 
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shows an uneven distribution of reflected light with high percentage of reflection 

near the window which can cause discomfort glare in classrooms. 

South facing Hojra 

:t .: . . 

", - .": '. ~ .~ 

Plan of Hojra Profile of Hojra without portico 

Fig 6.23. Daylight factor and internally reflected daylight analysis in a sing le south facing Hojra 

without any shading devices 

Stage IV 

The last stage is to study the sloped form of the ceiling and its effect on average DF 

(daylight factor) and IRC (internally reflected component). The average daylight 

factor is the average interior to exterior illuminance under an overcast sky. It is 

important to mention the this ratio is different in the field study as the sky was clear 

but as mentioned before Ecotect can not consider a clear sky illuminance distribution 

for its calculations. Daylight factor has 3 components: Sky Component (SC) which is 

directly received from the sky, Externally Reflected Component (ERC) which is 

received by reflection from external surfaces, and the last component is Internally 

Reflected Component (IRC) which is received by reflection from interior surfaces 

(DfEE 1999, p.IS). Table 6.2 illustrates a well protected shading device for Hojra 
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which does not allow the penetration of direct sunlight during working hours. Two 

models are tested to study the impact of sloped ceiling on daylighting performance of 

the room. In the first model the sloped ceiling lowers toward the back of the room. 

The DF average is the same with the flat ceiling but the IRC average is slightly 

reduced. The next model is the same Hojra but with the sloped ceiling lowering 

toward the fac;ade. It is interesting to see both OF and IRC averages are increased 

slightly which improves the daylighting condition of the room. An explanation to the 

slight increase could be the direction of the sloped ceiling. When the slope lowers 

toward the back of the room, light is mostly reflected towards the area closer to facade 

and does not make much difference to the back of the room. On the other hand , when it 

lowers toward the fac;ade, the reflected light is conducted to the back of the room and 

provides more unifonn distribution of light across the room. 

Sloped ceiling 
lowering toward 
the back of the 
room 

Sloped ceiling 
lowering toward 
the fa~ade 

Daylight Factor 
(DF) 

Average Value % 

7.58 

8.17 

Internally ECOTECT Simulation 
Reflected 

Component (IRC) In the Hojra profile with shading 
devices 

Avera e Value % 

2.93 

2.98 

Tab 6.2. The impact of sloped ceiling on DF & Internally renectcd daylight component (IRC) 
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6.2.2. Conclusion 

• Stage I verified the importance of clerestory in conducting light deeply in 

the room as well as creating a more even distribution of light which is 

more appropriate for a learning environment. 

• It is concluded in stage II that the tall height of Hojra improves 

daylighting performance of the room in terms of quantity as well as 

quality (uniform distribution of light in the room). 

• Stage III highlights the significance of the portico as a shading 

device (a combination of horizontal and vertical shading surfaces) not 

only in terms of sun protection but also for daylight distribution. 

• Stage N shows that a sloped ceiling lowering toward the fa~ade improves 

both the average daylight factor and the internal reflected light compared to a 

flat ceiling or a sloped ceiling lowering toward the back of the room 

6.3. Contemporary Primary schools in the warm-dry climate of Iran 

The previous section was based on a quantifiable approach in order to study 

daylighting in a historic study-bedroom, Hojra. This section tries to combine the 

quantitative and qualitative approaches, as suggested in chapter 4, in order to study 

daylighting in a contemporary school in the warm-dry climate of Iran. Therefore, it 

will incorporate a brightness study, which is more of a qualitative approach, with 

quantitative ECOTECT simulations to evaluate daylighting conditions in one of the 

classrooms. 

Jahan-Ara school, a newly built primary school at the northern part of Shiraz, is 

claimed to be a successful piece of design by the Iranian education authorities in Fars 

province. It has been chosen as a case study for two main reasons. Firstly, it is a 

typical design for building new primary schools in Iran and, secondly, its classrooms do 

not have appropriate daylighting conditions in terms of task lighting as well as visual 

amenity (DfEE 1999). The students near windows complain about excessive brightness 

and the glare whereas students far from the window need electric lighting for reading 

and writing in a sunny day. A recent study (Laar 2001) addresses the major problem 

in tropical office buildings as the extremely uneven daylighting distribution close to the 
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fa~ade causes glare and creates spots without sufficient daylighting a couple of meters 

back from the windows. 

6.3.1. A typical modern primary school in Shiraz and its daylighting problems 

This section introduces Jahan-Ara school and analyses the daylighting conditions in its 

classrooms. A classroom in this school is the focus of research in the next section on 

how to improve daylighting conditions by choosing a suitable daylighting component. 
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Fig 6.24. South-west facing facrade, Photo © F. Ai 

Fig 6.25. The main facrade and classroom windows, Photo © F. Ai 
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The building is orientated towards the south-west which is consistent with the a 

range of south-east to south-west facing facade suggested for this climate as it receives 

most of the natural light during daytime (Shojaie 2004). This school has 18 

classrooms, each accommodating 30 students and has an area of approximately 37m2 

(S.Sm x 6.7m). Half of the classrooms face south-west and the rest admit daylight from 

north-east windows. The building external material is local yellow and red brickwork for 

the classrooms, and light coloured local rugged stone for the entrance block. 
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Fig 6.26. Ground floor plan of Jahan-Ara School, courtesy of Iranian Education Department 
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Fig 6.27. Ground floor plan of Jahan-Ara School, courtesy of Iranian Education Department 
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The following table shows a list of materials used in the classrooms and their 

reflectance value measured at the school. The method of calculating materials' 

reflectance value was by using a luminance meter device and a white chalk sample. 

The chalk sample is a perfect diffuser and its reflectance value is approximately 1.0. 

For calculating the reflectance value of each surface, the chalk sample was placed 

next to the surface and then the luminance value of the surface and of the sample was 

measured by the luminance meter. The reflectance value of the surface is the ratio of 

the surface luminance value over the sample luminance value as illustrated in Table 

6.2. 

Materials Materials' Sample's Reflectance 

L(cd/m2) L(cd/m2) value 

Interior creamy plaster wall 270 290 0.93 
Glossy stone wall (up to 

the height of 1m) 171 330 0.52 

blackboard 31 265 0.11 
Floor mosaics I ] 2 245 0.45 
White plaster ceiling 200 200 1.0 
Wooden chairs 65 245 0.26 

Tab 6.3. Reflectance values of classrooms interior surfaces 

The illuminance values of the interior surfaces are calculated for the daylighting studies 

via the following formula based on the measured luminance of interior surfaces: 

E (illuminance lux) = L (luminance cd/m2) x 7r / P (reflectance value) 

The luminance values were measured on-site under an overcast sky in April at about 

midday. Fig 6.28 shows the luminance values in yellow colour on different parts of a 

vertical surface opposite the blackboard in a south-west facing classroom (left image). 

These values were, then, converted into illuminance values with the above equation and 

are presented in red colour in Fig 6.28. The left hand image is a numerical 

description of lighting pattern in terms of lux (red figures) and cd/m2 (yellow figures). 

The right hand image is a visual representation of lighting distribution and the brightness 

using 'posterize command' of Photoshop software. The visual representation of light as a 

pattern, instead of numerical values, facilitates the quantitative assessment (Demers 

1997). As can be seen in the daylighting distribution pattern image (right) there is a 

sharp drop of daylight at the back of the classroom, whereas there are high levels of 

illumination close to the windows. 
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Fig 6.28. Illuminance va lues (red) and luminance va lues (yellow) in a outh-west fac ing classroom (left) 

and the uneven lighting distribution pattern (right) 

6.3.2. The analysis of the lighting pattern 

According to Arnhei m (1974) brightness is a better way of describing the li ghting 

condition in a room in comparison to illuminance values. Brightness is perhaps the 

simplest of the visual sensati ons (Gregory 1972). The term brightness usuall y refers to 

the trength of sensation resulting from viewing sUlfaces of spaces from which light 

comes to the eye (IES 1984). In fact, the brightness obtained by a given intensity 

depends on the state of the adaptation of the eye and on variou complicated conditions 

determining the contrast of objects or patches of light (Hopkinson 1970). 

The sensation of brightness cannot be measured in the same way as other physical 

quantities are measured (Moon 1961). However, recent research (Demers 1997) ugge ts 

a method of representing brightness with digital images of the illuminated room and the 

use of a computer imaging software like Photoshop. In her research, posteri zation is 

used to generate lighting patterns obtained from a classification of pixel into groups of 

pixel values defined within certain boundaries (Demers 1997). With such a method, 

five zones of lighting zones are suggested where white represents ] 00% brightness, 

three grey zones repre enting 75%, 50% and 25% brightnes respectively and finally the 

black zone represents 0% brightne s. 

Analysis 

The lighting condition in one classroom facing south-west and an opposite classroom 

fac ing north-east were studied on-site under two different sky conditions: overcast and 

clear Sky. A digital photo wa taken from each classroom and the images have been 
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converted to the five zone lighting pattern by usmg the posterization command m 

Photo hop in order to study the distribution of daylight in the classrooms. 

75 % 

100 % 

Fig 6.29. Five zone lighting pattem of south-west cia srooms under overcast sky (le ft ) and clear sky (right) 

As can be seen in the left hand photo of Fig 6.29, under overcast sky condition there is a 

s mall patch of high brightness surface close to the window, and it then drops quickl y into 

darker zones. In other words, daylight is not well di stributed across the classroom. This 

problem still exists under clear sky condition (right hand image) where there is a great 

amount of the surface covered with high brightne s which is a potenti al cause of 

di scomfort glare on the chairs next to the window. However, in ten11S of lighting 

levels, according to on-site photometry in Fig 6.28 there is high level of illumination in 

the south-west fac ing class room. On the other hand, the level of illumination drops 

considerably in the no rth-east c lass rooms (Fig 6.30). 

Fig 6.30. Illuminance va lues (red) and luminance values (yellow) in a north-east faci ng classroom 
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The procedure wa the same as Fig 6.28, the luminance va lues of different parts of the 

verti cal wall opposite the blackboard were measured by the luminance meter which 

are presented in ye llow colour in Fig 6.30. These va lue were, then, converted into 

illuminance values with the E=Lrr/p equation and are presented in red colour in Fig 

6.30. Under overca t . ky condition the illuminance level in the north-east classrooms is 

about one quarter that of the oppo ite classrooms in Fig 6.28. The north facing 

classrooms do not have sufficient daylight under overcast sky for tao k lighting and 

electric li ghts are used to upplement the low dayli ght. 

However, as can be een in the lighting pattern zones analysis (ri ght hand image of Fig 

6.31) daylight is more evenl y distributed in these classroom under clear ky conditions. 

The rea on i that under these conditions it i the diffused and refl ected daylighting 

which is the main source of north-facing room illumination and it is most under the clear 

sky. 

100 % 

50 % 
- I 

Fig 6.31. Five-zone lighting pattern of north-east classrooms under overcast sky(left ) & clear sky(right) 

The above luminance mea urements (Fig 6.28 & 6.30) were made on-site on a 

vertical surface in order to study the di stribution of daylight acro s the cia room. 

However, in order to evaluate the amount of natural illumination in the cia sroom, it 

was necessa ry to find out the illuminance values on the horizontal working plane. The 

following diagrams (Fig 6.32 & 6.33) show the amount of illumination in terms of lux 

at nine point in a south-wes t and a north-ea t facing classroom under clear sky 

condition. The value were mea ured on- ite by a luminance meter on the working 

pl ane and were converted into illuminance values by using the E=Lrr/p equation. As 

was discussed in the chapter 3, for the daylight illuminance to be adequate in a 

cl assroom, it is nece ary to ac hi eve a level of not less than 300 lux and up to 500 

lu x (DfES 2003). Figure 6.32 shows there are high levels of natural light on the 
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horizontal plane close to the windows; whereas, the level of illumination at the back 

of the room is below the standard. In addition, the amount of illumination on the 

first row close to the window is nearly three times more than the third measured 

row at the back of classroom. This clearly indicates an uneven distribution of light in 

the classroom which is not appropriate in a reading and learning environment (ibid). 

u- 670 

21 12 , 
'''' 

, 10 

Lux 

J . IU J", .. J "U Leve ls 

0 IU J: ;, 0( , I 
Di stance from windows 

o 1.4 2.8 4.2 5.6m 

Fig 6.32. Plan a south-west classroom and illuminance values at nine horizontal working plane points 

under a clear sky (left), Diagram of lux levels in different depths of classroom (right) 

On the other hand, in the north-east facing classroom (fig 6.33) the difference 

between illumination values closer to the windows and far from them is much 

less than in the opposite classrooms. This shows a fairly even distribution of light 

in the classroom which is more appropriate for a learning environment (DfEE 

1999). However, the levels of illumination are far lower than standard indicating 

a need for electric lighting even on a bright sunny day.None of the classrooms 

in this school thus provide an appropriate daylighting condition for the students. 
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Fig 6.33. Plan a south-east classroom and illuminance values at nine horizontal working plane points 

under a clear sky (left), Diagram of lux levels in different depths of classroom (right) 

The main problems observed in the classrooms under sunny sky conditions are 

penetration of direct sunlight into working area of south-facing classrooms as well as 

direct view to clear sky which causes discomfort glare. 
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6.3.3. Daylight Analysis of a classroom in Jahan-Ara school by ECOTECT 

This section investigates what would happen if a few alterations were made to the 

fa~ade of the classroom, and studies the daylighting implications in the classrooms 

using ECOTECT simulations. The models are simulated on 25th of April at midday 

time when the photometry was done in the actual place. 

The first alteration is to the height of classroom. As can be seen in Tab 6.4 the height 

of the classroom is increased from actual 2.7m to 4m. With the location and size of 

windows unchanged, the change of height causes a drop of 10% in the average 

daylight factor from 9.23% to 8.40%. In addition, the internally reflected (IRC) 

average also reduces by about 20% from 4.47% to 3.64%. It can be concluded at this 

stage that an increase in the height of a classroom without any change in its window 

area or window location could lower the daylighting performance of the room. This is 

because there is less reflected light from the ceiling which is further away from the 

windows. 

However, adding a clerestory to the new model increases both of the daylighting 

measures; the daylighting factor (DF) is increased over 30 % and internally reflected 

(IRC) average by about 40%. Nevertheless, direct sunlight can still penetrate these 

three first models at some hours of day, due to the lack of any shading devices, which 

is unacceptable in a learning environment 
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Daylight Internally ECOTECT Simulation 
Factor Reflected 
(OF) (lRC) 

Average Average 
Value % Value % 

Modell 

Basic 
model 

L=6.7m 

W=5.5m 

H=2.7 
9.23 4.47 

Model 2 8AO 3.64 
H=4m 

Model 3 

H=4m 

+ 

Clerestory 12.34 6.24 

With h=O.8 

.... 

Tab 6.4. The impact of increasing classroom height (H=4m) & adding a clerestory (h=80cm) in the taller 
classroom on OF & Internally reflected daylight component (IRC) 

Therefore, in the next stage the first attempt is to prevent direct sunlight and to 

increase the reflected daylight deep inside the room using shading devices and 

lightshelves. Model 4 represents lightshelves on the windows; the specifications are 

included in the Table 6.5. It is reasonable to expect the amount of DF and IRe 
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averages reducing about 22% compared to the base model as there is no area of 

direct sunlight in the room at this stage. However, the internally reflected component 

diagrams in Tab 6.5 indicate the significance of the Iightshelves in conducting reflected 

light to the back of the classroom. 

The last simulation, model 5, is well protected and surrounded by shading devices, 

which keeps direct sunlight off the interior throughout the school day. The DF average 

increases slightly by about 7% from 7.06% in the lightshelf model (no. 4) to 7.58%, 

which could be due to the lower position of lightshelves compared to the overhang. 

Although the average OF has decreased slightly in the lightshelf model, a slight 

increase of 2.5 % is seen in the average lRe from 3.20% in model 5 to 3.28% in model 

4. This finding verifies the performance of lightshelves in illuminating deeper areas of a 

room by reflecting light on the ceiling and making the ceiling a secondary source of 

illumination. 

Modell 

Basic model 

L=6.7m 

W=5.5m 

"=2.7 

Model 4 

Lightshelf 
for each 
window 

O.5minside 

1m outside 

O.5mfrom 
window top 

Daylight 
Factor 
(OF) 

Average 
Value % 

9.23 

7.06 

Internally ECOTECT Simulation 
Reflected 

Average 
Value % 

4.47 

3.28 
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ModelS 

Surrounded 
shading 
de\1ce 

O\'erhang 
& 
triangular 
!ins 

Historic and Contemporary Case Studies in Iran 

7.58 3.20 

Tab 6.S. The impact of increasing classroom height (H=4m) & adding a clerestory (h=80cm) in the taller 
classroom on DF & Internally reflected day light component (lRC) 

6.3.4. Conclusion 

The above studies show that it is possible to improve daylighting conditions of 

classrooms in even quite compromised situations such as Jahan-Ara School. The 

shading device and redirecting system alterations to the base model classroom in the 

above studies were not comprehensive and only covered overhangs with fins and 

lightshelves. It was beyond the scope of this research to test all shading and light 

redirecting devices on the base model. 

However, the next chapter tries to investigate dayJighting solutions in schools more 

comprehensively through a study of different case studies based on the findings of 

previous chapters. Chapter 7 aims to draw daylighting lessons from a number of 

contemporary exemplar schools in order to help create daylighting design guidelines 

in the concluding chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 7: EXEMPLARY SCHOOLS AND DA YLlGHTING LESSONS 

7.1. Introduction 

On the basis of the analyses and findings from previous chapters. a set of components 

can be identified in order to use in the design of classroom lighting. These 

components can be divided into four main groups: 

Group I: Deep penetration and even distribution of daylight (from chapter 3.5 & 6) 

Group 2: Daylight redirecting systems, also acting as shading devices (chapter 4 & 5) 

Group 3: Shading device(chapter 2 & 4) 

Group 4: General features affecting daylighting (chapter 2,5 & 6) 

The first three groups are design features with direct impact on daylighting of 

classrooms and schools; while the fourth group is design features which have indirect 

influence on daylighting and, more specifically, reflected daylighting of classrooms. 

The first three groups can also be grouped as specific features against the general 

factors influencing reflected daylighting as was suggested in Chapter 5. The first 

group includes design features which contribute to decp penetration and even 

distribution of daylight in classrooms such as Rootlights or borrowed lighting. The 

second group functions as systems of daylight redirection, some of which could also 

be considered as shading devices, such as lightshelves or louvres. The third group 

includes shading devices which obstruct or filter sunlight and daylight in different 

ways. Finally, in the last group are a few design features such as courtyard 

configuration or the height of classroom ceilings which have an indirect impact on 

daylighting performance of the building. 

This chapter aims to gather empirical evidence and investigate how often the above 

features are used in reality, and then to draw conclusions from them. This chapter, 

therefore, examines 100 exemplar school designs across the world and is focused on 

their daylighting solutions. These exemplar schools have been chosen out of over 300 

exemplar schools on the basis that most of them are representatives of the new 

education paradigm discussed in chapter 3, addressing the new spatial requirements in 
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school. Exemplar design and its development is one way to help create schools for the 

future, as it brings about concepts and ideas that can be used as the starting point for 

creating high quality school buildings (DfES 2003, p.4). There are patterns and 

themes emerging from exemplar designs which can be used for building schools for 

the future: inspirational & innovative spaces, engaging children, inclusive 

community, learning clusters, indoor cOllr~vards, .flexibili~v & adaptabili~v, 

sustainability, etc. (ibid, pO. 8-21). However, it is the daylighting solutions of these 

exemplar designs which are the focus of this chapter. 

The exemplars are classified on the basis of their student age group as well as their 

climate. In terms of the age group, they are classified under five groups: secondary or 

high school, middle or junior school, primary or elementary school, early childhood 

learning environment (ECLE) or infant school, and finally alternative learning 

environment (ALE) or academy schools. ECLE and ALE are the new terms used to 

comply with the new education paradigm as schools are preferably referred to as 

Community Learning Centre (CLC), classrooms as Small Learning Community 

(SLC) and corridors as Learning Streets (Nair and Fielding 2005). 

Table 7.1 shows both the age group and climatic classification. Over half of the case 

study exemplars (51 %) are primary or elementary schools which are more relevant to 

thesis research question. However, there are definitely lessons to be learnt from other 

age group schools, as they are all learning environments and some of the tasks are 

similar. Nonetheless, there is more spatial flexibility in primary schools and also 

daylighting and connection to outdoors is more vital for students' development (DfES 

2002). Infant schools have obviously less features in common with other schools, in 

terms of their limited learning task based spaces, and therefore, the number of 

exemplars is limited (8%). 

Another significant factor distinguishing the exemplars is the climate and the amount 

of sun available. These 100 school exemplars are not comprehensive and have been 

chosen from a number of leading references in this area of knowledge (OFE 1994; 

OfES 2002; OrES 2002; Curtis 2003; DIES 2003; Nair and Fielding 2005; OrES 

2006; Dtl::S 2006; Nair and Fielding 2007). They vary from hot tropical to cold and 

humid, from places with abundant and excessive sunlight to less sunny and overcast 
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climates. Table 7.1 shows that the exemplars are from 10 countries across the world: 

UK , USA, Mexico, Canada, Israel, India, New Zealand, Australia, Japan and 

Germany. The climate of the school places in the above countries has becn identified 

by Koppen c1ass i ficalion system and can be roughly classi tied into 7 groups as shown 

in Table 7.1 (Microsoft-Encarta 2003). 

Fig 7.1 illustrates the climatic similarities of different parts of the world. Although 

there is a significant lack of evidence and research on t:xemplar schools in warm-dry 

climates, there is a considerable number of exemplar schools in the western United 

States (California & Texas), Israe l and Australia which begin to fill the gap. 

_ No Dr.., s.uon CJ No Dn.I S.lSon 

CJ Short Dr.., s.uon CJ DriH" ... lnt ... 

CJ Dn.I ... int... DriH" s..nm... 

CJ s.mhvid 
CJ Arid 

CJ P.lks &. PfflIIlfr'oSt 
CJ SorM Growth 

Fig 7.1. World l3iol11es (Terre trial Plant Formation) and climatic differences (Microsotl-Encarta 2003) 

The focus of this thesis is the warm-dry climate of Iran and, therefore, an indicator or 

index of 'slInl1y -ness' is considered bydividing the 7 climatic groups into 3 broad 

categories. This is illustrated in Table 7.1. The first colour zone (yellow) groups the 

mild/dry and sunny climates, while the third colour zone (green) groups mainly 

overcast cool/cold and humid climates. The middle zone (beige) represents the 

temperate/hot and humid zone in which natural ventilation plays a significant role in 

the environmental design of the building. 
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Sec. Mid. Pri. EC LE ;\LE C LIM ATE UK US M CA IS IN NZ All J A G TOla 

High Jun. Ele. In fa nl ;\ca. A X. R. D. S. P. R. I 

I - """j"'" - - HoI & Dry - .\ - - - 1 - - - 4 

2 3 12 I 5 Med iterrancan - 17 - - 5 - - - - - 23 

- - 1 - - Temperate - - - - - - - I - - I 

I - - - - Temp. & Dry - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 

- I 2 I - Tcmp.&llumid - 4 - - - - - - - - 4 

2 - 2 I 2 TropieaVslIhT. - 1 - - - 4 - 2 - - 7 

15 2 26 4 2 Mi ld & Humid 45 I - - - - I - I - 49 

3 2 5 I - Cold & Humid 2 7 - I - - - - I I II 

24 8 51 8 9 TOTA L 47 33 I I 5 5 I 3 2 1 100 

Tab 7.1. A summary ol" selected excmplar schools across the world cIa si li ed hy thcir climate 

The first sunny climatic group has skies as bright as in the warm-dry climate of Iran 

and, therefore, the exemplar schools are more relevant due to the common 

overheating and glare problems. About one third of exemplars are included in thi s 

sunny group of which over half are primary schools. In other words, 18% of the 

exemplars are primary schools in mild/dry sunny climates, which are most relevant to 

the thesis question and, therefore, they will be studied first. A small number of 

exemplars are in the temperate to hot humid zone ( 11 %) while the majority of the 

exemplars (60%) are located in the less sunny climates . However, these exemplars 

still have lessons for design in the Iranian climate. 

It can also be argued that the term ' climate' is not the onl y defining fea ture of 

dayli ghting des ign in schools, as the key aspects of daylighting design are not 

completely determined by aspects normall y assoc iated with climate such as heat or 

humidity. The definin g factors for day li ghting design in schools, as di scussed in 

chapter 3, are avoiding di scomfort glare, control of brightness, minimum illumination 

leve ls, and evenness of the di stribution of daylight across the room. These factors are 

bas icall y common to any climate. However, dayli ghting lessons and generi c 

principles from other climatic zones will need adaptati on on the basis of climatic 

priorities. For instance, iss lles of overheating are less pressing in cooler climates than 

they are in the warm-dry climate of Iran. 
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The following Tables in sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 highlight daylighting lessons drawn 

from these award-winning case studies and exemplars in different climates based on 

the aforementioned four groups of components. These daylighting lessons have been 

extracted from Dcsignshare exemplars and other case studies. The lessons will be 

categorized based on the four groups and the exemplars different climate. They will 

also be analysed and discussed thoroughly after presenting the exemplars in order to 

draw conclusions from them. Although most of the selected case studies could be 

considered as exemplars because of the standard and quality of design, some of them 

have some drawbacks in tenns of the school daylighting, which are identified and 

mentioned in the lessons with the '-' symbol. All positive lessons are marked with 

the ,t, symbol. 

7.2. Exemplary Contemporary schools and daylighting in sunny climates 

The following tables (Tab 7.2 to Tab 7.6) summarises 29 exemplar school designs in 

the mild/dry sunny climates. Almost half of the images in this chapter (Tab 7.2 to 

7.16) are downloaded from http://designshare.com. and the rest (52%) come from 

other sources. Designshare is a global community of educational professionals, and 

provides an invaluable service as a facilitator of ideas and resources about best 

practices and innovations in schools from early childhood to university level (Nair 

and Fielding 2007). It includes over 400 award-winning case studies in over 30 

countries. 
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[01 Desel-t View Elell1entar~' School, New Mexico(1I & I)) Daylighting lessons 

o 

:.. 

E 

[02 

N 

<:> 

:.. 

E 

Hackberry Elementary School, Texas (Hot & Dry) 
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+ Court ya rd conli guration 

+ II igh II indoll S (cll: rl:stnries) to 

adll1it daylight dl:l:rer in the spare 

+ Walkllays shaded by trans lucen t 

fibrcglass roors & canvas all nings 

(budget-conscious project) 

+ col' glass bricks lor liny 

cleresto ries to reduce glarl: 

+ Rl:stri cted fcnl:Slrati oll to al'oi d 

overhl:ating & thermal reasons 

- Lad or ~lI1 Y unlight red irecting 

systl:m for classroom windows 

(Curtis ~OO ~. rp.I-H!- 155) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Incorporating dayli ghting in a ll 

learni ng pace 

+ Oaylighling corridors and 

circulat ion via clercstorie and 

translucent panel s 

+ Deep overhang on the . outh side 

+ Skylight s in cl,Lsroo ll1s create an 

l:n:n di stribution or da ligh t 
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o 

0. 

" , 
l-- . ~ I--

E03 Roy Lee Walker Elementary, Texas (Hot & Dry) 

0. 

E 

E04 The Ri verside School , India (Hot & semi-a rid) 

0. 

E 

E05 Almond Elementa ry School, California 

(Med. (femp.) 
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Exemplary schoo ls and Dayl ighling lessons 

- Too much glazing, potenti al 

overh eat i ng 

- Lack of shad ing or redirecting 

devices on classroom windows 

Daylightillg lessons 

+ Skylights wi th baffl es in the 

classrooms 10 create nn even 

distribu tion of li ght 

+ U CO LI It ya rd confi guration 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Courtyard configuration 

+ Fo liage of the tree. fi ltering 

strong sunli ght & prov ides hade 

+ anvas canopies provid ing shade 

- Lac k of shading dev ices or 

redirecting systems, hence, glare 

di comfort in cia srooms 

Daylighting lessons 
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on 

... 
eo: 

[06 

... 
eo: 

E 

[ 07 

Ern esto Calarza Elementa ry, Californ ia 

(Med/Temp. ) 

LANDSCAPING 

We bster Eleme ntary School, Ca lifornia (MedlTe mp) 

194 

+ Day li ght as tht: primary li ghting 

source in classroollls & lihrary 

+ pop-up roor Illonitors or north 

tJc ing c l ~ res t o ri ~ to IllJx imize 

lbyl ight 

+ daylight cO lllpt:nsation sensors 

for sustainabi lity reasons 

Day lighting lessons 

+ Courtyard configurati on 

+ Tr~c canopics to provide shade 

+ Sky li ghts in the common Jreas 

+ Overhangs a . shad in !! dt: \' ices 

+ Mass i\ 'c building with low 

rcnestrati on 

+ Small opcni ngs duc to harsh 

sun light 

Day lighting lessons 
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E 

E08 Cesa r E. C havez Education Centre. California 

co 
Q 

E 

r.: :: ::::: . 
.------ , -' I 

. .,0:"" • 

'UIIlIIITVltf 1'Uo" . ,Alttw,.."""", " 
ru .... Ll GlASSJIOO!II' U,· O',I1S 

'J ,:-- ~ 

J;. 

-~ -....I...-------~ 

EX':l1lplJry schoo ls and Daylighting /cssons 

+ Sky lights as the main sourcc o r 

daylighting to kccp childrcn in 

touch with timc or dJy and changcs 

in wcather \\ hile avoiding 

distracti ons frolll outsidc al:ti\ i ti es 

+ CUf\'.:d ceil ings relleet daylight 

as well as light ti-Olll ti xtun: ' 

without glar.: or shadows 

+ Massive building with minimuill 

fcncstrations due to harsh sunlight 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Maximizing natural day l ight by 

using controlled outh gl:lzing wi th 

lightshehcs 

+ Di trust.: nort h f:lI: ing glazing 

+ K alwa" sky li ght s illuminatc 

second and c\'cn first 11 0 0r 

I:orridors 

+ l on-tradit ional shap.: or the 

classrooms rc. pond ing to truc south 

and north oricntat ion o r glazing 

E09 Newport Coast Elementary, California (Med/Tc mp) Duylighting lessons 

E 

E IO 
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L 
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Claire Lilienthal Elementary School. Ca lifornia 
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+ CourtY:lrd contigurat ion 

+ Deep eaves as hading device 

+ Shaded walkways & co lonnades 

Daylighting lessons 
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o 

E 

Ell Santa Rita School. Ca lifornia (Med/Temp) 

E 

EI2 Reim Elementary School, Israel (Mediterranean) 

:.. 

196 

Exemplary schools and Dayl ighting lessons 

Courtyard con li gura t ion 

+ Walkways pulled away from 

huildings to allO\\ li ght into 

classrooms on both fl oors 

+ Deep eaves & I\alkllays as 

shading device 

+ Lightsheln~s relleet daylight 

deep into classroom nnd improve 

the uni formity of li ght 

--- . I r 

Oaylighting lessons 

+ Each classroo m has large 

c1en:storics as a source or di rrusc 

light & they arc placed immediately 

adjace nt to the ce iling to max imi l'.e 

rcllcctcd daylight 

+ Automati c light scn ors to usc 

clectric li ght on ly as suppil:ment 

+ Deep eaves as shading device 

Oaylighting lessons 

+ Compact configuration with 

contro ll ed opcnings 

+ Small courtyard configurati on 

- Only hlinds as shad ing dev icc 
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[13 

... 

c.. 

E 

E14 

:.. 

E 

E15 

Hachoresh Elementary School, Israel (1\Ied.) 

Modiin Science School, Israel (Med.) 

Galilee Ca tholic Learning Community, Australia 

(Temper:lte) 
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Ex~l1lrl a ry schools and Dayli ghling lessons 

OayJighting lessons 

Courtyard conliguration 

+ Controll.:d & small op~ llillgs 

+ I'assag.: as . h<l ding d':l·i.:.: 

- Lnc k o t'rcdir~c t i llg sy. tcm 

OayJighting Icssons 

+ Courtyard conliguralion 

+ Cont ro lled Il:ncstration 

+ COI'.:red passag.:s 

+ North facing II indoll S I'or part of 

classrooms. hence. no shading 

device needed 

- Deep rewals & hlinds a. 

shadi ng del'icc for other c lassrooms 

- Lac k of any redirecting system 

OayJighting lessons 
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·n 

E 

EI6 

... 

Rio Del Notre Elementary, California (MedlTcl11ll) 

+ Pyramid skyli ghts \\;th operable windows illuminate 

the classrooms with hi\!.h ceiling 

+ Limited glazing due to climate \\ ith interior blinds 

- Refl ected daylighting opportunity is therefore missed 

(Curti s 2003. pp. 88-95) 

+ 1\ range oi'\\indo\ls oi' tlii'krellt 

height s, size, orientation and 

coloured glazing create a multi 

layered light filled environment 

+ Ckrestory \\ indo\\ s, large fl oor 

to cei ling windows. sliding glass 

doors and a range of li:ature 

windows create a hOllle-like place 

+ Small feature eastern \\'indo\\ s 

lor students obj ects di splays in 

changing eastern su nlight (t\lO 

opposite 10\\'l:r photos) 

+ Oay window as a small learning 

space stagc 

+ Courtyard configuratio n 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Open courtyard configurat ion 

+ Shaded colonnade walkway 

- Lac k of any redirecting system 

- Lack of ex terior hading devices 

Tab 7.2. Primary/Elementary school exemplars & Daylighting lesson in mild/dry sunny climates 
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EI7 No rthwes t Middle School, Utah (Med/Ternperale) 

c. 

E I8 Silverado Middle School, C alifornia (Med/Ternp) 

00 

c. 

E 

EI9 High Tech Middle School, California (Med/Tcmp) 

E 

.-t _ 

0",-... .--

1-

.. 
_-... ~ N .- . 

Oaylighling lessons 

+ EXh:rnallightshehcs function as 

shading device as \\'ell as relleet 

sunligh t deep into classrooms & 

improve li ghting uniformity 

+ Controlled opcnings due to 

climati c reasons 

- electric li ght might not be needed 

in a unny day a in the opposi te 

phone. henl:e, the lac k of uut omati l: 

li ght sensor li) r slIstai nahility 

reasons 

Oaylighting lessons 

+ S;I\\-Ioolh kyli ghts providing 

100% orthe required lil!hting le\'els 

via difTu cd li ghting 

+ awrall y daylit circulation spine 

by n glass and mctal roof 

+ The adva ntage or li ght and colour 

li )r \\'aylillliing 

Oa)'lighting lessons 

+ Courtyard conligurati on 

+ ' haded olltside \\'alk\\'ays 

- Lack of extl:rna l shadin l! or 

day light redirl:cting systl:I1lS 

Tab 7.3. Middle/Ju nior school exc lllllars & Dayli ghting Ie~son in mild/dry sunny c\ma\es 
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F.20 

E2 1 

.. 
Q. 

E 

E22 

... 

E 

E23 

Little Elm High Sc hool, Texas (Hot & Dry) 

Vanden High School. Californhl (Med/Tcmp) 

\ 
La Ca~ada High School. Ca lifornia (Med/Te mp) 

, . 

Universidad de Monterrey: I'reparatoria Unidad 

Va lle Alto. Mex ico (Tcmperate & Dry) 
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Exemplary sc hools and Dayl ighti ng lessons 

Oaylighting lesso ns 

+ Iligh cc ilings and windows 

inerea es natura l rclkl:ted li gh t 

+ Ckrestory \\ indo\\ s Il oods the 

mai n corr idor with natu ral li ght 

- Lack of natural li ght redirecting 

systems in classroom openings 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Shaded Clerestorie and sloped 

ceiling in classroo1l1 s illl i rove 

reflected day lighting 

+ Wide courtyard configuration 

+ outd oors shaded walk ways 

+ Shaded outdoor learning area 

Da)'lighting lessons 

+ Full height north fac ing glazing 

brings glare free li ght in c lassrooms 

+ Opcn courtyard con fi guration 

+ North fac ing cun-ing glJzing 

brings in so fi daylight into library 

+ Walkways 0 11 the south as ex terior 

had ing dev ice 

+ Light supplement from oll th 

walkways to illuminate dark ends 

Da)' lighting lessons 
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Co 

E 

Exemplary schools and Dayli gh ting kssons 

+ Ex terior Brise-snkil shades the 

south \I"al kl,"ay & classroo m glazing 

+ Classroom have north :lI1d sout h 

laced glaLing. \I ith proper " hading 

+ Large windoll s bring in abundant 

north difruse light into library & 

cia srooms 

+ Small court yards Ie! natural light 

illuminate deep parts orthe plan 

+ Foli age oi" !rees al 0 cast shade on 

the south Ilwade i" classroom block 

Tab 7.4 . Secondary/ lligh school exemplars & Dayligh!ing lessons in mild/dry sunny climates 

E24 Concord C hildren's Centre. Massllchusetts (Mcd/T) Oaylighting Icssons 

~l -j] 
t~T . 

+ !\ raised glas -pane ll ed cupola 

iloods the interior core wi th daylight 

+ Bay II indo\\' scn t fo r kids 

+ TranSp:lrl'nt & daylit cb "rOO I11 

Tab 7.5. EC LE/lnllll1t school exemph.lrs & Oayli ghting k ssons in mild/dry sunny climatcs 

Thc Living Clllssroom, Clllifornill (Medrrcmp) Dlly li~hting Icssons 

20 1 
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E26 

E27 

l

N 

E 

, ' _._" 

Father River Academy, C:llifornia (Medrremp) 

Chabad Hebrew Academy. California (Mcdrrcmp) 

202 

+ North fac ing roof monitors to 

bring in e\'en diffuse dayli ght 

+ Shaded hi gh \\ indows contr ib ute 

10 rellected day li ghting 

+ J\ dozen skyli ght for day lighting 

& natural heating in winter 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Open courtyard configurati on 

+ Canti levered rooftops as shading 

device and shaded walk ways 

+ Large windows to the north to 

admit abundant dill 'use day li ght 

+ Hi gh windows to conduct natural 

li ght into deeper part s o rthe plan 

+ Small windows & low fenestration 

- High ceiling but dark ceiling and 

lac k or any day li ght redirecting 

system forces electri c lighti ng 

I' 

Dlly lighting lessons 

+ South faci ng roo r monitor 

equipped \\'ith ba rnes along with 

north fac ing \\'indo\\ s admit 

abundant di fru se light in classrooms 

+ Vari ous shape courtyards 

+ Outdoor shaded walk way & 

SOllth walkways as shad ing devices 
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E28 Broshim School. ISJ"ael ( 1editerrllnelln) 

E 

E29 Lev Ilasharon School, Israel (Meditcr-rancan) 

N 

E 

Excmpl :l ry sc hools and D:ly li ghting Icssons 

Dllylighting lessons 

t Courtyard confi guration 

t Minimulll FCllc~tration 

t 0 1 crhangs/ fins as shading dCI il:cs 

t Indi rect day light via cubic cupolas 

tDccp II indu\\' 1'1': 1 c<l ls as shading 

dcvicc in the pati u (oppos itc photo) 

t Gcolll ctric L1n sc rccn on 'OIllC 

II indoll , to reduce di , COIll fo rt glare 

t Circular skyli ght \lith brick glas. 

roof and side wall s fl ood the 

cntrance lobby with d i rruse li ght 

- No dayli ght J'cdircl:ting system 

Oay lighting lessons 

t A ri bbon or hi gh II indo\l S 

(c lerestori cs) in classrooms to 

illuminate while avoid ing glare 

t Deep ca l es of sloped roo r a 

clerestories shading dcvicc 

t Open courtyard configurati on 

t O,'crhangs/fin s fra mcs windo\\' 

as shading devices 

T:lb 7.6. ALE/Acadcmy school exemplars & Dayli ghting lessons in mild/dry sunny climates 
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7.3. Exemplary Contemporary schools and daylightin g in temperate/hot & 

humid (tropical) climates 

DO 

E3 1 

I-

E 

D2 

Millb.-ook Elementa ry, North Carolin a 

(Tempenlle .. ~ lIumid) 

Poquoson Elemental")', Virginia (Temp & Humid) 

! ~-~ 

St Stephen's SdIOOI, Queensland (Sub-tropical) 
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O~ly li g htin g Irssons 

+ orlh & south Elcing roo f 

monitors t'Cl uippcd with transluct'nt 

lahric barnes lI·hich climinUles glarl: 

& distr ibutl:s daylight e,·enly 

+ Alullliniulll lightslH:l vl's on south 

lac i l1!.! wi ndows refl ecting li !.!ht 

dn:pl:r in the room II hicll shauing 

thl: 10\' l:r I' il:w II indoll 

+ Automat ic lighl sen ors 

+ Mid-r am: blinds 10 conlrol glarl: 

+ TV monilor . compuler 

\\'ork : lalions & Icnehing \\'alls arc 

located in dark er \\'alls of classrooms 

Oaylighting lessons 

+ South IDc ing IDcyadc I II mnx imise 

day l ighling pOIl:nlinls 

+ Classrooms II illl north or sOllth 

lac ing ribbon ,·iell windoll s 

+ Lighlshel l't: on soulh 1\ int10ll s 

+ Clereslori es bring l ighl inlo klrger 

space l ike galhering hall 

+ Dayli ghl Sl:nSOrs to saw l:nergy 

+ Limitl:d openings on Easl and 

West lacing \\'inuo\\'s 

Oaylighling lessons 
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E33 Eureka Elementary School, AID India (Tropical) 

Excmplary schools and Dayl ighting Icssons 

+ low-Icyc l shaded \\'illlh)\\ s 

+ [Jecp window rCl'cals reduccs 

contrast and g lare in the classroom 

+ Clerestorie. eq uipped \I ith 

moveablt: louvres to direct day li ght 

+ High I\'indows undcr the cciling 

impro\'cd n:llcctcd day li ghting 

+ Sloped cc iling of classroom 

i mpro\'cs re lkctcd dayl ight i ng 

Daylighling lessons 

+ Bilateral daylit cia sroom s which 

imprm'e. natura l \'cntil ati on 

+ Vegetati ve cover veranda as solar 

shading of thc south fac;ade 

+ II igh windows to hclp day lighting 

as wcll as nalllral I'clllil ation 

Tab 7.7. Primary/Elemen tary school exempl ars & DayJighting lessons in temp/hot & humid climates 

[34 Heritage Middle School, North Carolina 

(Temperllte & IHumid) 
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Daylighting lesso ns 

East- west ax is orientati on 

+ North or south tl1c ing roof 

monitors in each spnce 

+ Mctnl overhang ovc r south laci ng 

roof monitor's glnzing lo r shading 

+ Spaces translucent fabric banks 

eliminate glarc and distribute 

reflccted dayli ght cvcnly 

+ Curved drop \I'allunder roof 
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Tab 7.8. Middle/Junior school exemplars & Daylighting Ie son 

E35 North Fort Myers School, Florida (T ropical) 

s.. 

E 

(Curti 2003, pp. 156- 163) 

E36 Bent ley Pa rk College, Q ueensla nd (T ropica l) 

monitors to cont ro l dayli ghting 

+ TV monitors & proj ection screen 

in the darker zones of classroom 

+ L ightshelve on the south fac ing 

windows to shade lower view 

window and improve renected li ght 

+ M id-pane blind to contro l li ght 

Daylighting lesson 

+ Cout1yard confi gurati on 

+ overed walkway or co lonnades 

acting as a hading dev ice for 

elas room and a buffer zone 

I, 
\ .. 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Deep roo f overhang for un 

protection 

+ Sri e-solei l to ensure had ing 

+ window protected from the sun 

by overhang as well a fide fins 

& Daylighting lesson in temp/hoI & humid climates 
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E.H Great Beginnings Early Education Centre, Missouri Daylighting lesso ns 

(Temperate & lIumid ) 

Co 

E 

[38 

co ..., 

Co 

E 

Druk Whitc Lotus School, India (Sub-tropical) 

(GIti s 2003. pp.54 -57) 

+ Ta ll ekn:story \\ indo\\'s in lohby 

+ Controlkd Icnestration 

- In uniciellt day li ght in clas. rooms 

bcenuse ofsmnll windo\\ s (opposi te ) 

- Lack or ex terior olnr shnde or 

day li ght redirecting systcms 

Daylighting Icssons 

Courtyard configuration 

+ Ve randas & deep revea ls as 

shadi ng dC\'iccs 

+ Deciduous trees as natural solar 

cont ro l close to the bui lding 

Tab 7.10 . . LeE/Infant sehoul exemplars & Dayli ghting Ie sons in temp/hot & hum id climates 

[39 Disha Foundation School, India (Sub-tropical) 
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Dllylightin g Icssons 

+ + Successful dny lighting so lut ions 

+ Lightsht:l vl:s on all windows 

I 

~ I l-
I L 
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E 

E40 

Co 

E 

Mercedes Benz International School, India 

(Tropical) 

-

Exemplary schools and Dayli ghting lessons 

+ Shaded cleresto ri es 

+ glare- free dayli ght with even 

di stributi on in c lassrooms 

+ Skyli ghts illuminate the atrium 

+ Shaded pergolas oUldoors 

. . . ; , . . ; 
:. .. . . . ; .. . : 

" . 
; .. , , . .. ,: ; . . . . ' 
: . . , . , .; , .. : 

J 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Open court yard configuratio n 

+ Lightshelves incorporated in the 

deep window revea ls separatin g 

view window from clerestory 

+ some windows are haded by 

wa lkways in fronl o f them 

+ Outdoor cafete ri a with shaded 

roof (part of la rger o pen court yard) 

+ Exterior li ght colo urs fo r therma l 

rea ons also increase re flected li ght 

Tab 7.11.ALEIAcademy school exemplars & Dayli ghting les ons in temp/hot & humid c limates 
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7.4. Exemplary Contemporary schools and dayli ghtin g in mild & cold climates 

The majorit y of exemplar schools in thi s chapter (60%) arc located in mild or cold , 

and humid, climates such as the UK. As mentioned ea rli er, the reason lar their 

inclusion has been the lack of exemplar schools in warm and sunny cl imates and also 

common princip les of day li ghting in learning environments, whi ch arc almost the 

same in any climate. The difference li es in the manipulation of building enve lope to 

respond to climatic features in order to provide daylighting conditions appropria te for 

learning environments. All exemplars are rea l bui ldings except 5 primary and 5 

secondary schoo ls wh ich are visionary design in the UK and are included because or 

their contributions to dayli ghting so lutions in new schools (DfES 2003). 

... 
,. 
0.. 

E 

Great No tley Primary Schoo l, Essex, England 

n mm IITJ 

(Curti s 2003 . pp. 28-37) 

E42 Wood lca Primary School, Hampshire, England 

N 

C ." ~ 

... ~ . h ,. ~ 

~I r c.. 

E 

" .. 
w 
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Oaylighting lessons 

+ 1\ comhinati on of vieIV " 'indo\\ s, 

clerc tori~ s. high ce iling and roof 

1110nitors create well daylit rool11 s 

+ Blinds & overhangs on the . outh 

vicw windows 8: clerestories 3S olar 

cont ro l devices 

.. , 

l)a)'lighling lessons 

+ Natural lighting is achieved 

through patent-glazing roor-lighting. 

clerestories and lanterns 

+ White-painted slop ing ce iling 

n.:fkct day light do\\n tu give even 

and glare-free lighting 

(Curti s 2003. pp. 11 4- 11 7) 
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E43 Haute Vallee School, .Jersey, England 

.. 

.I 

r--I 
I - -I I 
II I ,-

bcmrlury sc hools and Dayli ghting lessons 

Oaylightin g lessons 

+ Classrooms gct cven day I ight 

rrom largc north fac ing \\indo\\ s as 

\\ ell as borrowcd daylight from thc 

sOllth through corridor 

+ External and internal blinds an: 

uscd as solar control devices 

+ Roo r monitors & clerestories 

supplement dayl ighting in laboratory 

+ Deeidullu . trccs o ller shade on th ~ 

south si dc 

(Curtis 2003. .48-53) 
E44 Chafford Hundred LClll'ning Ca mpus, Essex, Eng. Oaylighting lessons 

Q. 

E 

Key 

'" .-to'a.)\r~ ... 1O ' ,d ... 

l 1"\' "'1.1"\ I ,,~ 

ono.l " C. .r' .. ~ QU" 

8. , 

Q .. 0'0.1'" rJ"',o 
10 t>A.1 

2 10 

+ North f~l ci ng roor monitors 

+ Iligh classroom cei ling 

+ South lac ing classrooms arc 

shi elded Irolll the highe t sunray by 

bri se oleil (oppo ite diagram) 

+ App licable dayli ghting so lution 

to sunny el i mall:S 

(DIES 2002.8895. p. 12. 39. 48) 
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E45 

... 

Q. 

E 

E46 

Q. 

Asplund Church Primary School, Wigan, England 

(DFE 1994, pp. 39-41 ) 

Cherry Tree Primary School, Colchester. England 

l ~f:II,0'l 1 01'.n lSt.1'l 't~ ~ "OCIfII fi C",,...,,,,,/ t.IuoI.oI: I.e._,,,,,,,,, 

E47 Hook Infants' and Junior School. Hampshire. Eng. 

... 

Q. 

E 

E48 St Peter's Primary School, Essex, England 

211 

Daylighting lessons 

+ 57% of classrooms have two-sided 

windows allowing more daylight 

+ Rootlight s supplement daylight 

- Lack ofdaylight sensors, hence, 

electric lights are used unnecessarily 

- Lack of ex ternal shad ing 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Covered courtyards configurat ion 

- Small courtyard makes small 

contribution to daylighting 

- Lack of external shading 

~ .J I' .....,. 'r---:--:.---11 
.l I 

(DFE 1994, pp. 49-50) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Deep eave as external shading 

+ Central atrium between 

classrooms illuminates the back of 

classrooms through the clerestory 

glazing between classrooms and the 

atrium 

- Electric lighting is still requ ired 

- Deep eave provides shade but 

reduces daylight levels while a 

Iightshcl f can both provide shade as 

well as conduct daylight deeper 

in classrooms 

(DFE 1994, pp. 58-60) 

Daylighting lessons 
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nr:C~L-.L_~_'II _. __ ' ~ 
+ 8orro \\'cd daylight to deep pl an 

classrooms through roof glazed 

circulation spaces 

... 

Co 

(DFE 1994. pp.85-87) 

E49 Roach Vale Primary School, London, England 

... 

Co 
"' a l 

It OHD R OOI , 
, -.... 
4 ~ ~ ..... _ . 
, -
'IIU'JlOOll 
I ~.~ -. 

" Un.t ...... . ::...,. .... , 
" ,...... -t .. _. 
11_10' 
I'oo.r.._ 

" 
" . 

(OFE 1994. pr. 88-90) 

E50 Nazeing Primary school, Essex, England 

(OFE 1994. p. 69) 

E51 Kingsmead Primary School. Cheshire, England 

212 

+ Skyli ght illuminates the ma in hall 

- Ex tensive glazing for beller 

dayli ghting but potential overheating 

Da)'lighting lessons 

+ Okasolar double glazing with 

angled prisms to rell ect light in 

summer and let in winter 

+ Oaylit unheated atrium 

+ Bilateral daylit classrooms 

through large windows on one side 

and borrowed daylight from atriuJll 

through clerestori es 

+ External hading on the south 

+ Energy effi cient building 

Daylighting lessons 

Small courtyard configuration 

- Lack of shading devices 

- One-sided daylit classrooms with 

nruaylight redirecting systems 

Daylighling lessons 
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E 

(I)IIS 2006. pp. 12-19) 

E52 Notlcy G r'ccn Prima ry Schoo l, Esscx. Engla nd 

PI,'yground 

N 

on 

... 
~ 

Q. 

E ,! 
<J 

'" 
~ 

E53 Anns G rove Prima ry School, Sheffi cld. Engla nd 

213 

Exempl :.t ry sc hools :.tnd Dayli gh ting lessons 

North lilcing classrooms 

illuminated with glare-free day light 

via large view window & ckrestory 

+ Contro ll ab le Roolli ghts to 

illuminate deepest part of classrooms 

& so lar gain in \\ inter 

+ latura l li ght in :.t Il spaces 

+ Dimming dlCct of cleetric li ght 

conlKch:d to dayli ght sensors 

+ Il igh Post Occupancy Evaluation 

-Insuffi cient dayligh t \\ hen ovcrcast 

Classrooms arc ci<ly lit via vicw 

\\ indows and high windo\\ 's fac ing 

. outh-east to south- west as \\1:11 as 

high lewl nort h lac ing roof l11onitors 

+ Fixed overhand shading hi gh 

windows & electri ca ll y operated 

shading on view windo\·\ 

+ Interna l blinds lor view windows 

- Complaints or occasiona l 

di scomlort glare Irom the sLin & sky 

(DIES 2006. pp. 26-35) 

lJay lightin g lessons 

1\11 classrooms Incing south-west 

+ High ceilings & large windows 

+ Roollights to light the back or 
c lassroolllS 

- Lack o f external shading devices 
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Q, 

E 

E54 

Q, 

E 

E55 

... 

Q, 

E 

E56 

Q, 

E 

." . . .. . 

Great Bingfi eld Primary School , Hampshire, Eng. 

'v~ _. 
-~~.~ 
t J ~ 

. 'r '~ 

(Of S 2002,BB95, p.39) 

Whiteley Primary School, Hampshire, England 

Montessori schoollngolstadt, Germany (Cool & H) 

214 

- Poss ibility of occasional 

overheating or lack of dayli ght 

Daylighting lessons 

Glare- free north light i u cd 

+ Blinds & overhang arc u ed to 

control direc t sunli ght 

+ Roof monitor as daylight 

upplement 

Daylighling lessons 

South faci ng cia srooms with 

ex tended roof for so lar control 

+ Roofli ght deli ver dayli ght to the 

back of cia rooms 

- Shaded deck reduces daylight 

leve l in the classroom 

(OfES 2002, 8895, p.15) 

Daylighting lessons 

Open courtyard confi guration 

+ Over 70% glazing but controlled 

by a variety of shading dev ices 

+ Exteri or Veneti an blind 

+ Interi or Veneti an blinds and 

curtain to control glare 

+ Extended roo f as ex ternal shad ing 
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E57 Ballilield Co mmunity Primary School, Sheffield 

',~ 
./' -- ~.~ 

E 

I'holl" l I'arshml Ai, Main ha ll-I .. Reception of' the nell cx t,'ns i" n- R 

E58 Mossbrook Specia l School, Sheffield, England 

CIO 

on 

"-
II-

"I 

Q. 

C 
<:J 

.;... 

"" 
"'" 

(OtIS 2002 , p,70) 

E59 Brunswich Primary School, S heffield. England 

In 

(DtIS 2002. p,68) 

2 15 

Daylighling lesso ns 

+ Red ' Box bay' \\ indo\\ to control 

daylight & as a \\indo\\ seat aleo\'l? 

+ White ceiling to rellect ligh t 

+ T\\'o ro\\ s or clerestories 

i Ilumi nate the classroom (belm\') 

+ Skylight re\'ives the l1el\ reception 

- Clerestories' blinds nre pulled at a 

sUllny day and electric li ghts are on 

(Chiles and Care 2006. p.45) 

Daylightin g lesso ns 

+ Wide stri pes or vic\\' \\ indo\\ s 

protccted rrom so lar gain via deep 

\I indow re\'cals structure (opposite) 

+ Sloped stripe ofe lerestori es 

(Chi les and Care 2006_ pAS ) 

Daylighting lesso ns 

+ We ll daylit corridor vi a kylights 

+ Clerestories deli\'cr borrowcd 

dayl ight to the classroom 

+ Stepped rorm orthc cei ling to 

tTce il'e 1110st dayli ght at the entry 
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[60 Willowbank Primar)' School. New Zealand (Mild/H) Da)'lighting lessons 

Shaded \'eranda & Day lit teaching space with mirrors 

Deep on:rhangs & \'eranda 

canopies prcn'ides shade to 

classrooms & protects exterior 

cin;ul ati on space 

+ Il igh windows & clerestorie. 

admit daylight deep in classrooms 

+ Pop-up Roo tlights in l11ultipurpose 

space & library flooded \\'ith light 

E61 Terrace Park Elementary. Washington. US (1'1 &1-1) Daylighting lessons 

+ n ay \\ indo\\'s equipped \\'ith 

li ghtshelves provide shade as wcll a 

deeper dayli ght penetration 

+ Il igh \vi ndo\\'s shaded hy deep 

cave contribute to dayli ghting 

+ lI iuh cei l in !.!. improves n: llected 

daylighting 

+ Open l:Ourtyanl wn ligurati on 

E62 Bronx Charter School of Arts.New York (Cool & H) Daylighling lessons 

Q. 

E 
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+ 'orth- fac ing roof monitor 

offering even & diffuse day light 

+ lI igh ce iling improving rCllccted 

daylighting in elas rOOI11- (bt' lo\\') 

- Lack of external shading devices 

on the la~adc (oppo ite) 
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E63 C lea rview Elelllent a r)' Schoo l, Pennsylva nia, US Da)'lightin g lessons 

(Coo l .. ~ lIumid) 

E 

.-...... -.'- .-0 _ 0 _ e _ 

.~- 0'--- . - _ _ 
0 -- 0 _ 0 '-
0 - . ... ... . -_ _ 0 _ . _ _ 0 __ _ 

r 
-'''-~--.. - ._-

~-.. --.._ ... ---
EAST - W EST SECTION 

+ East-\\cst ax is orientation 

+ D<ly light phOl l)(:cil sensor wi th 

dimming cffec t & occupant cnsors 

+ Daylight fnclOr cxceeds 2,0 ill al l 

occupicd classrooms 

+ Dilfu e north light wi th high 

performance \\' indo\\ s 

+ Clen::stories 0 11 lirst !loor 

classrooms 

+ Iligh & whitc-pa intcd ceiling 

+ Evcn distrib ution of daylight 

+ Intcgrated sundial or south fa c;ade 

+ Sola r scr eenin g wa ll shad ing 

classroom window, & the wa lkway 

E64 New Sa lina Elementa ry Schoo l, M ichiga n(Cold & II ) Daylig hting lessons 

":t 

~ 

... 
~ CR .. CR CR 

S 
C. 5 

E MUS 

'" 
>< C 

RR 

W 
c RR 

ART 

S 

s 
CR '. CR CR 

.. CR CR 
S 

5 : 

J T CR 
CMP 

Me 

HE 0 

J T CR 

S : 
s 
" CR CR 

SECONQ LE VEl ~.AN 

2 17 

+ Enclosed courtyard configuration 

+ Colourful hanging pane l to 

contro l glare from skyli ghts (belo\\) 

-I nsurticicnt day light duc to corner 

locati on ofwindo\\ s & lack orany 

day l ight redirect ing system (be lm\) 
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E65 Thomas L. Wells Public School, Ontario, Canada 

(Cold & Ilumid) 

E 

Daylighting lessons 

+ East-\\est ax is orientation to 

maximise day lighting 

+ Open courtyard configuration 

+ Fa"ades designed for day li ghting 

eflecti\'eness 

and solnr contro l 

+ Lightshel\'es shade hi gh summer 

sun & refl ect low winter sun deep 

into classrooms 

+ Lightshclves arc incorpomted into 

the ra~ade (opposite ) 

+ Daylight sensors save electricity 

+ Electri c li ght arc used rare ly 

+ Large windows & clerestori es on 

the north liu;ade to ad mit di mise 

day light 

• r 

n -, I , 1 _ _ -; 

r ~ ) - I_ "'=--'1 
, '_ .- I " " " , ' I 'i .. .. ~· ~ 

" 

\" 

E66 Chugach Optional Elementary School, Alaska (Cold Daylighling lessons 
& Humid) 

E 
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Window scats & ckn:stories 

+ Extended roof as shading device 

on sOllth f::H,:ade (Opposite) 

- Insufticient daylight in classrooms 

& reliance on electric li ght 

.... ----------
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E67 

E68 

QO 

\C 

.. 
0: 

Q. 

E 
~ 

... 
\.i.l 

5 Visio na ry Exemplar Primary schoo l Exeml)lars 

UK design consulta nts 

Wli iter & Co hen A rc hit ects - Suburban sitl: 

,--- ---, 
[ } . . -': J 

I -~ . ~ .- [ .. 
[ i ' j-i"l':{" iJ , . :::J . • 

I - : ~ I··.· :-. ~ l j 

I ! .1.:.:: ~ (J 
~ ... '----l 

(D IES 2003, pp. 30-35) 

[ 

0 
[ 

2 19 

Day light in g lesso ns 

+ Opl:rable clerestories ror good 

day l ight di stribution & w nti lati on 

+ Orl:rab le roof monitors lo r 

improved daylight distribut ion 

+ Roollight s lo r Ilcxib lc partitioni ng 

& lo r intcrnl l:di atl: zone betwccn 

classrooms & the hali 

+ High ccilings ror im provcd 

reflected daylight ing & venti lat ion 

Outdoor classroom 

Day lightin g lessons 

Bilateral daylit classrooms 

+ 'Green /ling' or daylight ing and 

natural vcnt ilation chimneys 

+ Vcrandas as shading device & 

outdoor classroom 

r;;-J 

E -: 
- . - , 

r' l 
c ' . 

1_ J 

t -' - : -

- : 

(Dtl:S 2003, pp. 36-4 1) 
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E69 Marks Barfield Architects - Rural site 

.... 
1~ . . .. _ 

.... 4 .. • ....... .. 

E 
OJ 

-... - - -

E70 Building Design Partnership - Tight urban site 

Beehive School 

.... 

c. 

E 

EXl: mrlary schools and Daylighting k ssons 

Daylighting lessons 

North-raci ng clcrl:story gla7.ing 

+ Opti onal high k vel glazing 

+ Pergolas as shading devil:es & 

outdoor tcaching space 

+ Private Counyard con liguration 

(D IES 2003. I'll . 42-47) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Classbasl:s are daylit by dirfuse 

north li ght via large wind )Ws as wel l 

as clerestory li ght (opposite) 

(DIES 2003. pp. 48-53) 

E71 Sarah Wigglesworth Architects - Larger urban site Daylighting lessons 

r--

E 

The Dig Rug School 

~ \ ., ~ 
~. r-=-:-l ')III ~·~; :h--.

f 
~ 

....... :., I Jll-!l~ , ' ~.~~ . 
If h I 11 

~ 

I 
I 

I 

Green open courtyard feature 

+ Manually operated blinds to 

control dayli ght 

+ Ex ternal solar louvres 

+ Full height glazing to maxi mize 

daylight & reflectivc ceiling rorm 

r : ~_ 
, L 

3: r -l r7," "!il' 
: I . " -. I I .. _ . _ . --L 

, . i. 

;.~ =l ~: 
, I ' -

--{.; " : ;;1 \:- . -" : ~ .. 
• , ., ",')r " 
. I I: 'r - '--~-:.. . 

:.......-.\ 
'-':::::'( 

l' =: W 
(DIES 2003. pp. 54-59) 

Tab 7.12. Primary/Elementary school exemplars & Daylighting lessons in mild/cold & humid climates 
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E72 

N 

r-

... 

E73 

c.. 

E74 

c.. 
E 
" ~ 
"" 
E75 

S t Aloys ius J unior Schoo l, G lasgow, Scot la nd 

-~ --
: 

"'. 

~ .• - ,~ 

4' I .~. o - -
J 1 ~ 'I - ... ... ... 

Burgoyne Middle School, Bedfo rds hire, Engla nd 

" , , 

Taji mi Ju nio r School, .Japa n (Cold & Humid) 

22 1 

EX('mplary schools and Daylighti ng lessons 

Oa)' ligh tin g lesso ns 

Five storey south elevati on 

designed to max imi se natural ligilt & 

air and yet prov ide shade & privacy 

+ Ex terna l l11 o \'(~a ble curved lou\Tes 

+ Daylit atrium brings natural light 

deep into plan 

+ South fac ing classrooms have ful l 

height window \\'all divided into tll O 

bay: one has fi xed blind to 

max imise li ght but reduce glare & 

reduce di strac ti on by fi ltering view: 

thc other has computer control led 

en:lInelled glass 10u\Tes \\'hich 

provide solar shading hut of Tel' 

c1carer view to out side 

(C urti s 2003, pp. 96-1 0 I ) 

Oaylig h ti ng lesso ns 

+ Small unhealed central atrium 

+ Substanti ally daylit hy glazed 

gable ends and central ridge 

Roollight 

+ Decp cave as ex terna l shading 

- Lack o r sunicient ex ternal shading 

on the south and no day light 

redirect ing system 

(DFf 1994. pp. 76-78) 

Oaylight ing lessons 

+ Roo f monitors in dit'fCrent 

directi ons illuminate deep plan 

+ Clerestories or hi gh level glazing 

(DfES 2002. p. 1 0) 

Oa)' ligh t ing lessons 

Courtyard confi guration 

+ Trees in courtyard provide hade 

+ Pergo las as shad ing & bufic r zone 

+ Covered walk"'ays 
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+ Window seat alcove 
... 

c. 
E 

Tab 7.13. Middle/Junior school exemplars & Oaylighting lessons in mild/co ld & humid climates 

E76 Venerable Bede Secondary School, Sunderland Eng. DayJighting lessons 

c. 
E 

E77 

f' 

f' 

c. 

.1 Mw\et"l0"aI'K. 

o 1 Cb"room~uUw\c ""-'" 

D ' TooIou 
4 Kitch." 

(OfES 2006. . 42-49) 
Broomsgrove Senior School, England 

E78 Swanlea Secondary School, Essex, England 

222 

Courtyard configuration with two 

teaching wing either side chosen for 

its day lighting potentials 

+ Fixed _olar shading 

+ Openable Velu x windows bring 

day li ght into first floor circulation 

---

Daylighting lessons 

Adequate dayli ght. DF=2 .5 

+ Partiall y glazed central street 

+ Clerestories & tall windows 

+ Mid-pane blinds to control glare 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Glazed central atrium 

+ On upper floors classrooms have 

high curved ceilings & tall windows 

letting in plenty of dayli ght 

(OfES 2002, p.37) 
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Q. 

E 

(OFE 1994, pp. 91-94) 

E79 Thorpe Bay High School, Essex, England 

Q. 

E 

Exemplary schools and Oayli ghting lessons 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Glazed & controlled courtyard 

configuration 

+ Roof glazed circulation streets 

+ This exemplar shows. in cool or 

cold climates. covering courtyard & 

circulation spaces offers amenity & 

energy-saving values 

(OfES 2002. p.98) 

(DfES 2002, pp. 95-98) 

E80 John Cabot City Technology College, Bristol, Eng. Daylighting lessons 

<= 
QC 

Q. 

E 

~ rz: il II r :\ 
r -, I I I I I I I I Ib 
-L~ LJL I_ 

V 

'"""-I_ a. _ ,, __ ,,_ ,~-,, J __ '~""_ 
,. _II--.,.,,.,U ....... 'III 
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+ Bilateral daylit classrooms 

+ 65% of external wall glazed by 

extensive motorized translucent solar 

blinds 

+ Open courtyard configuration 

+ Extensive clerestories & high 

level glazing 

(OfES 2002. . 45-48) 
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E81 Leith Academ)' Secondary School. Edinburgh 

E 

., ) 

E82 Auburn High School, Massachusetts (Cold & H) 

N 

00 

224 

EXl: mpbry schools and ()Jy li gh ting kssons 

Da)'lighting lessons 

+ G l az~d learn ing stred (opposite) 

+ All roOIllS ar~ day lit 

+ Ckrt'story glazing on (orridor 

wall s to orkr borrowed dayli ght to 

the back of classrooms 

+ Gla7.ed unheated atrium 

+ Substanti al olar ga ins 

(D IIS 2002. pp, 6 1-63) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ External O\whangs control so lar 

glare and heat ga in 

+ Day li ght photoce ll contro ll ers to 

act ivate elec tric li ght s \\ hen needeu 

+ Ex pansive clerestory glaz ing 

+ Thn:e large skylights help 

illuminate the atrium 

+ Classrooms arc daylit by large 

\\ indo\\'s, clerc tory glazing & glass 

partitions for borrowed li ghting 

+ Re(essed ground fl oor windo\\'s 

arc protccted by the shadl:d walkway 

+ lIi oh ce ilin"s help reflected e e 

lighting & l:ven di stribution of li ght 

I 
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E8J Little Village Lawndale High School, Illinois (C&I-I) Daylighting lesso ns 

... -ir .... _ .. .l j 

E 

. 0 0;----I ' 
._ 71 .••• ••••• _ .• , I' d L __ I . 
I -::-.:::-:I.j I 

C· I -. - rr:········T' .. , 
~ . :-:=-:- i t=1 

E8~ Barberton High School, Ohio (Cool & Humid) 

... 

E 

E85 Chugiak High School, Alaska (Cold & Humid) 

In 

... 

= 

E86 Bournemouth 'Classroom orthe future' - C. White 

225 

Multi ple court yard confi guration 

Oaylighting lesso ns 

Courtyard offers nalLlral li ght to 

d assroollls. hallways & cafeteria 

+ Expansi,·e clerestories in the hall 

+ Extended roof or shaded 

colonnade a shading devices 

Daylighting lessons 

+ Deep plan c1as rooms arc dayl it 

by tall clerestories with a cun e 

reflective surface 

+ Light-well bring natura l li ght into 

to nil levels of circulation spaces 

Oaylighting lessons 

Extended roof as external shading 

dcvice (oppo ite) 

+ Skylights. cle restories and 

borrowed dayli ght fi·OIll the corridor 
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c. 
E 

.. 

E87 Yewlands Secondary School, Sheffield, England 

..... 
QO 

c. 
E 

E88 The Lord Silkin Secondary School, Telford and 

Wrekin 'Classroom of the Future' project, England 

c. 
E 

5 Visionary Exemplar Secondary school Exemplars 

UK design consultants 

E89 Mace (RTKL) Architects - Suburban Site 

226 

are main sources of classrooms 

daylighting 

+ Orientation & position of 

windows to make use of bene fi cial 

so lar gain whil e protecting against 

overheating 

(OfES 2002, PP. 16-21 ) 

Daylighting lessons 

Plent y of diffuse daylight through 

vault skylights and clerestories 

+ Well daylit circulation space and 

common area by mainly skyli ght s 

fGl azed interior di viders 

(OfES 2002, pp.74-75) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ South facing full height glazing 

with extended roof as shading device 

+ clerestories under the roof to 

improve uniformity of daylighting 

(OfES 2002, pp. 78-79) 

Daylighting lessons 

Courtyard as the heart of school 

+ Balanced daylighting through a 

combination of view windows, 

clerestories, Roofli ghts and skylights 

(view opposite sections) 
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E 

[90 

c. 

E 

n' ., -l n" •• I 
~ 

-..,....4_ .... ~ ... t' _ 

) 

~-------. ~ 

rooftop ... entl14tor~ 
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EXl:l11plary school s and Daylighting Icssons 

+ Daylight is rl:lkct l:d dO\m into 

classrooms through Rootlight 

c1crcstories nnl! thl:ll d i rrused 

through scm i-glnss pancls 

+ l3orrowcd dayl ight throug.h 

corridor to the bal:k or classrooms 

+ Projl:ction sc rCl:ns an: locatcd in 

dark cornl:r · or classrooms (above) 

(DfES 2003. pp. 62-69) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ rlri se- olei l. ovcrhanQs and roor 

cxtcnsion as exteri or solar shading 

+ Con :red walkways linking 

karning clusters (below) 

+ Open courtyard configuration 

(DfES 2003. pp. 70-77) 
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E91 

E 

E92 

E 

E93 

... 

E 

De Rijke Marsh Morgan Architects - Ru ra l si te 

ALSOP Architect s - Tight-urban site 

•• 
Peno)' re & Prasad Architects - Larger urban site 

Oa)'lighting lessons 

+ A dome rooL d/lm. transtCrs a 

spl:eia l quality or contro llab le 

daylight deep into the whok plJn via 

a 66% transparent variable skin 

e flee t roo f. (DIES 2003. pp. 78-85) 

Oaylighting lessons 

Well daylil atr ium via sky lights 

+ Moveable co lourful ex ternal 

louvre and m'erhangs as shading 

device and red irecting day light 

+ Borrowed day li ght th ro ugh hi d l 

glazi ng to the back uf c lassrooms 

+ Shaded learning strl:el underneath 

(DIES 2003, pp. 86-93 ) 

Daylighting lessons 

..., OS!! + Double height day lit circulati on 

+ Venetian blinds with in tr iple 

gl3zi ng to prevent overheating & 

rd lcct daylight up to the cei ling by 

u ing light bending technology such 

as ermg!cc e or rellect i\'e Venetian 

blinds. (DtES 2003. pp. 94-10 I ) 

Tab 7.14. Sl:condary/ll igh school exemplars & Day li ghti ng k ssons in mild/cold & humid climates 

228 
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E94 

... 

Q. 

E95 

Q. 

e 

Barnes Farm Infants, Essex, England 

Fleet Infant School, Hampshire, England 

... _>I)Iio,~ I ~ ~ ..... ;c .. .... ,...~_ .u...., ,""- • .....:. 10 _ 

Exemplary sc hools and Daylighting lessons 

Daylighting lessons 

+ All classrooms receive borrowed 

daylight from central atrium via 

large glazing dividers 

+ 50% or classrooms recei,'e 

dayli ght from 3 sides 

+ Solar res istant double glazi ng 

Rootlight plus ga ble ends glazing 

Il ood the atriulll with natural light 

- Possib le di scomfort glare in a 

south-east classroom 

(DFE 1994. pp, 42-44) 

Daylighting lessons 

+ External stretched fab ri c awnings 

on the south side as shading device 

+ Moveable louvres of high leve l 

clerestory red irects daylight deep 

into classrooms 

+ Lighting is principally by 

dayl ighting from perimeter glazing 

and central Roollight 

- High energy use because of 

mechanical vent il ati on 

(DFE 1994. pp.5 1-53) 

E96 Yuyu-no-mori Nursery School, Japan (Mild & H) Daylighting lessons 

20 

18 17 

'"- JO. . • I 
~. . ,. 

'.)0 tlf - .-

I ... 

" 
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" 

+ Well daylit classrooms via 

windows and Roollights 

+ Well daylit atrium via Roollights 

+ Stripes of Roollights & 

clerestories create a playful mi xture 

of daylight and space for children 

+ Indirect electri c li ghting by 

up lighters 
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-:: 

[97 First Na tional Child Development Cent re. Nebraska Dayli J! htin J! lessons 

[98 

00 

Q'\ 

.. 
<': 

Q. 

E 
~ 

'" 
t..J 

.' , 

.' .' .. 

;; ,. 

....L: , I , 

W<: II uay l i t Ie:lrn ing str<:<: t by 

South lil <:ing da~srool11 s 

+ I1 ri c- oici I & 0 1 crhanging <:avcs 

:l <:x t<: rnnl had ing dcvic<: 

+ Roo fli ght: i ll um inat<: s<:hools t \\'O 

\I int<:r gard<: l1 s & circu lati on sp:tc<:s 

+ Low w indo \\ si l ls fo r chi ld

ori<:nt <:d sca l<: 

+ An c:wll1p lar \lr~ uslUi llab l c uc~i ~ 1l 

(D fFS 1006. pp.92-')7 ) 

Tab 7.1 5. : C L E/ ln fim t schoo l <:xc illplur & Day lighting lesson illl11i ld/ co ld & hum id cli rn al<:s 
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[99 Academ)' of St Francis of Assisi, Liverpool, England Oaylighting lessons 

Ye:llr, 1 .. nd 8 ha~ gC'f'der 
, 1:,!:,:ory,'l{commo<i;lltOf' 

<'0 1111 I ...... .!:."" II ', 
o 1/ f~ p4\"" t I00I01. 

~. 

M~mh". o1nd \ rl , h"I, :. .. It 
. ubn'lt!r,;ed below around ' 01 ... 

. 
~ 

'"\'''1.1).\'0:.0'11 
',Kt'o()!l l 

N 

t •.. 

+ Most classrooms face north with 

generous glazing \\·ith di ffu se light 

+ Borrowcd day light from thc 

atrium to the back of classrooms 

+ South tllcing atrium hrings passive 

solar gain in wintcr but ri sks 

ovcrheating in sUlllmer 

+ 'Solar funnel s' bring a small 

amount ofrefketcu uay light into the 

underground areas 

+ Impn:ssive daylight fa ctor.7.S %. 

for ycar 7 & S classrooms: Good 

daylight f~lcto r for other classrooms, 

4.5 % and [)F 3.6% lo r science lahs 

([)IES :!006, pp. 50-57) 

EIOO Perronet Thompson Comprehensive. Hull. England Daylighting lessons 

... 

E 

~ .

r---

(OFE 1994, pp. SO-S4) 

~~ -) 
¢-"""';. I 

f-.::..-' 
~ 

+ Six semi-glazed courtyards 

+ 60% courtyard roofs is gla7ed 

+ Unheated atria 

• 1 -

. ....... 1 ... t _ _ -- ,. , - -
Tab 7.16. ALE/Academy school exemplars & Oay li ghting lessons inl11ild/cold & humid climates 
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7.5. Daylighting lessons and conclusion 

The above tables (7.3-7.16) have summarized daylighting solutions of 100 school case 

studies which can mainly be considered as exemplars. There are obviously common 

solutions among case studies in terms of their approach towards admitting daylight to 

classrooms. The aim of this section is to look at all exemplars in a comparative study 

analysis and highlight daylighting lessons and principles which can be learnt from 

them. The exemplars' daylighting lessons are categorized and analysed based on the 

aforementioned four sets of components which are derived from previous chapters. It 

is important to note that borrowed lighting is observed in a number of case studies as 

a remarkable way of illuminating the back of classrooms. Borrowed lighting was 

addressed in daylighting systems in schools in chapter 3 but not discussed or explored 

in previous chapters. Borrowed light from corridors or atria is an important aspect of 

lighting design in schools and there is enough empirical evidence in the above 

exemplars to support the inclusion of this method in the proposed design guidelines in 

the tinal chapter. 

Tab 7.17 summarizes all 100 exemplar's daylighting lessons in four groups. This 

shows that in the first group, 51 out of 100 case studies have high windows or 

clerestories which admit daylight deeper into classrooms, and help give an even 

distribution of daylight. The second most common feature in the first group are 

rooflights, roof monitors (with or without diffusing baffles) and light wells which are 

included in 32% of the cases. These act as part of top lighting for the highest level or 

single storey classrooms where they admit or conduct daylight into deep plan schools. 

Skylights (with or without diffusing baftles) are included in 19% of case studies, but 

only 16% of exemplars have borrowed daylight at the back of classrooms via 

corridors or atria. 14 out of 100 schools have bilaterally daylit classrooms and II out 

of 100 schools have most of their classrooms facing north to benefit from diffuse 

daylight. It should be noted that skylights, in this research, refer to large central 

toplighting components which are usually horizontal, while rooflights refer to the 

glazing in the roof pop-up structures or the glazing placed on different angles of the 

roof. 
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Chapter 7 Exemplary schools and Daylighting lessons 

Table 7.1 illustrated three main climate groups used to classifying the exemplars: 

sunny in yellow, temperate/warm & humid in beige, and mild/cold & humid in green. 

The sunny climate includes 29 schools out of 100 and the temperate/warm and humid 

zone includes only II while the mild/cold and humid climate includes the majority of 

60 schools. It is important to take the number of each climate case study into account 

when comparing their total features. Therefore, a coefficient value has been calculated 

to make the share of each major climate group one third of the total for statistical 

reasons. On this basis, there are two charts representing each group. The first one 

illustrates the total number of exemplar schools which have used the specific 

daylighting features in comparison with the total in all climates. The second one takes 

into account the coefficient and illustrates each climate's proportion of the specific 

design features as if each climate had the same number of case studies in the total 100 

schools. 

Coefficient value= 100/ 3xN (number of each climate case study) 

The following charts (Fig 7.2 and 7.3), firstly, show the popularity of clerestories and 

rooflights in all climates among the selected exemplars. Secondly, it shows the sunny 

zone has the largest proportion of skylights, while it has the smallest share in 

borrowed daylighting. On the other hand, mild/cold and humid climate zone has the 

largest proportion of rooflights, borrowed daylight and bilateral daylit classrooms 

while it has the lowest proportion in north light classrooms. Clerestories seem to have 

been used about the same frequency in the 3 climate groups, with the temperate zone 

having a slight edge. It is important to take into account that these results are not 

conclusive as they are based on case studies chosen from limited references. Even so, 

the analysis suggests some features within each climatic zone which have been used 

successfully within what are considered well-designed schools. 
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The second group includes daylight redirection systems some of which prov ide 

shading as well. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 , firstly, show the popul arity of lightshelves and 

sloped/curved cei ling as means of redirecting daylight or sunlight. Secondl y, it shows 

that sunny climate case s tud ies have only taken advantage of lightshelves and 

curved/sloped ceiling to redirect light deeper in classrooms. Based on the case studies, 

temperate zone climate have the largest proportion of lightshelves while co ld & 

humid zone has the smallest proportion. This indicates the necess ity of redirecting 

sunlight via lightshelves in sunny and temperate zone, while it is not crucial in 

overcast climates. 
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The following charts (Fig 7.6) shows that almost half of all climate exemplars have 

taken advantage of shad ing dev ices such as overh angs, deep eaves, canopies or deep 

revea ls. Shaded wa lkways and colonnades are also popular shading devices but with 

less popularity than in the first sub-group (i.e. overhangs/deep eave/canopy/deep 

revea ls). Fig 7.7 illustrates the large proport ion of shaded wa lkways and co lonnades 

in sunny climates compared. with the other two. Sunny climates have also a large 

proportion of deciduous trees as shading devices; these are sensible so lutions in such 

climates to deal wi th the harsh sunlight. It also shows each climate group has almost 

the same proportion of the overhang sub-group of shading dev ices, showing that they 

are the most popular shading devices to use in all climates in thi s study. 
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The last group includes other general fea tures which affect daylighting of classrooms 

indirectl y. The sub-group fea tures are not as re lated as in prev ious groups. Fig 7.8 

illustrates the popularity of courtyard con figuration (enclosed, U fo rm or open) as 

well as relati vely hi gh classroom cei lings in almost all three climates. It also shows 

low fenestration and contro lled opening as a common feature of the sunny climate. 

Fig 7.9 also illustrates the sunny climate has the largest proportion of courtyard 

solutions, which is a sensi ble option to use refl ected daylighting as well as contro ll ing 

the harsh sun li ght. 
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In summary, clerestori es and high windows as well as Roofli ght and roof monitors 

prove to be the most popular dayli ghting so lution to admit dayli ght deepl y in 

classrooms and improve the uniformity of daylight. Lightshelves and room geometry 

(s loped/curved ceiling) have been used occasionall y to redirect daylight and the 

results of using them in the exemplars (E08, 10, 17, 30, 3 1, 34, 39, 40, 6 1 and 65) 

shows they are worth taking into account by designers not only to redirect sunlight or 

daylight and im prove light un iformity but also to provide shade on the view window. 

The study of group 3 indicates the popularity of usual shading devices such as 
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overhangs, deep eaves etc. but in some exceptional cases such as case study 63 (E63) 

a solar screen wall is designed to provide both horizontal and vertical shade as well as 

a shaded walkway. And finally, low fenestration seems to be a feature of the sunny 

climate case studies. However, very few attempts have been made in these cases 

studies to design fa~ades with high fenestration which take the most advantage of the 

natural light while preventing discomfort glare and overheating. For example, 

Exemplar 39 (Dish Fountain School in India) has a well designed fa~ade which takes 

advantage of sunlight and admits it as diffuse light into classrooms via lightshelves, 

overhangs and careful fenestration. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the impact of ICT and new education methods on 

classroom daylighting. Chapter 3 addressed the beneficial effect of natural light on 

students' health and educational performance and it is evident that students do better 

in schools with daylight than artificial light. However, the advent of ICT and video 

projection facilities has its own requirements which sometimes are in contradiction 

with previous arguments about daylighting in schools. For example, in a visit to the 

Ballifield Primary school (E57) by the author, it was found that students spend most 

of their time in a fairly darkened space in the classroom to be able to see the video 

projection screening in a bright sunny day. In Venerable Bede School (E76) there is 

adequate daylighting but blinds are often closed at teachers' request, sometimes to use 

the interactive whiteboards or to prevent students from distraction (DiES 2006, p.44). 

Of course, this does not mean that the use of video projection and room darkening 

should be avoided but it encourages creating thoughtful design of classrooms where 

such facilities could be placed in a designated darker comer of classrooms while 

students can still benefit from natural light. Exemplars no. 30 (Millbrook Elementary), 

34 (Heritage Middle School) and 89 (MACE Architects school) are a few suggestions 

in how to incorporate such technology in a well daylit classroom. 

Chapter 8 will summarize the findings and conclusions of previous chapters in order 

to develop guidelines of reflected daylighting in schools in the warm dry climate of 

Iran. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions & daylighting design guidelines 

Chapter 8: Conclusions & daylighting design guidelines 

8.1. Guidelines for dayJighting design in schools 

This section suggests a set of guidelines for day lighting design in schools in general. 

It is based on the literature review findings in Chapter 3, together with the empirical 

and analytical studies in the subsequent chapters. These guidelines consist of 3 

elements: principles, practical solutions, and daylighting systems. Table 8.1 illustrates 

a summary of the basic daylighting principles in schools as well as some of the 

practical solutions in regard to the issues raised by the principles. Table 8.2 which was 

discussed in Chapter 3 (Tab 3.6) summarizes daylighting systems in schools in three 

categories: sidelighting including view window, clerestory and clerestory with 

lightshelf; toplighting including wall wash, central, patterned, linear toplighting and 

tubular skylights; and borrowed lighting. These systems are general guidelines for 

different ways of admitting daylight to school buildings and are not definite solutions 

to school day lighting. 

For instance, table 8.2 suggests the use of high sidelighting or clerestories in 

classrooms in order to increase daylight penetration in all school spaces. On the other 

hand, clerestories can cause visual contrast between the high glazing and the dark wall 

under the glazing and hence cause discomfort glare. Therefore, a better design 

solution can be developed by combining the wall wash system with the clerestory. 

Figure 8.1 illustrates a stepped ceiling profile which integrates a wall wash solution 

with the clerestory. It can be used in multi-storey school buildings to overcome the 

problem with the dark lower wall of the clerestory. This is just one example of the 

flexibility of the system of day lighting classification, because daylighting systems can 

be combined to create unique solutions to their specific daylighting design problems. 

Multi-storey classroom 
block 

Floodl it lower wall 
reduces contrast &glare 

Working area 

Incident 
sunrays 

Fig 8.1. Stepped ceiling solution which incorporates wall wash with clerestory system 
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I' Basic Daylighting Reasons & Practical Solutions 

Principles 

1 Avoid Glare ~ Avoid glare to provide a balanced luminance distribution (some 

contrast but not excessive) 

~ Avoid excessive high contrast which causes glare 

~ Obscure bright views by blinds, louvers, etc. 

I' ~ Reduce the contrast between the windows and their surroundings by 
II .. 

using splayed light coloured reveals or a window in an adjacent wall 

I; ~ Reduction of sky luminance by shading devices 

I' ~ Place daylight apertures next to reflective surfaces 

Il I ~ Use splayed window reveals or skyl ight wells 
I' ,..l: I; ~ A void punched small windows in the middle of a wall 

~ Windows on chalkboard wall should be avoided 

2 Provide Gentle, ~ Balanced diffuse daylight across the space 

11., Uniform Illumination ~ Use wa lls & ceiling as reflective surfaces 
I·) 

~ Use light coloured surfaces to help reflection 
I-

~ Use daylighting systems such as light shelves 

3 Provide Control of ~To avoid visual & thermal discomfort 

Sunlight & Daylight except in non-task based areas 
I' ~ Using shading devices to provide some protection from excessive 

II r direct heat and glare 
l 

Solar control devices should be placed outside the window for optimum 

.~ sun protection 
'~ 

~ Devise variable apertures that respond to daylight changes or use 
j.,,-'" 

blinds and shades inside or outside • 
Provide teacher's access to blinds or shades controls 

4 Daylight quality ~Offering a unique character to an interior 

~ Distribution of light enhances the visual field , 
I 

~ Directional properties of light from side windows are a significant 

attribute contributing to the modeling of the interior and providing 

brightness to vertical surfaces 

5 Provide sufficient ~ Use of rooflights and clerestories to improve distribution of light in 

daylight quantity the space 

6 Integrate with Electric ~ To create high quality lighting & produce energy savings 

Lighting Design 

7 Plan the Layout of ~ Locate work areas where appropriate daylight exists from sides or 

Interior Spaces above 

8 Exterior visual contact ~ To avoid claustrophobia and provide visual relaxation & view 

Tab 8.1. A summary of prmclples of dayhghtmg m schools & practical so lutIOns 
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Daylighting 
-, 

Description & applicability Illustration 

Systems 
• 

I. View Windows Vertical glazing at eye level 

5 ~ Essential in most school spaces 

Z Applicable in all climate regions 
""" 
~ 2. Clerestory To increase daylight penetration 

bL == (High Sidelighting) Can be used in all school spaces 
{,!) 

.... Applicable to all climate regions 

...:I 
ro.iI 3. Clerestory To improve daylight distribution 

'~ ''' ' '.,/1f 

Q With light Shelf It keeps the contrast and glare low 
""" .en Applicable to most school spaces and all climate 

regions 

4. Wall Wash Daylight through a linear skylight or monitor to 

~ 
TopJighting wash an interior wall 

,. ,1 
To balance daylight from window walls I' 
Applicable to classrooms, libraries, etc. 
Applicable in all climate regions but must be 

11 planned in schematic design 
s. Central To provide high levels of even daylight 

~ e" TopJighting Daylight is diffused by glazing or baffies j/' v .... 

Z Applicable to single story or top floor 

""" 
classrooms, libraries, multipurpose spaces & 

~ 
administration offices 
Applicable in all climatic regions 

t:r: 6. Patterned To provide low glare even illumination 

~~ e" TopJighting across large spaces such as the gym, or - Library, multipurpose or cafeteria 
...;j Applicable in all climatic regions 
~ 7. Linear To provide high intensity daylight '-

0 Toplighting Suitable for walkways or large spaces 

~ ~ 
Applicable in all but hot climate regions unless 

provide diffused or shaded light 

i' 
8. Tubular Clear domes skylight with reflective ducts, 

b I;' Skylights Suitable with areas with deep roof cavities, 

(Sun-ducts) Applicable to small spaces such as toilets, 

kitchen, etc, All climates 

9. Borrowed To illuminate the deep end of classrooms 

5ll Lighting remote from window wall 
' --. 

Applicable in spaces near an atrium and all 
- - .>~..> 

I· 
climatic regions 

Tab 8.2. Dayhghtmg systems In schools: a typological approach 
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As we have seen, this thesis recommends an integrative approach toward daylighting 

classification as explored in Chapter 4. The above classification of daylighting 

systems in schools as well as other classifications of daylighting components in 

general, which were explored in Chapter 4 (Tab 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13), can all be 

considered as a typological approach which aim to categorise the above systems or 

components into a more limited number of choices. As was discussed in Chapter 4, 

this typological approach can restrict the designers' imagination and creativity by 

encouraging them to choose from a table of ready made choices; but it does at least 

provide an easily understandable set of parameters and options, which when 

combined can give rise to unique and contextually appropriate solutions. However, 

this classificatory system does not address the experiential aspect of the lived space 

and, therefore, it might exclude the subtleties of experiencing daylight in an interior 

space. 

This is where the phenomenological approach can respond to the above subtleties and 

address any deficiencies in the typological approach. This approach is not as 

straightforward as the typological approach, because it has less strict parameters and 

relies more on interpretation than the strict rule of measure. Therefore, the integrative 

approach, as proposed in Chapter 4, takes the typological approach as a basis for 

designers and the phenomenological approach as an evaluative method to assess and 

promote the experiential aspects of day lighting component typologies. 

8.2. Guidelines of daylighting design in primary schools in the warm-dry 

Climate of Iran 

Climatic considerations of daylighting and specific features of daylighting design in 

the warm-dry climate of Iran were explored in Chapter 2. Having addressed the 

vernacular architecture and the strategies evolved for daylighting in such a climate, it 

was seen that daylight is treated as a part of a whole design solution for the built 

environment, and cannot be fully assessed and understood except in relation to other 

architectural elements such as heating or ventilation, materials and configuration, and 

so on. Therefore, a holistic approach was suggested, as a lesson from the vernacular 

architecture of the region, which does not separate different elements of climatic 

design but studies their interconnected effects. 
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In terms of daylighting design guidelines, this research recommends reflected 

daylighting as an appropriate way of admitting sunlight in schools in the warm-dry 

climate of Iran. General and specific factors which have an influence on reflected 

daylighting of school buildings have been discussed in Chapter 5. In terms of general 

factors such as building configuration and orientation, the following guidelines can be 

considered in order to improve reflected daylighting of school buildings in the warm 

dry climate of Iran: 

1. Ground reflected sunlight is an important source of illumination in the warm 

dry climates. The ground reflecting effect is more important in southern 

orientations since it provides the first set of reflection rays whereas the wall 

reflecting effect plays an important role in northern orientations. Therefore, in 

an Iranian urban context, where the school site is occupied by other multi

storey buildings and also where classrooms are usually placed at both sides of 

a corridor in a linear configuration, it is recommended that the classroom 

block be located at the north part of the site. 

2. In a courtyard configuration school building, a wide courtyard profile or 

canyon proportion (P=O.5 to P=O.6) has a higher amount of reflected light 

(EwlEs) in the south to the east orientation; while a deep canyon proportion 

(P=1 to P=1.5) has a higher amount of reflected light for the east to north 

orientation. This also means the classroom block can be multi-storey and 

located on the north wing of the site, while the south wing of the school can be 

shorter in order to increase the ground reflecting effect on the classroom 

fa~ade. The north facing classrooms in the block will also receive sufficient 

reflected daylight from the surrounding multi-storey buildings because of the 

deep street profile. 

In terms of specific factors influencing reflected day lighting, daylight apertures, 

shading devices, innovative daylighting systems and surface features have been 

discussed in Chapter 5 and the following guidelines can be suggested: 

3. As far as reflected lighting is concerned, most daylight apertures need shading 

devices to control direct sunlight,' except a few zenithal apertures which can be 
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found in table 5.3 (p. 145). Among shading devices, lightshelves, internal 

lightshelves, and overhangs are recommended on the basis of their 

performance in terms of conducting daylight at the back of the room, glare 

control as well as allowing view (see table 5.5, p. 149). 

4. Innovative daylighting systems are recommended for reflected day lighting in 

schools in the warm dry climate of Iran. Core daylighting systems such as 

lightshelves, prismatic glazing and holographic systems are appropriate 

systems to redirect sunlight as well as daylight. Beam daylighting systems 

such as light pipes and mirrored systems are also possible solutions for 

reflected lighting in schools in such a climate. The applicability of the above 

systems in schools in the warm-dry climate ofIran is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 examined a range of vernacular and historic schools in the warm dry 

climate of Iran in order to draw design principles and lessons for daylighting design. 

The following guidelines are suggested for environmental design of schools in general 

and daylighting in specific in the warm dry climate based on the observational study 

as well as ECOTECT simulations of the historic schools: 

5. Courtyards are an appropriate building configuration in this climate. Tall 

deciduous trees and plants act as natural shading devices and climatic controls, 

and the use of water cools down the temperature and make the inner climate 

more pleasant and tolerable. 

6. Porticoes are recommended for southern fa~ade of schools in such a climate. 

They perform as shading devices as well as transitory spaces between 

classrooms and the courtyard, and could be used for small group discussion 

when in the shade. ECOTECT simulations highlight the significance of the 

portico as a shading device (a combination of horizontal and vertical 

shading surfaces) not only in terms of sun protection but also for daylight 

distribution. The light coloured surfaces of the porticoes also help reflect the 

light inside the room. These porticoes are not specific to the historic schools, 

but are an important generic element in the vernacular architecture of this 

climate. 
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7. High windows or clerestories in porticoes conduct light to the back of 

classrooms and they are also protected from direct exposure to sunlight by 

porticoes. At some positions in which clerestories are exposed to direct 

sunlight due to the low angle of the sun, latticed screens filter the light and 

also reduce glare. ECOTECT simulations verify the importance of clerestory 

in conducting light deeply in the room as well as creating a more even 

distribution of light which is more appropriate for a learning environment. 

8. The tall height of the Hojras (average 4 meters) is a common feature which 

allows the light bounce off the surfaces and provides an even distribution of 

light as well as better air circulation inside the room. ECOTECT results 

concluded that the tall height of Hojra improves daylighting performance of 

the room in terms of quantity as well as quality (uniform distribution of light 

in the room). 

9. The geometry of the ceiling has a considerable effect on the reflected lighting. 

Alterations to ECOTECT models show that a sloped ceiling lowering toward 

the fa~ade improves both the average daylight factor and the internal reflected 

light compared to a flat ceiling or a sloped ceiling lowering toward the back of 

the classroom. 

Chapter 7 explores the empirical evidence for the aforementioned general and specific 

features which can influence reflected daylighting of schools. Specific features are 

classified in 3 groups based on the findings of previous chapters: deep penetration and 

even distribution features, daylight redirection systems, and shading devices. A variety 

of exemplar contemporary school buildings have been studied in order to identify the 

application of the above groups of features as well as the frequency of their usage. The 

following guidelines are based on the observational study of the exemplar schools. 

10. Clerestories and high windows as well as Rooflight and roof monitors are the 

most popular daylighting solutions to admit daylight deeply in classrooms and 

improve the uniformity of daylight. 

11. Lightshelves and room geometry (sloped/curved ceiling) have been used 

occasionally to redirect daylight and the results of using them in the exemplars 

show that they are worth taking into account by designers not only to redirect 
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sunlight or daylight and improve light uniformity, but also to provide shade on 

the view window. Most of lightshelves used in the exemplars are located in 

sunny climates. 

12. The study of the shading devices group indicates the popularity of usual 

shading devices such as overhangs, deep eaves etc. but in some exceptional 

cases such as case study 63 (E63) a solar screen wall is designed to provide 

both horizontal and vertical shade and well as a shaded walkway. 

13. Low fenestration seems to be a feature of the sunny climate case studies. 

However, very few attempts have been made in the exemplar cases studies to 

design fa~ades with high fenestration which take the most advantage of the 

natural light while preventing discomfort glare and overheating. Exemplar 39 

(Dish Fountain School in India) is a good example of a well designed fa~ade 

which takes advantage of sunlight and admits it as diffuse light into 

classrooms via lightshelves, overhangs and careful fenestration. 

8.3. Limitations of the thesis and suggestions for future research 

The focus of this thesis and the limited time of PhD research necessarily restrict the 

scope of the results. The choice of the climate was the first limitation as the research 

question was narrowed down to the warm-dry climate of Iran and its daylighting 

design issues. Therefore, parts of the results of this thesis associated with climate do 

not apply to all Iranian schools. As discussed in Chapter 2, Iran has a varied climate 

and new research need to be undertaken to address the specific issues of day lighting 

design in other Iranian climatic zones. 

This research has proposed some day lighting design guidelines for school designers in 

the warm-dry climate of Iran. However, in terms of the practical outcome of the 

research, further work needs to be done to compile the findings of the thesis chapters 

into a design manual which can be of assistance to school designers. This manual can 

be complied digitally and can also include a wider range of database to assist 

designers. This will possibly be done in a further stage by the author. 
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